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Impacts of Rearing Enrichments on Pullets’ and Free-Range
Hens’ Positive Behaviors across the Flock Cycle

Dana L. M. Campbell *, Sue Belson, Tim R. Dyall, Jim M. Lea and Caroline Lee

Agriculture and Food, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO),
Armidale, NSW 2350, Australia; sue.belson@csiro.au (S.B.); tim.dyall@csiro.au (T.R.D.); jim.lea@csiro.au (J.M.L.);
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* Correspondence: dana.campbell@csiro.au

Simple Summary: Enrichment during the indoor rearing of young laying hens (pullets) destined
for free-range systems may improve pullet development and increase motivated natural behaviors
(termed ‘positive behaviors’) such as foraging, dust bathing and chick play. Hy-Line Brown®chicks
(n = 1700) were floor-reared indoors across 16 weeks with three enrichment treatments
(n = 3 pens/treatment): (1) standard control, (2) weekly novel objects—‘novelty’, (3) perching/
navigation structures—‘structural’. Pullets (16 weeks old: n = 1386) were then transferred to nine
identical pens within rearing treatments, with outdoor range access from 25 to 65 weeks. Video
cameras recorded the pullet pens, adult indoor pens, and outside range. During rearing, observations
of play behavior in chicks at 2, 4 and 6 weeks showed no overall effect of rearing treatment. At 11
and 14 weeks only the novelty hens were observed to increase their foraging across age with no
differences between treatments in dust bathing. Observations of adult hens at 26, 31, 41, 50, 60 and
64 weeks showed that the structural hens exhibited more dust bathing and foraging overall than the
control hens, but that both novelty and/or structural hens showed small increases relative to control
hens depending on the behavior and location. Across age, adult hens differed in the degree of dust
bathing performed inside or outside and foraging outside but not inside. For litter-reared pullets,
additional enrichments may result in some long-term increases in positive behaviors.

Abstract: Enrichment during the indoor rearing of pullets destined for free-range systems may
optimize pullet development including increasing motivated natural behaviors (termed ‘positive
behaviors’) including foraging, dust bathing and chick play. Hy-Line Brown®chicks (n = 1700)
were floor-reared indoors across 16 weeks with three enrichment treatments (n = 3 pens/treatment):
(1) standard control, (2) weekly novel objects—‘novelty’, (3) perching/navigation structures—‘structural’.
At 16 weeks, pullets (n = 1386) were transferred to nine identical pens within rearing treatments
with outdoor range access from 25 to 65 weeks. Video cameras recorded the pullet pens, adult
indoor pens, and outside range. During rearing, observations of play behavior (running, frol-
icking, wing-flapping, sparring) in chicks at 2, 4 and 6 weeks (total of 432 thirty-second scans:
16 observations × 3 days × 9 pens) showed no overall effect of rearing treatment (p = 0.16). At 11
and 14 weeks only the ‘novelty’ hens were observed to increase their foraging across age (p = 0.009;
dust bathing: p = 0.40) (total of 612 thirty-second scans per behavior: 17 observations × 2 days ×
2 age points × 9 pens). Observations of adult hens at 26, 31, 41, 50, 60 and 64 weeks showed that
the structural hens exhibited overall more dust bathing and foraging than the control hens (both
p < 0.04) but both novelty and/or structural hens showed small increases depending on the behavior
and location (total of 4104 scans per behavior: 17 observations × 2 days × 6 age points × 9 pens ×
2 locations = 3672 + an additional 432 observations following daylight saving). Across age, adult
hens differed in the degree of dust bathing performed inside or outside (both p ≤ 0.001) and foraging
outside (p < 0.001) but not inside (p = 0.15). For litter-reared pullets, additional enrichments may
result in some long-term increases in positive behaviors.

Keywords: dust bathing; foraging; play; laying hen; novel objects; perching structures; navigation
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1. Introduction

Free-range laying hen production systems are prevalent within Australia due to
their popularity with consumers [1]. Across Australia and internationally, free-range
hens are perceived to have improved welfare and the eggs are preferred by consumers
for perceived better quality and health benefits [2,3]. However, the welfare status of
hens in free-range systems can be complex as there are both benefits and challenges
to providing birds with outdoor access [4]. Free-range systems can provide hens with
increased space, a more natural outdoor environment and greater ranging can improve
plumage quality [5–7]. Conversely, the outdoor environment is more unpredictable than
the controlled indoor setting and may place greater physical stressors on hens which could
increase mortality [8,9].

One of the potential benefits of free-range systems is the increased space and outdoor
environment that provides more freedom to exhibit behaviors that are viewed as part of a
positive behavioral repertoire for hens [10]. These positive species-specific behaviors are
typical natural behaviors that are not abnormal or negative (e.g., severe feather pecking,
smothering) and hens show motivation to perform [11]. These include dust bathing and
foraging (scratching and pecking at the ground) where environments that facilitate these
(and other) natural behaviors are believed to provide positive welfare experiences for
commercial hens [10]. These behaviors are thwarted in conventional cage systems but are
facilitated in indoor litter-based systems and may be greater in systems with outdoor access.
Previous observations in an experimental free-range setting showed behavioral repertoires
differed between hens located inside the shed versus out on the range with hens located
outside showing greater foraging and dust bathing relative to what was exhibited by hens
inside on the litter [12]. On a commercial free-range farm, hens were primarily observed to
be foraging when outside on the range [13], with foraging likely to occur more frequently
than dust bathing [14], although behaviors can vary depending on the vegetation and
topography outside [15].

While behaviors of dust bathing and foraging are innate and are performed even in the
absence of suitable substrates [16,17], appropriate behavioral development can be affected
by the environment pullets are reared in. The rearing environment overall is critical for
physical, physiological, and behavioral development of the pullets (young, developing
laying hens). There can be long-term effects on bird welfare if rearing environments are
sub-optimal, or not best matched for the laying environment the pullets are transferring
to later in life [18,19]. For example, rearing with access to ramps can improve use of the
elevated areas for hens housed in aviaries and decrease keel bone damage [20]. Access
to litter in the first four weeks of life can have long-term impacts on the development
of feather pecking behaviors [21,22], which may be related to litter stimulating natural
foraging behavior versus undesirable pecking of conspecifics. Adult hens may readily
utilize an available dust bathing substrate even if they were reared without substrate
exposure [23,24]; however, early experience without a suitable substrate may explain
why some hens still sham dust bathe in the presence of litter [25]. Evidence to date
demonstrates specific types of environmental enrichment can have effects on specific
related behaviors as birds mature (e.g., older pullets used ramps to a greater extent when
they had access to them as chicks; [26]) but can also have more generalized effects, such as
rearing complexity reducing fear responses in young adult hens [27]. More generalized
effects of optimizing bird development could include impacts on positive species-specific
behaviors such as dust bathing and foraging. While the presence of litter can affect these,
additional enrichments to a litter substrate may have even greater impacts. Peat and
hay enrichments increased ground pecking in broilers, even when the birds were not in
proximity of the enrichments [28]. If enrichments have generalized impacts on increasing
positive behaviors the effects could be first apparent in the early weeks of life through
changes in chick play behavior, which are expressed early in life and generally viewed as
being positive [29,30].
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Play behavior is performed across many animal species and may be associated with
better preparing animals for the unexpected later in life [29]. Play may also be indicative of
improved welfare, although not in every case, with some animals showing increased play
following stressful experiences [30]. While there is limited research conducted on play be-
havior in chickens, spontaneous play has been observed in broiler chickens [28,31,32]. Play
typically occurs in the early weeks of a chicken’s life and will decrease across age [28,31,32].
Play has previously been categorized to include behaviors such as running, worm/food
running (running with an object in the beak) wing-flapping, frolicking (running with wings
flapping) and sparring/play fighting, all of which are performed spontaneously in young
chicks or can be stimulated in experimental contexts [28,31,32]. In the limited research
available, the effects of enrichment on play are unclear. No effects have been found on
spontaneous play [28,31,32] but non-enriched birds have shown more play during specific
play tests [32].

Pullets destined for free-range systems in Australia (and elsewhere) are typically reared
indoors before being transferred to a laying facility with outdoor access. The discrepancies
between the rearing and laying housing systems may impact how the adult hens adapt to
their new housing. With outdoor access for pullets being logistically difficult, enriching
the rearing environment may be a strategy to optimize pullet development, improving
welfare and adaptability. A rearing enrichment trial was designed to measure the impacts
of different types of rearing environments on the behavior, health, production, and welfare
of a flock of free-range hens in an experimental setting and showed long-term effects of
the type of environment the pullets were reared in across multiple measures [5,33,34]. The
aim of this study was to assess how these different rearing enrichments affected chick play
behavior as well as foraging and dust bathing in the pullets and adult hens across the flock
cycle. It was predicted that both types of rearing enrichments would increase these positive
species-specific behaviors through generalized impacts on optimizing pullet behavioral
development. While the enrichment types were distinct, there were no clear predictions
on how they may differentially affect the birds, as there is limited literature available and
neither of the enrichment types specifically target litter-related behaviors.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethical Statement

All research was approved by the University of New England Animal Ethics Commit-
tee (AEC17-092).

2.2. Animals and Housing
2.2.1. Rearing (0–16 Weeks of Age)

This study used 1700 Hy-Line® Brown layers that were first reared indoors for
16 weeks in the Rob Cumming Poultry Innovation Centre of the University of New England,
Armidale, Australia, before transfer to the Laureldale free-range facility of the University
of New England, where they remained until the conclusion of the trial at 65 weeks of
age. The housing set-up for the birds has been described previously (e.g., [5,33,34]). In
November 2017, day-old, beak-trimmed chicks from a commercial hatchery were placed
into nine floor-litter pens (6.2 m L × 3.2 m W) within three rooms. Chicks arrived in multi-
ple boxes with boxes randomly allocated to treatment pens (approximately two boxes/pen).
All pens within a room were visually separated with shade cloth attached to the wire pen
dividers. Rice hulls covered the ground as floor litter, four round feeders per pen provided
ad libitum access to commercially formulated mash and drinking water was provided via
nipples (20 nipples/pen). Resources either met or exceeded the current Australian Model
Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals—Domestic Poultry [35]. Three separate rearing
enrichment treatments were applied with one treatment replicate per room, balanced for
location. (1) a ‘control’ group with just the floor litter, (2) a ‘novelty’ group where novel
objects were changed at weekly intervals (e.g., balls, bottles, bricks, brooms, brushes, buck-
ets, containers, pet toys, plastic pipes, strings, water bottles) and (3) a ‘structural’ group
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where five custom-designed H-shaped perching/navigation structures (L, W, H: all 0.60 m)
with two solid panels and an open-framed side were provided in different orientations
within each pen. Pullets could perch on these structures and the solid side in some orienta-
tions created a visual/physical barrier requiring the birds to navigate around it, thus the
structures were designed to add complexity and stimulate both perching and navigation in
the pen. There was approximately 6 cm perching space/bird during rearing provided by
these structures. By 16 weeks of age, bird density was approximately 15 kg/m2 (average
174–190 pullets/pen resulting from both chick mortality and chick placement error). Tem-
perature and lighting schedules followed the Hy-Line® Brown alternative management
guidelines [36] except the LED lighting was maintained at 100 Lux as the pullets were
being reared for a free-range system. Rooms were mechanically ventilated but there was no
cooling system present. Litter was visually assessed during daily routine bird health checks
and was deemed dry and friable throughout the rearing period across all pens. Chicks and
pullets were vaccinated as per regulatory requirements and standard recommendations.

2.2.2. Free-Range Facility—Indoor Pens (16–65 Weeks of Age)

At 16 weeks of age, 1386 pullets were transferred to nine identical, visually isolated
pens within a single shed at the Laureldale free-range facility of the University of New
England with rearing treatments balanced for location across the shed. Additional pullets,
surplus to the space restrictions of the layer shed, were rehomed including those birds
that were either heavier or lighter than the mean body weight, and then some additional
randomly selected pullets to reach the desired quota. Pullets were socially remixed within
pen replicates of their rearing treatments (three pen replicates per rearing treatment) to
simulate the social remixing that occurs commercially. However, pullets were placed
into three pens containing only birds from the same rearing treatment. Bird density was
approximately 9 birds/m2 (n = 154 hens/pen; 3.6 m W × 4.8 m L). Each pen contained
nest boxes, perches, feeders, and water nipples to meet or exceed requirements of the
Australian Model Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals-Domestic Poultry [35]. Pen
space logistics restricted perching space to 10 cm per bird, but hens also perched on the tops
of the waterline and feeders. Rice hulls formed the floor litter substrate with regular raking
management and one complete mid-lay litter replacement to ensure dryness and friability
of the litter. By 30 weeks of age, the LED lighting schedule had gradually reached 16 hours
light and 8 hours dark with an average pen intensity of 10.0 (±0.84 SE) Lux (Lutron Light
Meter, LX-112850; Lutron Electronic Enterprise CO., Ltd., Taipei, Taiwan) as measured at
birds’ eye height from three pen locations (front, middle, back) when the pop-holes were
closed. This lux was the highest that could be achieved with the shed lighting system. The
shed was fan-ventilated with no temperature or humidity control.

2.2.3. Free-Range Facility—Outdoor Range (16–65 Weeks of Age)

Each indoor pen was connected to an outdoor range area accessible via two pop-hole
openings (18 cm W × 36 cm H). The nine range areas were visually isolated from each
other via shade cloth on the wire fences. The pop-holes first opened at 25 weeks of age
(May 2018) and provided daytime range access on an automated schedule from 09:15 until
after sunset resulting in approximately 9 h of available ranging time across winter and
approximately 11 h of available ranging time daylight saving time onward (October 2018).
The range area comprised of a 1.2 m length concrete path, followed by 3.6 m length of river
rock and then a 26.2 m length of grassed area with no trees or artificial shelters. Monthly
photos of the range areas allowed visual estimation of vegetation coverage. Initially the
range areas were 90% covered in grass, which was destroyed by hens or seasonal die-off
after 8 weeks of range access. Six months after first range access (hen age: 48 weeks), there
was some spring grass regrowth with up to 40% coverage in some pens (3 pens 0%, 4 pens
20%, 2 pens 40%) but by summer (8 months after first range access: hen age: 56 weeks) the
ranges were only bare dirt with some scattered hen-resistant weeds.
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2.3. Video Recording and Data Collection

Hikvision Network cameras (Model DS-2CD2232-I5 4 mm, Hikvision, Hangzhou,
China) were installed to capture the indoor rearing pens during light hours at 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,
11 and 14 weeks of age. The same cameras were installed to capture the indoor pens and
range area of each pen at the layer facility at 26, 31, 41, 50, 60 and 64 weeks of age. Across
the ranging period there was typically little rain due to severe drought in the region. Due
to camera angles, across all pens equally, approximately 0.5 m in front of the pop-holes
inside and approximately 1.2 m in front of the pop holes outside was unavoidably excluded
from video capture. Video recordings were later decoded by observers who were blind to
rearing treatment or blind to the aims of the trial where rearing enrichments were visible in
the video. The observers were all trained by a single researcher who simultaneously did
sections of video with the trainee to ensure the correct behaviors were being identified. For
instances where two observers were collecting data on the same behavior, both observers
watched one identical section of video first independently (one day of observations across
one pen). If inter-observer reliability was initially below 90% as assessed by correlation in
Microsoft Excel (agreement values ranged from 76–89%), the two observers then discussed
the section of video to reach 100% agreement in the identification of birds performing
each behavior at each time point the observers previously showed discrepancies on before
proceeding with their independent observation days. Where two observers watched one
behavior, the allocation of pens and treatments to observe were balanced to minimize any
potential observer bias per a specific rearing treatment.

The observers collected data as follows:
1. Rearing—Enrichment interactions: counts of birds using/interacting with enrich-

ments in the rearing pens at 3, 6, 8, 11 and 14 weeks of age. These data were collected by
one observer to document the use of the enrichments during rearing with no intended com-
parison between treatment groups. At each age point a single day of video per enriched pen
(novelty and structural pens, not control pens) was observed with point counts made every
30 min from 08:00 until 17:30 (total 20 counts per day × 5 days × 6 enriched pens = total
dataset of 600 counts). Days were selected to be at least 2 days after the new novel objects
had been added but also at least 2 days after other/disturbances interventions such as body
weight assessment as part of a separate dataset [37] and vaccinations. Interaction with
the enrichments was defined as a bird perched on, pecking at, or standing/sitting directly
next to an enrichment (i.e., less than a bird body width away). The structural enrichment
remained the same throughout the rearing period, but the novel objects changed weekly
and thus were variable across the 5 days assessed. The video was played at each time point
for up to 10 s as needed to confirm bird behavior at the specified time point.

2. Rearing—Play behavior of chicks: counts of chicks exhibiting play behavior were
observed in each pen across one day at 2, 4, and 6 weeks of age. Ages were selected
based on previous literature on broiler chickens [31,32] of when play behavior may be
most prevalent. While the match between broiler chickens and laying hens is limited given
broiler chickens reach maturity (and hence slaughter) at 6 weeks of age, this selected age
period provided a starting reference point for documenting (potentially peak) play in laying
hen chicks. Observations by a single observer of running, frolicking, wing-flapping and
sparring were made based on the ethogram as described in Table 2 of Liu et al. (2020) [32].
Wing-flapping was included, as although it is often classified as a comfort behavior in
older birds, it has been observed to be associated with play or aggressive interactions in
chicks [31,32,38]. Data were collected across a 30 s period every 30 min throughout the
day totalling 432 observations (16 observations per day × 3 days × 9 pens). Only a single
day was chosen at each age point as it was uncertain how much play behavior would
be observed (if any) and there were shorter time intervals between the observation ages
relative to the dust bathing and foraging observations in the pullets and adults.

3. Rearing—Pullet foraging and dust bathing: at 11 and 14 weeks of age, all pullet
pens were observed by a single observer across two days per age point to count the number
of birds dust bathing or foraging (defined as feet scratching backwards in the litter typically
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followed by pecking in the litter) across 30 s every 30 min from 09:30 until 17:30 (total
17 observations × 2 days × 2 age points × 9 pens = 612 observations for each behavior).
This definition of foraging has been used in previous studies [12,39] although some authors
include other exploratory behaviors within their foraging definition [40].

4. Free-range facility—Hen foraging and dust bathing: at each age, approximately
one week of video was recorded with the specific days of observation within the week
selected based on a full set of recordings with no missing video due to technical issues, and
predominantly dry weather. Across two days each at 26, 31, 41, 50, 60 and 64 weeks of age,
the number of hens dust bathing or foraging inside were counted by two observers across
a 30 s period every 30 min from 09:30 (pop-holes opened at 09:15) until 17:30 (just before
sunset) or until 19:30 from 50 weeks onwards following daylight saving time change (total
17 observations × 2 days × 6 age points × 9 pens = 1836 + an additional 216 observations
following daylight saving: total 2052 observations each of dust bathing or foraging across
the flock cycle). At each observation point, the corresponding observations of hens’ dust
bathing or foraging were made outside on the range (n = 2052 observations each for dust
bathing and foraging outside) by a different two observers. Selected days within age points
had one full day between them that was not observed (i.e., the selected days per age week
were not consecutive).

5. Free-range facility—Time budgets of hens: across two days at 50 weeks of age, a 10 m
length portion of the range area for each pen was selected for time budget observations
by a single observer (the same area was selected for each range, in mid-view of the video
capture). This age point was selected as foraging and dust bathing on the range were
observed at higher levels and daylight hours were extended for more observations. Scan
sampling was applied every 30 min from 09:30 until 19:00 with hens in the designated area
first counted and then a behavior allocated per hen based on the ethogram in Table 1. At
each time point the video was played for a few seconds to confirm the behavior the hen
was exhibiting (total 20 observations points × 9 pens × 2 days = 360 observations points).

Table 1. Ethogram of the behaviors observed for each hen whilst out on the range at 50 weeks of age.

Behavior Description

Body shaking Hen completes a full shake of her body ruffling her feathers

Dust bathing Hen is lying on the ground, kicking dirt onto her feathers and tossing it over her body with her wings
and full body movement

Fighting Two hens are jumping up and pecking at each other with force

Jumping in air/flying Hen jumps into air, flaps wings, and travels a short distance

Foraging Hen scratches her feet backwards in the dirt and then pecks the ground

Pecking Hen is using her beak to touch the ground or surrounding environment Hen may pick up something
(e.g., dirt) with her beak

Pecking other chickens Hen is using her beak to touch another hen

Piling Hens are in a group tightly clustered together

Preening Hen is using her beak on her feathers to align them or pull off debris (e.g., dirt)

Standing Hen is upright and remaining in one location.

Sunbathing Hen is lying in the dirt with wings spread out and is motionless (i.e., not moving around as per dust
bathing activity)

Running Hen is upright and moving forward at a fast pace

Tail shaking Hen shakes tail feathers whilst walking or standing

Walking Hen is upright and moving forward at a slower pace than when classified as running

Wing flapping Hen’s wings are outstretched and rapidly flapped while hen remains on the ground
(i.e., not airborne)
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2.4. Data and Statistical Analyses

All analyses were conducted in JMP 14.0.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) with
α = 0.05. All proportions were calculated taking cumulative mortality into account. All
data were checked for normality and transformed where necessary for parametric tests. The
studentized residuals were visually inspected to ensure homoscedascity. Non-parametric
tests were conducted where transformations could not make the data normally distributed.

The count data for interaction with enrichments were converted to proportion of birds
within the pen at each time point and visually displayed. No statistical analyses were
conducted on these data as there were no specific comparisons to be made among treatment
groups. The counts of chicks exhibiting play behaviors (running, frolicking, wing-flapping
and sparring) were converted to proportions of chicks within each pen performing each
behavior at each age point. Observations across the day were summed into a daily mean
per pen per age point (n = 27: 3 × daily means × 9 pens) and were logit transformed.
A constant of 0.001 was added to the sparring proportions only prior to transformation
to account for zero values. A General Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) was applied to each
behavior (and all play behaviors summed together) with rearing treatment, age and their
interaction as fixed effects, including pen nested within treatment as a random effect.
Where significant differences were present, post-hoc Tukey’s tests were applied to the least
squares means.

The counts of pullets dust bathing and foraging were converted to proportions of
pullets performing the behaviors, logit transformed and mean daily values were calculated
per pen for each behavior (n = 36: 4 daily means × 9 pens). A General Linear Mixed
Model (GLMM) was applied with rearing treatment, age, and their interaction as fixed
effects including pen nested within treatment and observation day as random effects.
Where significant differences were present, post-hoc Tukey’s tests were applied to the least
squares means.

The counts of hens dust bathing or foraging inside and outside were converted to
proportions of all hens in the pen and summed across the two locations. The conversion
to proportions of all hens in the pen rather than proportions of hens specifically inside or
outside was to display the proportions of the total group that were exhibiting each behavior
in each location (i.e., conversions based on hens present inside or outside would inflate the
proportions of hens exhibiting the behavior). The original dataset (2052 observations per
behavior) was summarized to include one mean value per pen per day each for dust bathing
and foraging (n = 108 per behavior: 2 days × 6 age points × 9 pens). The proportions were
logit transformed but were not normally distributed and were analyzed for an effect of
rearing treatment using separate Kruskal-Wallis tests, including blocking for the effect of
age (only one blocking factor was permitted in the analyses). Where significant differences
were present, post-hoc tests were conducted between all pairs using the Steel-Dwass
method. The proportions of hens dust bathing or foraging inside the shed or outside on
the range were then analyzed separately for an effect of rearing treatment using separate
Kruskal-Wallis tests that included blocking for the effect of age. A constant of 0.001 was
added to these data prior to logit transformation to account for values of zero. Finally, effect
of age for dust bathing or foraging in indoor and outdoor locations was analyzed using
separate Kruskal-Wallis tests blocking for effects of rearing treatment.

The counts of hens performing specific behaviors at 50 weeks of age were converted
into proportions of hens in the observation area exhibiting each behavior. Due to low
incidences of some behaviors, observations of body shaking, preening, sunbathing, tail
shaking and wing flapping were combined into a single category of ‘comfort behaviors’.
The original dataset was summarized into one mean value per behavior per pen per day
(summarized dataset: 2 days × 9 pens = 18 datapoints per 11 behaviors). The behaviors
of jumping/flying, piling, pecking other chickens and fighting occurred too infrequently
(~ 1% of the hens’ time budget combined) and were not included in any further analyses.
The proportions of comfort behaviors, dust bathing, foraging, pecking, running, standing
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and walking were analyzed for an effect of rearing treatment using separate non-parametric
Kruskal-Wallis tests.

3. Results

3.1. Rearing

Observations of the proportions of pullets utilizing enrichment in the two enriched
rearing treatments showed that the birds were interacting with the provided enrichment
across the rearing period with approximately 10% of pullets using them at any single
point in time (overall mean ± SEM; novelty pullets: 9.22% ± 0.22; structural pullets:
11.47% ± 0.25, Figure 1).

Figure 1. Box plots indicating the proportion of pullets in the pen that were interacting with enrich-
ments in the novelty and structural treatment pens across five age points (3 to 14 weeks of age). The
horizontal line within each box indicates the median value with the box ends representing the 1st and
3rd quartiles. The whiskers extend to the outer datapoints that fall within a distance 1.5 × outside
the 1st or 3rd quartiles. If datapoints do not reach these computed ranges, the whiskers represent the
upper and lower data points (excluding outliers).

For play behaviors, there was an interaction between rearing treatment and age for
the proportion of chicks running (F(4,12) = 5.28, p = 0.02), with the enriched chicks showing
less running at four weeks of age compared with the control chicks (Figure 2). There was
no overall effect of rearing treatment (F(2,6) = 2.57, p = 0.16), but running decreased linearly
across age (F(2,12) = 59.38, p < 0.0001, Figure 2). There was only an effect of age on the
proportion of chicks frolicking (F(2,12) = 5.76, p = 0.02) with less frolicking at six weeks
(Table 2). There was no effect of rearing treatment (F(2,6) = 2.81, p = 0.14), or interaction
between age and rearing treatment (F(4,12) = 0.44, p = 0.78). There was a significant effect of
rearing treatment on the proportion of chicks showing wing-flapping (F(2,6) = 9.50, p = 0.01)
with the structural chicks showing less than control and novelty chicks (Table 2). There was
also a significant effect of age (F(2,12) = 4.67, p = 0.03) with less wing-flapping at two weeks
of age compared with six weeks of age (Table 2). There was no interaction between rearing
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treatment and age (F(4,12) = 0.57, p = 0.69). There was a significant interaction between
age and rearing treatment on the proportion of chicks sparring (F(2,12) = 3.29, p = 0.048),
with the control chicks only showing more sparring at six weeks relative to two weeks
of age. There was a significant effect of age (F(2,12) = 5.44, p = 0.02) with more sparring
at four weeks than at two weeks, but no overall effect of rearing treatment (F(2,6) = 0.25,
p = 0.79). When all play behaviors were combined, there was only a significant effect of age
(F(2,12) = 29.05, p < 0.0001) with play linearly decreasing across age. There was no effect of
rearing treatment (F(2,6) = 2.94, p = 0.13) and no interaction between rearing treatment and
age (F(4,12) = 1.22, p = 0.35). Running was the most frequently observed play behavior but
was still observed in less than 10% of the chicks during observations, with sparring only
observed in a few chicks (Table 2).

Figure 2. The mean (±SEM) proportion of chicks from three rearing treatments (control, novelty,
structural) running within the pens across three age points (2, 4, 6 weeks). a–d Dissimilar superscript
letters indicate significant differences across rearing treatments and age. Raw data are presented with
analyses conducted on transformed means.

The proportions of pullets dust bathing in their rearing pens were similar across rearing
treatments (F(2,6) = 1.06, p = 0.40), but the proportions decreased from 11 to 14 weeks
(F(1,2) = 332.18, p = 0.003) with no interaction between treatment and age (F(2,22) = 2.40,
p = 0.11, Figure 3). There was a significant interaction between age and rearing treatment
for the proportion of pullets foraging (F(2,22) = 5.67, p = 0.01) with the pullets from the
novelty treatment increasing their foraging with age, but the control and structural pullets
remained at similar levels between 11 and 14 weeks (Figure 3). Visually, all groups showed
similar patterns of dust bathing and foraging across the day (Figure 3).
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Table 2. The mean (±SEM) percentages of chicks that performed each play behavior (frolicking,
wing-flapping and sparring) across three rearing treatments (control, novelty, structural) at three
different observation age points (2, 4, 6 weeks). a,b Dissimilar superscript letters indicate differences
across rearing treatments or across age. Raw means are presented with analyses conducted on
transformed data.

Behavior
(Mean % ± SEM)

Frolicking Wing-Flapping Sparring

Treatment Control 2.27 ± 0.51 1.12 ± 0.10 a 0.42 ± 0.09
Novelty 1.75 ± 0.26 1.09 ± 0.07 a 0.29 ± 0.07

Structural 2.27 ± 0.34 1.0 ± 0.13 b 0.35 ± 0.05

Age Two weeks 2.43 ± 0.18 a 0.87 ± 0.07 b 0.22 ± 0.04 b

Four weeks 2.42 ± 0.30 a 1.07 ± 0.06 a,b 0.41 ± 0.06 a

Six weeks 1.44 ± 0.17 b 1.32 ± 0.10 a 0.43 ± 0.08 a,b

Figure 3. The proportion of pullets from three rearing treatments (control, novelty, structural) dust
bathing or foraging across the day as assessed at 11 and 14 weeks of age. a,b Dissimilar letters indicate
significant differences between treatments across age for foraging behavior. The raw mean (±SEM)
values are presented across the day with statistical tests conducted on transformed daily total means.

3.2. Free-Range Facility

Across all age points there was a significant effect of rearing treatment on the total
proportions of adult hens dust bathing (χ2 = 13.81, df = 2, p = 0.001) and foraging (χ2 = 6.53,
df = 2, p = 0.04) with the structural hens showing more dust bathing and foraging than the
control hens only (Figure 4).
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There was a significant effect of rearing treatment on the proportion of hens dust
bathing inside (χ2 = 22.54, df = 2, p < 0.001) with both the novelty and structural groups
showing more dust bathing than the control hens (both p ≤ 0.0007, Figure 5). There was
a significant effect of rearing treatment on the proportion of hens dust bathing outside
(χ2 = 11.78, df = 2, p < 0.003) with the structural hens showing more dust bathing than the
novelty hens only (p = 0.002), Figure 5). There was a significant effect of rearing treatment
on the proportion of hens foraging inside (χ2 = 8.39, df = 2, p = 0.02) with the novelty hens
showing more foraging than the control hens only (p = 0.01, Figure 5). There was also a
significant effect of rearing treatment on the proportion of hens foraging outside (χ2 = 9.79,
df = 2, p < 0.008) with the structural hens showing more foraging than the control hens only
(p = 0.006, Figure 5).

There were significant differences across age for hens dust bathing inside (χ2 = 22.40,
df = 5, p = 0.0004) and outside (χ2 = 64.59, df = 5, p < 0.0001) and significant differences
across age for hens foraging outside (χ2 = 64.55, df = 5, p < 0.0001), but not across age for
hens foraging inside (χ2 = 8.12, df = 5, p = 0.15, Figure 6). There was more variation across
age for dust bathing and foraging behaviors observed outside on the range than inside the
shed (Figure 6).

Analyses of the time budgets of hens on the range at 50 weeks of age showed no
treatment differences in the proportion of hens performing comfort behaviors, dust bathing,
foraging, pecking, running, standing and walking (χ2 = 0.46–5.10, df = 2, p ≥ 0.08; Figure 7).
The most frequent behaviors observed were walking, pecking and then standing (Figure 7).

Figure 4. The mean (±SEM) proportion of hens summed for both inside the shed and outside on
the range exhibiting dust bathing or foraging behavior across the flock cycle from three rearing
treatments (control, novelty, structural). Raw data are presented.
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Figure 5. The mean (±SEM) proportion of hens inside the shed (indoors) or outside on the range
(outdoors) exhibiting dust bathing or foraging behavior across the flock cycle from three rearing
treatments (control, novelty, structural). Raw data are presented.

Figure 6. The mean (±SEM) proportion of hens inside the shed (indoors) or outside on the range
(outdoors) exhibiting dust bathing or foraging behavior across hen ages (26, 31, 41, 50, 60, 64 weeks).
Raw data are presented from all rearing treatments combined.
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Figure 7. The percentages of hens on a portion of the range performing comfort behaviors, dust
bathing, foraging, pecking, running, standing and walking across three different rearing treatments
(control, novelty, structural). Observations were made when hens were 50 weeks of age across
two days.

4. Discussion

Enrichments provided during the indoor rearing phase for free-range laying hens may
have beneficial effects on multiple aspects of behavior and physical health. The aim of this
study was to assess how different types of rearing enrichments may affect species-specific,
motivated, natural laying-hen behaviors (termed positive behaviors) including foraging
and dust bathing for pullets and adult hens across their production cycle as well as play
behavior in chicks. Providing novel objects or perching/navigation structures to pullets
raised on floor litter had some effects on play behavior but most play behaviors were
observed in low frequencies equally among treatments. The novel objects increased the
foraging behavior of pullets across age during the rearing treatment phase to a greater
degree relative to the control and structural treatment groups. In the adult hens, the
perching/navigation structure enrichments increased overall foraging and dust bathing
relative to the control hens but there were treatment effects of both enrichment types,
dependent on the location and behavior observed. Hens differed in the amount of foraging
and dust bathing performed inside the shed versus outside on the range across age. These
results demonstrate that for pullets reared on litter, additional enrichments can still result
in some increases in these species-specific positive behaviors in the adult hens. These
beneficial effects of rearing enrichments may become more apparent in the longer term
as the adult birds are exposed to a new environment, come into lay and likely encounter
various stressors across the production cycle.

Rearing enrichments resulted in a greater drop in running behavior relative to the
control chicks from 2 to 4 weeks of age but when all play behaviors were combined, there
was no effect of the rearing treatments indicating enrichments resulted in minimal impacts
on play behaviors. It is possible that a different observation method such as extended
continuous observations across fewer periods [32] may have increased observations of
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play occurrences. All play behaviors did decrease across age which is consistent with
other studies [31,32]. The results on enrichment effects are similar to observations of play
behavior in broiler chicks provided with enrichment. Broiler results showed no treatment
differences in spontaneous play [32] or in play stimulated by personnel walking through
and creating an open space [31], but when specific tests of play were conducted, the non-
enriched birds were more responsive [32]. The higher proportions of running in the control
chicks and greater increase in sparring behavior relative to enriched groups across age
may have been a result of few other stimulatory objects in their environment to engage the
chicks [32], or the greater open litter space in their comparatively empty pens. Currently
the literature on play behavior in chickens is limited and while this study adds knowledge,
there is still much to be understood about what stimulates play in young chickens and how
this may affect their welfare, both as developing chicks and longer term.

All birds in this study were raised on litter, which is important for the development of
foraging behavior and reductions of feather pecking [21,22], although the effects on dust
bathing development are less clear [23–25]. The relationship between foraging and feather
pecking has been hypothesized to be a redirection of food-related pecking at feathers
when a substrate is not present [41], although conflicting results across a multitude of
studies highlight the complexities around this relationship [42]. Despite the presence of
the litter, there were still some impacts of the rearing enrichments on these behaviors. The
perching/navigation structures and novel objects were not intended to specifically increase
litter-related behaviors, although there were pecking strings provided as some of the novel
objects within some weeks across the 16-week rearing period. These increases suggest that
the enrichments had more generalized impacts in optimizing the behavioral development
of the birds, resulting in more performance of behaviors that are believed to be positive for
laying hens to engage in [43], and that, when thwarted, have been shown to increase the
occurrence of abnormal behaviors [11].

Increases in foraging only were shown in the novelty pullets across age which may
have been a result of changes in the degree of engagement with the varying enrichments
in their pens across time. Once hens moved into the laying system and had a choice of
engaging in these behaviors both inside the shed in the floor litter, or outside the shed
in the dirt, there were differences between rearing treatments for both dust bathing and
foraging, but these differences were in part dependent on the location being observed.
Overall, the structural hens did show the most foraging and dust bathing, and this in part
may have been related to differences in ranging behavior. Through individual range-use
tracking using radio-frequency identification technology, the structural hens spent the
longest daily time outside on the range, with the novelty and structural hens showing the
longest times for individual visits relative to the control birds [34]. This increased time
outside with more space may have led to more observations of dust bathing and foraging
as previous research with a separate flock in the same experimental setting showed that
hens exhibited more of these behaviors outside relative to what was observed inside the
shed [12]. However, there were still some treatment effects when comparing just the
behavior exhibited inside the shed in the floor litter. It is difficult to conclude from this
study whether that was indirectly related to range-use differences among treatment groups
(i.e., increased space available inside per hen with more hens outside) or a separate effect
of the rearing enrichment that increased the motivation to perform these behaviors. The
variation between rearing treatments and behaviors performed inside or outside does
highlight how free-range hens have a choice of locations within this type of system and
different locations may be preferred for certain behaviors. This can extend to different
locations out on the range as well, where open range areas may elicit different behaviors to
sheltered areas [14,15].

The increase in foraging behavior may have had other welfare benefits across the
trial, although confirmation of a causal relationship in this study is limited. The control
hens overall showed less foraging relative to the structural hens, and they also exhibited
the most plumage damage across time [5]. Foraging is proposed to function as both food
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searching as well as environmental exploration [11]. In this study, foraging was defined as
scratching followed by pecking, but foraging in other studies has encompassed walking,
pecking and scratching (e.g., [14]). It is uncertain if the discrepancies in these definitions
would also correspond with different motivations behind the behaviors, where walking
while pecking may be a greater representation of explorative foraging. In terms of food
searching, all adult hens had equal feed available indoors which should have met their
nutritional requirements. Thus, it is possible that the structural hens were performing more
foraging under increased motivation to explore their environment. This may have resulted
from the structures provided during rearing that were intended to improve physical
development as well as improve spatial navigation around their pens (each structure
included opaque sides designed to provide a visual block for development of navigation
abilities) [44]. This would be consistent with the research by Rudkin (2021, [42]), who
found no direct correlation between foraging and feather pecking in hens provided with a
range of foraging enrichments in their cages, indicating that the foraging substrates enabled
development of exploration foraging. If control hens were less engaged in exploring their
environments, then this could have increased conspecific pecking behavior and/or stress
resulting in this negative pattern of behavior [45]. However, the hens exposed to multiple
different novel objects during rearing did not show more foraging overall, only more
foraging than the control hens inside the shed. Thus, the relationship between rearing
enrichments, exploration, foraging and feather pecking in this study is uncertain and
requires further investigation.

5. Conclusions

This research demonstrates some long-term benefits of rearing enrichments in the form
of novel objects or perching/navigation structures for pullets destined for a free-range en-
vironment, where additional complexity in litter-based environments may optimize behav-
ioral development of the pullets and increase performance of positive species-specific behav-
iors. The effects were most prominent in the pullets reared with the perching/navigation
structures throughout development, although the increases were small. Future research
should seek to further understand mechanisms behind these effects to design rearing envi-
ronments that will facilitate desirable behaviors across the laying cycle. Benefits may be
seen for laying hens in loose-housed systems with or without range access.
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Simple Summary: The effect of light intensity on pullet behavior and welfare is not well studied.
In this study, two strains (Lohmann LSL-Lite and Lohmann Brown-Lite) of pullets reared in floor
pens containing a perchery system were tested under one of three light intensities (10, 30, or 50 lux).
Behavior, jumping frequency and success, fear, and stress levels were assessed throughout the
study. Pullets reared at 50 lux spent more time preening (comfort behavior) than pullets reared
at 10 lux, while pullets reared at 10 lux spent more time pecking at walls (exploratory behavior).
All pullets increased their time spent preening with age. The number and accuracy of jumps also
increased with age. Light intensity did not affect landing success, nor did it affect pullet fear or
stress levels. Lohmann-LSL-Lite pullets performed more jumps than Lohmann Brown-Lite pullets,
while Lohmann Brown-Lite pullets spent more time performing exploratory behaviors. Lohmann
Brown-Lite pullets also scored higher on the fear and stress assessments, which might suggest genetic
differences between the two strains. Overall, the results suggest that light intensity does not affect
pullet behavior, although higher light intensity at 50 lux may slightly increase preening in the pullets,
which may indicate positive welfare attributes.

Abstract: The effects of light intensity (L) are not well studied in pullets. Our research objective was
to study the effect of L on navigational success, behavior, and welfare of two pullet strains (S). In two
repeated trials, a 3 × 2 × 4 factorial arrangement tested three L (10, 30, 50 lux) and two S (Lohmann
Brown-Lite (LB), LSL-Lite (LW)) at four ages. One thousand eight hundred pullets/S (0–16 wk)
were randomly assigned to floor pens within light-tight rooms (three pens/S/room, four rooms/L)
containing four parallel perches and a ramp. Data collection included jumping frequency and success
(24h continuous sampling), novel object tests (fear), heterophil to lymphocyte (H/L) ratios (stress),
and behavior (instantaneous scan sampling) during photoperiods. L did not affect injurious behavior,
fear, or H/L. Pullets reared at 50 lux spent more time preening than at 10 lux. Pullets reared at 10 lux
spent more time wall pecking than at 50 lux. Time spent standing and preening and total number and
accuracy of jumping increased with age. Pullets reared at 30 lux had higher jumping frequency than
at 10 lux; accuracy was not affected. LW jumped more than LB, but with similar success. LB spent
more time exploring and scored higher in the fear and stress assessments, suggesting S differences.

Keywords: Lohmann Brown-Lite; Lohmann LSL-Lite; novel object test; heterophil/lymphocyte ratio;
environmental navigation

1. Introduction

Studies showed that laying hens are more successful at using complex housing en-
vironments when reared in a similar type of housing, as it allows learning to occur early
in life [1]. Light intensity (L) may play a role in helping pullets navigate these complex
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environments by increasing visual acuity. Light intensity may also have an impact on bird
behavior and welfare. Many studies have been conducted on L on broilers, while only a
few looked at hen behavior and jumping ability [2,3]. Further, information on the impact
of L levels on pullets is not well known.

Several variables might affect a pullet’s ability to successfully navigate an environment.
Increasing L may result in better navigational ability, as a brighter environment may
improve poultry vision [2,4]. Previous studies on laying hens reported increased bird
activity and jumping success in a brighter environment [5,6]. Age could be another factor,
as Kozak et al. [7] reported that pullets at 10–16 wk performed more aerial ascents than
hens at 17–24 and 25–37 wk. It is possible that jumping behavior may decrease with age
as younger animals have higher levels of energetic capacity and movements than older
animals [8]. Therefore, results from hen studies cannot be directly applied to pullets. Bird
strain (S) may also play a role in pullet behavioral and navigational qualities [9–11], and
should be considered when evaluating the effect of L on pullets.

While increasing L may have positive impacts on birds, it may also result in increased
injurious pecking and cannibalism [3,12,13]. Increased injurious behavior within the flock
can impact fear and stress levels. Heterophil/lymphocyte (H/L) ratios are considered
to be a reliable measure for chronic stress [14]; however, the effect of L on hen or pullet
H/L ratios has not been well-studied, as most research focused on hen jumping ability at
lower L settings. Information on fear levels in hens in relation to L is also not well-known;
however, one study by Hughes and Black [15] reported that hens were more fearful in
17–22 lux than in 55–80 lux.

The present study was conducted to determine whether increasing L can aid
pullets in navigating a complex environment without negative behavioral and welfare
consequences. The objectives of this study were to examine the effects of L on the
behavior, jumping frequency and success, fear, and stress of Lohmann Brown-Lite (LB)
and Lohmann LSL-Lite (LW) pullets reared to 16 wk. Three light intensities were tested:
10 (current industry recommended value), 30, and 50 lux. The following hypotheses
were tested: (1) L higher than 10 lux would increase active behavior, as well as jumping
frequency and success, due to increased visual acuity and bird activity; (2) L higher
than 10 lux would increase stress levels, which will increase injurious behavior, fear
levels, and H/L ratio; (3) differences between S would result in different measured
outputs; and (4) pullet behavior and jumping frequency and success would increase
with age as pullets learned to navigate their surroundings.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Animal Housing and Husbandry

The effect of L during pullet rearing on use of space, behavior, fear, and stress were
evaluated over two 16 wk blocked trials. Three L, 10, 30, and 50 lux, were evaluated on
six individually controlled, light-tight rooms. In each trial, LB and LW pullets (n = 900
per S), obtained from a commercial hatchery (Clark’s Poultry, Brandon, MB, Canada),
were reared from 0 to 16 wk of age. Pullets were randomly assigned to a pen within a
room (50 pullets per pen, six pens per room), and each room was randomly assigned to
one of the three L treatments (n = 300 pullets per L × S). The average stocking density
achieved was 6.5 birds/m2, in accordance with the recommendations in the Lohmann
Management Guide [16]. Each pen (4.0 m × 2.3 m) was bedded with 7–10 cm depth
of wheat straw and furnished with a perching system, ramp, two pan feeders, and a
drinker line with six nipples (Lubing Systems LP, Cleveland, TN, USA). The perching
system (height 0.56 m × width 1.16 m × length 2.18 m) consisted of four wooden
rectangle perches (length 3.8 cm × height 3.5 cm) spaced 30 cm apart with the top
corners angled to allow for easy grasping. The ramp (length 81.3 cm × width 48.3 cm
at an angle of 38◦) was made of 14-gauge wire with 2.54 cm × 2.54 cm dimensions.
The ramps were added to the perching system at 14 d to prevent pullets’ toes from
becoming trapped in the ramp wires prior to that time. The pan feeders used initially
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had a 36 cm diameter and 113 cm circumference and were replaced with larger pans
(44 cm diameter and 138 cm circumference) at 6 wk of age. All birds had ad libitum
access to water and commercial feed appropriate for their stage of development [16]
and also had access to supplemental feeders and waterers in the first week. The pul-
lets were vaccinated for Marek’s Rispens, HVT-IBD, and Poulvac ST at the hatchery.
They were also vaccinated for Newcastle bronchitis at the ages of 2, 6, and 10 wk,
Salmonella typhimurium at 9 and 11 wk, and Newcastle bronchitis and Salmonella enteridi-
tis at 15 wk. Birds were checked a minimum of twice daily throughout the trial.

Lighting was provided via eight 11-watt white-light-emitting diode (LED) light bulbs
(2821 Kelvin, Greengage Agritech Limited, Roslin Innovation Centre, Midlothian, UK) per
room. The light bulbs were positioned so L was similar in all pens when measured at bird
level in the center of the pen. The pullets were provided with a photoperiod of 23L:1D
for the first week, which gradually decreased until 7 wk of age, where the photoperiod
remained at 8L:16D until the end of trial [17]. For the first week, L was set at 50 lux for all
rooms to ensure all chicks were able to easily locate feed and water. The L settings were
adjusted according to the assigned room-appropriate intensity treatment after the first
week. Light intensity was measured with a lux meter every 2 wk (Extech LT300, Extech
Instruments, Montreal, QC, Canada), and any variances corrected back to planned intensity.
Dawn and dusk periods were simulated over two 15 min periods daily. Room temperature
was set at 33 ◦C on the first day; heat was provided via hot water pipes running along the
walls of the rooms. Room temperature was gradually decreased daily until 20 ◦C at week
5, where it was maintained in accordance with industry recommendations [16]. All rooms
were ventilated via a negative pressure inlet-fan system.

2.2. Data Collection
2.2.1. Behavior

Pullet behavior was recorded on a pen basis (per S per room) with infrared cameras
(Panasonic WV-CF224FX, Panasonic Corporation of North America, Secaucus, NJ, USA) for
24 h periods at 4, 8, 13, and 16 wk of age. The cameras captured the entire area of the pen.
Videos were analyzed with the Genetec Omnicast software (Genetec Inc., Montreal, QC,
Canada). Instantaneous scan sampling was conducted at 20 min intervals during the light
period (the length of the photoperiod was 12 h at 4 wk, 8 h at 8, 13, and 16 wk), according
to the ethogram presented in Table 1.

To determine bird navigation between pen furnishings, the 24 h recordings were also
used to conduct continuous behavior sampling. Jumps and flights of both takeoff and
landing locations were recorded, as well as whether the landing was a success or failure.
Success was determined when a pullet jumped from one part of the pen environment or
equipment to another and reached or landed in its target location without incident (falling
or crashing), while failure was classified as when the pullet did not reach its targeted
location, and instead crashed into it or fell. Pen jumping and landing locations included
perches, ramps, drinker lines, top of feeder bins, and the floor. Jumping and landing
success were also determined as a percentage based on the number of successful and failed
jumps over the total number of jumps performed. Post observations, these jumps were
categorized into jumps upward, downward, or across. Several jumps were too infrequent
to justify analysis, including jumps from the perch to the top of the feeder bin, from the
perch to the ramp and drinker line, from the ramp to the perch, floor, drinker line, or top of
feeder bin, from the floor to the top of the feeder bin, from the drinker to the perch and top
of feeder bin, and from the top of the feeder bin to the perch, floor, or drinker line.

One observer conducted the observations for both instantaneous scan sampling
and continuous behavior sampling. The observer was blind to L treatments, but not
to S treatments, since it was easy to tell between S in the video recordings. However,
it was not possible to tell between L treatments; therefore, the observer was blind to
L treatments. Prior to beginning observations, inter-observer reliability was tested
by having a second observer watch the same footage (10 footages per strain at 4 wk),
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calculating the percent agreement for each behavior, and obtaining an average minimum
of 80% consistency across data.

Table 1. Ethogram for pullets, adapted from [18–23].

Behavior Definition

Active behavior
Standing Body in upright and idle position [20]
Walking Taking at least two successive steps [18]

Jumping or flying Both feet in the air with wings flapping [21]
Resting behavior Lying down or crouching with breast on floor or head tucked under wing, otherwise inactive [22]
Comfort behavior

Preening Manipulating own feathers with beak while standing or laying [20]

Wing or leg stretching Extending wing or leg out to side or behind body and returning wing or leg back under body
without taking a step forward [20]

Tail wagging Moving tail side to side without moving rest of body [20]
Head shaking Head moving side to side or up and down rapidly, body immobile [20]

Head scratching Extending leg forward and upward to scratch head or neck [20]
Feather ruffling Raising or shaking out feathers of wings and body [22]

Dustbathing Rubbing body against floor and performing full body shake [22]
Wing flapping Extending wings away from body and flapping up and down rapidly but without flight [20]

Nutritive behavior
At the feeder Standing or sitting with head extended into feeder [18]

At the drinker Pecking at nipple drinker [22]
Exploratory behavior

Gentle feather pecking Pecking at other birds that does not cause harm or damage to plumage [20]
Wall pecking Pecking at pen walls [20]

Object pecking Pecking at perch, ramp, feeder tube (not feed pan), drinker (not nipples) [20]
Litter pecking Pecking at straw or litter [20]

Ground scratching Scratching movements on ground while crouching slightly [20]
Head sweeping Rubbing beak from side to side [20]

Injurious behavior

Injurious pecking Pecking at other birds directed at head and neck but may include feet, causes recipient to flinch or
escape environment [23]

Fighting Sparring, leaping, wing flapping toward opponent and can include pecking [19]
Unidentified Behavior unidentifiable, action of bird cannot be seen

2.2.2. Novel Object Test

At 15 wk of age, pullet fear responses were assessed using a novel object test. A foil
tie-dyed balloon weight (Unique 4927, Fancy Dress Worldwide, Worcester, UK) was placed
on the pen floor, approximately 0.6 m from the pen entrance. Pullets housed in two pens
per S per room were evaluated by recording the latency for three separate birds to peck
at the novel object with a maximum allotted time of 900 s (15 min per observation). All
pens in a room were tested by live observation at the same time with four different testers
randomly assigned to each pen and with each pen observed individually. Tests began at
8 a.m. and were concluded at 9:30 a.m. An average latency to peck at the object for all three
pecking times was recorded in seconds and used for analysis.

2.2.3. H/L Ratio

To assess chronic stress, blood was collected from two birds per pen per room at 15 wk
of age for analysis of H/L ratio. Using a 22-gauge needle, 2 ml of blood were collected from
the brachial vein in an ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) anti-coagulation vacutainer.
Within 30 min of collection, the blood from each bird was used to create two duplicate
smear stains. After drying for 24 h, the slides were stained using PROTOCOL™ Hema 3™
(Fisher Scientific, Ottawa, ON, Canada). The slides were then read using a light microscope
(Optika© B-290TB, Bergamo, Italy) fitted with 100× field of view with oil magnification.
Up to 100 heterophil or lymphocyte cells were counted, and the H/L ratio was determined
by dividing the number of heterophils by the number of lymphocytes. One observer
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conducted the observation and was blind to both L and S treatments. Prior to beginning
observations, inter-observer reliability was tested by having a second observer watch the
same field of view, calculating the percent agreement for each field of view, and obtaining
a minimum of 80% consistency across data.

2.3. Statistical Analyses

The experiment was designed as a 3 L × 2 S × 4 wk factorial arrangement within a
randomized complete block design. Trial was treated as a block. Room was nested within
L and was also the replicate unit for L (two repetitions per L treatments per trial). Pen was
the replicate unit for S (three replicates per S per room per trial). All data were checked for
normality using the UNIVARIATE Procedure in SAS 9.4® (SAS® 9.4, Cary, NC, USA), and
any data not meeting normality assumptions were log transformed (data log+1) prior to
analyses. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was done using the MIXED Procedure
(SAS® 9.4, Cary, NC, USA) to determine differences among group means. Behavior and
jumping frequency and success were analyzed as a two-way repeated measure ANOVA.
For all data, a Tukey’s range test was used to separate means. For all statistical analyses,
significance was declared when p < 0.05 and trends noted at 0.05 ≤ p < 0.10.

3. Results

3.1. Behavior

The effects of L, S, and week on pullet behavior is reported in Table 2. There was no
interaction between L, S, and week. There was an interaction between L and week on time
spent jumping or flying. At 4 wk, pullets reared at 10 or 30 lux spent more time jumping
or flying (0.11% and 0.12%) than pullets reared at 50 lux (0.04%, p = 0.02, Table 3). Time
spent jumping or flying decreased with increasing week for pullets reared at 30 lux, while
it remained constant for pullets reared at 10 lux. Pullets reared at 50 lux spent the most
time jumping and flying at 8 wk (0.42%, Table 3).

There was also an interaction between L and week for time spent pecking at objects
in the environment (Table 2). These included perches, ramps, feeder bins (without con-
sumption), and drinker lines (without consumption). Pullets reared at 50 lux spent the
least amount of time pecking at objects in the environment at 4 wk (Table 3). Overall, in all
L treatments, time spent object pecking increased with week.

An interaction between S and week was also observed for object pecking. In fact,
the two S expressed exploratory behaviors differently with week. Exploratory behaviors
included gentle pecking, litter-directed pecking, wall pecking, and object pecking. Time
spent gentle pecking increased in LB pullets with age (0.20% at 4 wk, 0.18% at 8wk, 0.37%
at 13 wk, 0.77% at 16 wk), while for LW pullets, time spent gentle pecking peaked at 8 and
13 wk (0.65% and 0.47% vs. 0.22% at 4 wk and 0.16% at 16 wk, p < 0.05, Table 3). Time spent
litter-directed pecking was higher in LB pullets than LW pullets at 4 (23.04% vs. 16.31%,
p < 0.05), 8 (20.97% vs. 13.83%, p < 0.05), and 13 wk (18.58% vs. 15.06%, p < 0.05). Within
strain, time spent litter-directed pecking decreased with age for LB pullets, and there was
no S effect on time spent litter-directed pecking for LW pullets. For wall pecking, LB pullets
spent more time wall pecking at 13 and 16 wk (4.43% and 5.61% vs. 1.41% at 4 wk and
3.11% at 8 wk), while LW pullets spent similar amounts of time performing this behavior
throughout all recorded observations (1.99%, 2.32%, 2.22%, and 2.34% at 4, 8, 13, and
16 wk, respectively, p > 0.05). Both S increased the time spent object pecking with week.
LW pullets spent more time object pecking at 8 (0.46%), 13 (0.60%), and 16 wk (0.66%)
than 4 wk (0.16%), while LB pullets spent the most time object pecking at 16 wk (1.11% vs.
0.26%, 0.26%, and 0.39% at 4, 8, and 13 wk, respectively, Table 3).

There was an interaction between S and week for time spent at the feeder. Both S
decreased time spent at the feeder at 16 wk (7.22% vs. 10.60% at 4 wk for LB, p < 0.05, 9.20%
vs. 12.24% at 4 wk for LW, p < 0.05). There was also an interaction between L and S for the
percentage of unidentified behaviors, where LB pullets’ behaviors were consistently more
difficult to identify than LW pullets at all L treatments (Table 3).
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Table 2. Average percentage of time (%) spent on each behavior by Lohmann Brown-Lite (LB) and Lohmann Selected
Leghorn Lite (LW) pullets reared in floor pens under light intensities of 10, 30, or 50 lux over 12 h of light at 4 wk, and 8 h of
light at 8, 13, and 16 wk of age.

Light Intensity (L) Strain (S) Week of Age (wk)

10 30 50 p LB LW p 4 8 13 16 p

Standing 23.6 23.5 23.3 0.94 23.2 23.7 0.68 20.6 c 15.2 d 25.5 b 32.5 a <0.01
Walking 4.5 5.0 5.1 0.09 4.7 5.0 0.39 5.3 a 5.4 a 4.0 b 4.9 a <0.01

Jumping or flying 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.34 0.1 0.1 0.67 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.10
Resting 13.5 14.2 13.9 0.46 10.8 17.0 <0.01 11.4 c 21.0 a 14.5 b 8.7 d <0.01

Preening 10.1 b 11.3 a 12.1 a <0.01 9.8 12.6 <0.01 5.8 c 11.9 b 13.1 ab 13.8 a <0.01
Comfort 1 1.0 b 1.1 ab 1.5 a 0.01 1.1 1.2 0.17 0.9 b 1.6 a 1.5 a 0.7 b <0.01

At the feeder 9.8 9.6 9.6 0.71 9.4 9.9 0.19 11.4 a 10.6 a 8.9 b 7.7 c <0.01
At the drinker 3.4 3.3 3.4 0.46 3.3 3.4 0.12 3.0 b 4.0 a 3.4 b 3.0 b <0.01
Gentle pecking 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.26 0.4 0.4 0.94 0.2 b 0.4 a 0.4 a 0.5 a <0.01
Litter directed 2 17.4 17.3 17.5 0.95 19.7 15.2 <0.01 19.7 a 17.4 b 16.8 b 15.9 b 0.02

Wall pecking 3.8 a 2.7 b 2.3 b <0.01 3.6 2.2 <0.01 1.7 c 2.7 bc 3.3 ab 4.0 a <0.01
Object pecking 3 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.62 0.5 0.5 1.00 0.2 c 0.4 b 0.5 ab 0.9 a <0.01

Injurious 4 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.06 <0.1 <0.1 0.70 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.82
Unidentified 11.8 11.3 11.0 0.66 13.6 9.1 <0.01 19.7 a 10.1 b 8.3 c 7.5 c <0.01

p for Interactions L × S L × wk S × wk L × S × wk SEM 5

Standing 0.17 0.60 0.15 0.97 0.74
Walking 0.52 0.59 0.77 0.62 0.12

Jumping or flying 0.21 0.02 * 0.42 0.08 0.02
Resting 0.39 0.77 0.47 0.98 0.65

Preening 0.90 0.16 0.61 0.88 0.41
Comfort 1 0.31 0.36 0.34 0.86 0.09

At the feeder 0.92 0.49 0.03 * 0.98 0.29
At the drinker 0.91 0.06 0.37 0.53 0.08
Gentle pecking 0.41 0.39 <0.01 * 0.34 0.03
Litter directed 2 0.97 0.44 <0.01 * 0.82 0.38

Wall pecking 0.57 0.92 <0.01 * 0.58 0.21
Object pecking 3 0.38 0.02 * 0.03 * 0.95 0.05

Injurious 4 0.32 0.79 0.86 0.48 0.01
Unidentified 0.02 * 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.63

a–d Means within rows with different letters indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05). * Indicates a significant difference within interactions
(p < 0.05). 1 Wing or leg stretching, tail wagging, head shaking, head scratching, feather ruffling, dustbathing, and wing flapping. 2 Behavior
directed toward ground, including litter pecking, ground scratching, and head sweeping. 3 Pecking at perch, ramp, drinker, or feeder bin.
4 Injurious pecking and fighting. 5 SEM—Standard error of mean.

Table 3. Interactions between light intensity, strain, and week of age for behavioral expression of Lohmann Brown-Lite (LB)
or Lohmann Selected Leghorn Lite (LW) pullets reared in floor pens under light intensities of 10, 30, or 50 lux.

Week of Age (wk)

4 8 13 16

Percentage of Time (%) Spent on
Each Behavior

Light Intensity (lux)

Jumping or flying 10 0.11 ab 0.11 abc 0.02 bc 0.07 bc

30 0.12 ab 0.10 abc 0.05 bc 0.05 c

50 0.04 c 0.42 a 0.12 abc 0.04 c

Object pecking 10 0.29 e 0.33 de 0.61 abc 0.85 ab

30 0.25 e 0.41 bcde 0.38 cde 0.75 abcd

50 0.08 f 0.34 de 0.51 abcd 1.06 a
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Table 3. Cont.

Week of Age (wk)

4 8 13 16

Percentage of Time (%) Spent on
Each Behavior

Light Intensity (lux)

Strain

At the feeder LB 10.60 ab 10.62 a 9.34 ab 7.22 c

LW 12.24 a 10.65 a 8.43 bc 8.20 bc

Gentle pecking LB 0.20 d 0.18 cd 0.37 bcd 0.77 a

LW 0.22 d 0.65 ab 0.47 abc 0.16 d

Litter directed LB 23.04 a 20.97 ab 18.58 bc 16.10 d

LW 16.31 cd 13.83 d 15.06 d 15.62 d

Wall pecking LB 1.41 b 3.11 b 4.43 a 5.61 a

LW 1.99 b 2.32 b 2.22 b 2.34 b

Object pecking LB 0.26 bc 0.26 bc 0.39 abc 1.11 a

LW 0.16 c 0.46 ab 0.60 ab 0.66 ab

Light intensity (lux)

10 30 50

Unidentified LB 14.77 a 13.67 a 12.34 a

LW 8.83 b 8.87 b 9.71 b

a–f Means within a behavior with different letters indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05).

There was an effect of L on preening and wall-pecking behavior. Pullets reared at 30
(11.3%) and 50 lux (12.1%) spent more time preening than pullets reared at 10 lux (10.1%,
p < 0.05, Table 2), while pullets reared at 10 lux spent more time pecking at walls (3.8%)
than pullets reared at 30 (2.7%) or 50 lux (2.3%, p < 0.05, Table 2).

For the effect of S on pullet behavior, LW pullets spent more time resting (17.0%)
and preening (12.6%) than LB pullets (10.8% and 9.8%), while LB pullets spent more time
performing litter-directed pecking (19.7%) and wall pecking (3.6%) than LW pullets (15.2%
and 2.2%).

All pullets increased the time spent preening with age. Standing was highest at 16 wk
(32.5%), followed by 13 wk (25.5%), 4 wk (20.6%), and 8 wk (15.2%). Time spent walking
was lowest at 13 wk (4.0%) compared to all other recorded periods (5.3%, 5.4%, and 4.9%
at 4, 8, and 16 wk, respectively, p < 0.05, Table 2). Time spent resting was highest at 8 wk
(21.0%), followed by 13 (14.5%), 4 (11.4%), and 16 wk (8.7%). Time spent performing other
comfort behaviors was higher at 8 (1.6%) and 13 wk (1.5% vs. 0.9% and 0.7% at 4 and 16 wk,
respectively, p < 0.05, Table 2). Time spent at the drinker was highest at 8 wk (4.0% vs.
3.0%, 3.4%, and 3.0% at 4, 13, and 16 wk, respectively, p < 0.05, Table 2). Altogether, pullets’
behaviors were easier to identify at 13 and 16 wk (7.5% and 8.3% unidentified behavior)
than at 4 (19.7%) or 8 (10.1%) wk. Finally, neither L, S, nor week affected injurious behavior
in pullets.

3.2. Jumping Frequency and Success Rate

There were several interactions between S and week (Table 4). For jumps directed
upward from the floor to the drinker, LW pullets had the highest number of successful
jumps at 4 wk (average 7.75 jumps per pullet over 24 h vs. 1.62 jumps, Table 5). LW
pullets also had the highest number of failed landings from the floor to the drinker at 4 wk
(0.17 jumps vs. 0.03, 0.02, 0.01, and <0.01, p < 0.05, Table 5). There was no interaction
between S and week on percent success of jumps from the floor to the drinker (Table 4).
This same relationship was also observed for jumps from the floor to the ramp; LW pullets
performed both more successful and failed jumps at 4 wk (1.77 and 0.03) than LB pullets
(0.78 and 0.01) (Table 5). However, percent success of landing from the floor to the ramp was
unaffected by the interaction between S and week (Table 4). Another type of jump directed
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upward was from the floor to the perch. At all recorded weeks, LW pullets performed
more successful jumps from the floor to the perch than LB pullets (8.59, 15.22, 15.00, and
15.16 vs. 1.15, 5.49, 6.78, and 6.25 at 4, 8, 13, and 16 wk, respectively, p < 0.05, Table 5).
Within S, overall, the number of successful jumps and jumping accuracy increased with
week (Table 5).

For jumps directed downward, LW pullets successfully jumped from the drinker to
the floor the most at 4 wk (7.62 vs. 3.01, 3.46, 3.84 at 8, 13, and 16 wk, respectively), while
that specific behavior in LB pullets peaked at 8 wk (2.94 vs. 1.57, 2.37, and 2.55 at 4, 13, and
16 wk, respectively, Table 5). LB pullets had a higher number of failed landings from the
drinker to the floor at 4 wk; however, the difference was numerically minute (0.01 at 4 wk
vs. 0.00 at 8, 13, and 16 wk), and total jumping accuracy was unaffected. On the other hand,
jumping accuracy was affected for jumps from the perch to the floor; at 4 wk, LB pullets
had a lower percent success than the other weeks. Despite this, the difference in percent
success was numerically minute (99.77% vs. 100% at 8, 13, and 16 wk, p < 0.05, Table 5).
Percent success for LW pullets from the perch to the floor was similar across ages.

There was also an interaction between L and S for failed jumps from the perch to the
floor. LW pullets reared at 10 lux had a higher number of failed landings (0.01) than LB
pullets (0.00). However, differences were negligible.

For jumps between perches, LW pullets performed the most successful jumps at 4
(8.02) and 8 wk (9.97). LW pullets performed fewer successful jumps at 13 (5.92) and 16 wk
(5.77) compared to LB pullets (7.79 and 8.04 at 13 and 16 wk, respectively), who peaked in
jumps between perches at 8 wk (8.98).

Overall, for differences between S jumps across weeks, LW pullets had more total
successful jumps than LB pullets (43.94 vs. 14.40 at 4 wk, 43.66 vs. 24.29 at 8 wk, 41.03 vs.
23.46 at 13 wk, and 42.41 vs. 23.86 at 16 wk), while within S, LB pullets had more total
successful jumps at 8, 13, and 16 wk than 4 wk (p < 0.05, Table 5). LW pullets also had the
most failed landings between S and across all weeks (0.33 vs. 0.12 at 4 wk, 0.10 vs. 0.05
at 8 wk, 0.04 vs. 0.02 at 13 wk, and 0.04 vs. 0.02 at 16 wk). Both S performed fewer failed
landings with increasing week; however, total percent success was not affected between S
and week.

L impacted pullets jumping between perches. Pullets reared at 30 lux had a higher
number of successful jumps (8.3) than pullets reared at 10 lux (6.9), with pullets reared
at 50 lux showing an intermediate response (7.6, Table 4). Despite the higher jumping
frequency, jumping accuracy was not affected by L.

S impacted the frequency and success of several different jumps. For jumps directed
upward from the floor to the perch, LW pullets had higher failed landings than LB pullets
(<0.1 vs. <0.1, respectively, p < 0.01, Table 4). For jumps directed downward from the
drinker to the floor, LB pullets had a higher jumping accuracy (100.00%) than LW pullets
(99.97%). LW pullets had a higher number of successful jumps from the perch to the floor
(11.8) than LB pullets (3.5, p < 0.01).

Finally, age had several effects on jumping frequency and success of pullets. Jumping
accuracy increased with age for jumps from the floor to the drinker (97.83%, 98.77%, 99.66%,
99.85% at 4, 8, 13, and 16 wk, respectively, Table 4). Failed landings from the floor to the
perch decreased with age (0.1 at 4 wk, <0.1 at 8, 13, and 16 wk). The number of jumps from
the ramp to the floor decreased with age (0.4 at 4 wk vs. 0.1 at 8, 13, and 16 wk), while
successful jumps from the perch to the floor increased with age (6.1, 7.5, 8.2, 8.9 at 4, 8, 13,
and 16 wk, respectively). Failed landings decreased with age (<0.1 at 4, 8, and 16 wk, 0.0 at
13 wk). Additionally, failed jumps between perches decreased with age (0.1 at 4 wk, <0.1 at
8, 13, and 16 wk), and percent success increased with age (99.29%, 99.89%, 99.95%, 99.95%
at 4, 8, 13, and 16 wk, respectively, Table 4). Overall, despite being numerically similar,
total jumping accuracy increased with age (99.16%, 99.77%, 99.92%, 99.92% at 4, 8, 13, and
16 wk, respectively, Table 4).
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Table 4. Average number of successful, failed, and percent success of jumps per bird directed upward, downward, and
across by Lohmann Brown-Lite (LB) or Lohmann Selected Leghorn Lite (LW) pullets reared in floor pens under light
intensities of 10, 30, or 50 lux over 24 h at 4, 8, 13, and 16 wk of age.

Light Intensity (L) Strain (S) Week of Age (wk)

From To 10 30 50 p LB LW p 4 8 13 16 p

Jumps upward
Floor Drinker S 3.1 3.7 3.9 0.33 2.4 4.7 <0.01 4.7 3.2 3.1 3.2 0.19

F <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.71 <0.1 0.1 <0.01 0.1 a <0.1 b <0.1 bc <0.1 c <0.01

% 98.44 99.22 99.42 0.19 99.20 98.85 0.47 97.83 b 98.77
ab 99.66 a 99.85 a 0.01

Floor Ramp S 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.22 0.3 0.6 0.04 1.3 a 0.4 b 0.2 c 0.1 d <0.01
F <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.78 <0.1 b <0.1 a 0.03 <0.1 a <0.1 b <0.1 b 0.0 b <0.01
% 98.71 99.50 99.82 0.35 99.12 99.59 0.40 98.74 99.74 98.96 100.00 0.44

Floor Perch S 9.0 9.3 9.3 0.70 4.9 13.5 <0.01 4.9 b 10.4 a 10.9 a 10.7 a <0.01
F <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.24 <0.1 b <0.1 a <0.01 0.1 a <0.1 a <0.1 b <0.1 b <0.01

% 99.07 99.12 99.20 0.95 98.64 99.61 0.01 97.15 c 99.64 b 99.89
ab 99.83 a <0.01

Jumps downward
Drinker Floor S 3.0 3.5 3.7 0.36 2.4 4.5 <0.01 4.6 3.0 2.9 3.2 0.06

F 0.0 <0.1 <0.1 0.30 0.0 <0.1 0.03 <0.1 0.0 0.0 <0.1 0.07
% 100.00 99.98 99.98 0.33 100.00 99.97 0.04 99.96 100.00 100.00 99.98 0.14

Ramp Floor S 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.42 0.2 0.2 0.09 0.4 a 0.1 b 0.1 b 0.1 b <0.01
F 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
% 100.00 100.00 100.00 - 100.00 100.00 - 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 -

Perch Floor S 7.5 7.6 7.9 0.71 3.5 11.8 <0.01 6.1 c 7.5 b 8.2 b 8.9 a <0.01
F <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.47 <0.1 <0.1 0.95 <0.1 a <0.1 ab 0.0 b <0.1 ab 0.04

% 99.98 99.96 99.96 0.80 99.94 99.98 0.13 99.87 b 99.99 a 100.00
a 99.99 a <0.01

Jumps across
Perch Perch S 6.9 b 8.3 a 7.6 ab 0.04 7.8 7.4 0.35 7.2 b 9.5 a 6.9 b 6.9 b <0.01

F <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 0.33 <0.1 <0.1 0.56 0.1 a <0.1 b <0.1 c <0.1 bc <0.01
% 99.71 99.75 99.85 0.38 99.79 99.75 0.71 99.29 b 99.89 a 99.95 a 99.95 a <0.01

Total
S 30.1 33.1 33.2 0.31 21.5 42.8 <0.01 29.2 b 34.0 a 32.2 a 33.1 a <0.01
F 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.42 0.1 b 0.1 a <0.01 0.2 a 0.1 b <0.1 c <0.1 c <0.01
% 99.66 99.69 99.73 0.59 99.68 99.70 0.65 99.16 c 99.77 b 99.92 a 99.92 a <0.01

p for Interactions L × S L × wk S × wk L × S × wk SEM 1

Jumps upward
Floor Drinker S 0.30 0.99 <0.01 * 0.73 0.23

F 0.75 0.64 0.01 * 0.93 0.01
% 0.78 0.23 0.80 0.58 0.22

Floor Ramp S 0.91 0.30 0.01 * 0.52 0.07
F 0.50 0.84 <0.01 * 0.93 <0.01
% 0.15 0.58 0.46 0.71 0.30

Floor Perch S 0.71 0.54 <0.01 * 0.64 0.55
F 0.51 0.77 0.28 0.84 <0.01
% 0.70 0.79 0.04 * 0.91 0.21

Jumps downward
Drinker Floor S 0.31 0.99 <0.01 * 0.78 0.22

F 0.30 0.29 0.07 0.29 <0.01
% 0.33 0.16 0.14 0.16 0.01

Ramp Floor S 0.33 0.53 0.89 0.18 0.02
F - - - - 0.00
% - - - - 0.00

Perch Floor S 0.95 0.97 0.39 0.84 0.46
F <0.01 * 0.37 0.03 * 0.38 <0.01
% 0.07 0.43 0.01 * 0.24 0.02

Jumps across
Perch Perch S 0.74 0.79 <0.01 * 0.97 0.22

F 0.73 0.49 0.86 0.94 <0.01
% 0.73 0.50 0.73 0.97 0.05

Total
S 0.76 0.97 <0.01 * 0.99 1.25
F 0.45 0.71 0.01 * 0.97 0.01
% 0.44 0.44 0.76 0.85 0.04

S—Success. F—Failure. %—Percent success. a–c Means within a row with different letters indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05).
* Indicates a significant difference within interactions (p < 0.05). 1 SEM—Standard error of mean.
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Table 5. Interactions between light intensity, strain, and week of age for jumping frequency and
success of Lohmann Brown-Lite (LB) or Lohmann Selected Leghorn Lite (LW) pullets reared in floor
pens under light intensities of 10, 30, or 50 lux.

Average Jumps Per Pullet over 24 h Week of Age (wk)

4 8 13 16

Upward Strain

Floor Drinker S LB 1.62 c 3.04 b 2.43 bc 2.57 bc

LW 7.75 a 3.39 b 3.68 b 3.71 b

F LB 0.01 bc 0.02 bc 0.01 bc <0.01 c

LW 0.17 a 0.03 b 0.01 bc 0.01 bc

Floor Ramp S LB 0.78 ab 0.36 bc 0.14 d 0.05 e

LW 1.77 a 0.36 b 0.17 cd 0.12 de

F LB 0.01 b 0.00 b <0.01 b 0.00 b

LW 0.03 a <0.01 b 0.00 b 0.00 b

Floor Perch S LB 1.15 e 5.49 d 6.78 bc 6.25 cd

LW 8.59 b 15.22 a 15.00 a 15.16 a

% LB 95.18 b 99.68 a 99.90 a 99.81 a

LW 99.12 ab 99.61 a 99.88 a 99.85 a

Downward
Drinker Floor S LB 1.57 c 2.94 b 2.37 bc 2.55 bc

LW 7.62 a 3.01 b 3.46 b 3.84 b

F LB 0.01 a 0.00 b 0.00 b 0.00 b

LW <0.01 ab <0.01 ab 0.00 b <0.01 ab

Perch Floor % LB 99.77 b 100.00 a 100.00 a 100.00 a

LW 99.98 a 99.99 a 100.00 a 99.97 a

Across
Perch Perch S LB 6.39 cd 8.98 ab 7.79 bc 8.04 abc

LW 8.02 abcd 9.97 a 5.92 d 5.77 d

Total S LB 14.40 c 24.29 b 23.46 b 23.86 b

LW 43.94 a 43.66 a 41.03 a 42.41 a

F LB 0.12 bc 0.05 cd 0.02 d 0.02 d

LW 0.33 a 0.10 b 0.04 cd 0.04 cd

Light Intensity (lux)

Downward 10 30 50

Perch Floor F LB 0.00 b 0.002 ab 0.003 ab

LW 0.01 a 0.00 b 0.00 b

S—Success. F—Failure. %—Percent success. a–e Means within a successful or failed landing with different letters
indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05).

3.3. Novel Object Test

There was no effect of L on the time taken to peck at the novel object (Table 6). LB
pullets had a higher latency to peck (676 s) than LW pullets (212 s, p < 0.001, Table 6). There
was no interaction between L and S.

Table 6. Latency to peck at novel object (seconds) by Lohmann Brown-Lite (LB) or Lohmann Selected
Leghorn Lite (LW) pullets reared in floor pens under light intensities of 10, 30, or 50 lux at 15 wk of
age (8 pen replicates per L × S).

Light Intensity (L) Strain (S) L × S

10 30 50 p LB LW p p SEM 1

397 497 437 0.436 676 212 <0.001 0.415 41.9
1 SEM—Standard error of mean.
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3.4. H/L Ratio

There was no effect of L on H/L ratio (Table 7). LB pullets had a higher H/L ratio
than LW pullets (0.26 vs. 0.13, respectively, p < 0.001, Table 7). There was no interaction
between L and S.

Table 7. Heterophil/lymphocyte ratios of Lohmann Brown-Lite (LB) and Lohmann Selected Leghorn
Lite (LW) pullets reared in floor pens under light intensities of 10, 30, or 50 lux at 15 wk of age
(12 pen replicates per L × S).

Light Intensity (L) Strain (S) L × S

10 30 50 p LB LW p p SEM 1

0.20 0.18 0.20 0.507 0.26 0.13 <0.001 0.922 0.011
1 SEM—Standard error of mean.

4. Discussion

Behavioral observations are an important tool in assessing an animal’s response to
its environment. To understand how S reacts differently to L at different ages, LB and LW
pullets were reared to 16 wk. L did not influence the ability to identify behaviors; however
S did have an impact. LB pullets’ behaviors were consistently more difficult to identify,
regardless of L. This may have been due to the dark feather color of LB pullets that made it
difficult to distinguish from the bedding when viewed in the infrared videos. Even though
it was possible to identify the presence of an LB pullet, the challenge was identifying
specifically what behavior the pullet was performing. Conversely, the white feather color
of LW pullets provided a contrast against the litter and made for easier identification.
Another challenge for identifying pullet behavior was their small size at 4 wk. A decrease
in unidentified behavior with age was observed as the pullets’ body size increased.

It was hypothesized that pullet activity would increase with L; however, this was
not observed. Rather, pullets reared at 10 or 30 lux spent more time jumping or flying
than pullets reared at 50 lux at 4 wk, which was in contrast with previous literature that
reported increased bird activity with L [6,15]. Interestingly, pullets reared at 50 lux were not
occupied with pecking at objects in the environment, whereas previous studies reported
increased visual stimulation at high L [24].

Across all recording periods, pullets reared at 10 lux spent more time pecking at the
walls than pullets reared at 30 or 50 lux, while pullets reared at 30 and 50 lux were observed
spending more time preening. Wall pecking is not a common behavior found or reported
in other studies. However, the purpose of this behavior may be an extension of other
exploratory behaviors. Kjaer and Vestergaard [25] suggested that low L may lead to a
reduced ability to identify environmental cues and thus cause birds to increase the time
spent exploratory pecking as compensation. Preening can be visually motivated [26], and
higher L of 30 or 50 lux may encourage the pullets to maintain good plumage condition [24].

It is important to mention that there was no effect of L on injurious behavior, similar
to a study by Hartini et al. [27] looking at 5 lux versus 60–80 lux. However, the results of
this study is in contrast with Kjaer and Vestergaard [25], who reported two to three times
more injurious pecking (reported as severe feather pecking in their paper) in pullets reared
at 30 lux vs. 3 lux. This may be because of the type of light source used. The study by Kjaer
and Vestergaard used incandescent light bulbs [25], while the present study used LED
lights. Incandescent lights emit high amounts of red light, which were reported to increase
injurious pecking activity [28,29]. The LED lighting used in this experiment was not red-
saturated, and LED lights were reported to be preferred by chickens over incandescent
lighting [30]. In the present study, feather condition was not measured. However, there was
no obvious change in feather condition throughout the trial. Additionally, injurious pecking
is multifactorial and is affected by strain, diet, and other environmental and management
conditions [31].
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The success of pullet jumps was high through all observation periods; however, it is
important to note that jumping frequency increased with age and so did jumping accuracy.
This supports the importance of preparing pullets for navigating a complex environment
by exposing them to the same environment during the rearing period [1,32]. The jumps
from the floor to the ramp were highest at 4 wk and decreased with age, highlighting the
importance of providing ramps to facilitate movement between landing platforms and
tiers [33]. L may also play a role in improving pullet vision for navigational jumps within
the environment. Pullets reared at 30 lux performed more jumps than those reared at 10 lux.
However, despite this, jumping accuracy was not affected by L, which was in agreeance
with Moinard et al. [34], who studied jumping accuracy in hens reared at 5, 10, and 20 lux.
Results from the present study suggest that 10 lux is bright enough for pullets to navigate
their environment successfully.

Several studies reported increased fear and/or stress levels with increasing L due
to increased injurious pecking [3,25]. Results from the present study reported no effect
of L on fear or stress responses. This was in agreeance with behavior observations from
this study, which reported minimal levels of injurious behavior. Possible explanations for
disagreement between studies may be due to type of light source used, evenness of light
distribution, and age of birds. However, based on the result of this study, L of 10 to 50 lux
did not affect the fear or stress levels of pullets.

Several S differences were reported for behavioral observations, jumping frequency,
and fear and stress responses. This may be explained by the characteristic differences
between brown- and white-feathered birds. White-feathered pullets are more reactive and
flightier than brown-feathered strains [10], which may explain why jumping frequency
was higher in LW than LB pullets. LW pullets are also comparatively lighter than LB
pullets and can easily generate enough energy to perform aerial ascents within their
environment [34,35]. In comparison, LB pullets exhibit more proactive and exploratory
characteristics [11,36], as evidenced by the increased time spent on the floor performing
exploratory behaviors compared to LW pullets. These S differences could explain the fear
and stress responses. LB pullets had a higher latency to peck at the novel object and had
higher H/L ratios. Typically, longer latencies to peck at a novel object, or the higher the
H/L ratio, are interpreted as indicators of more fear and stress [15,37]. However, LB pullets’
higher latency to peck at the object and higher H/L ratio may not be due to a higher fear
and stress level, but rather due to different hormonal and behavioral responses to a stressor
compared to LW pullets [11].

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the results of the study suggest that light intensities of 10, 30, or
50 lux result in minor changes in behavior, with a small increase in preening at higher lux
and a small increase in wall pecking at lower lux. Light intensity did not impact injurious
behavior, fear, or stress levels of pullets up to 16 wk. All pullets increased their time spent
preening as they aged. Total number of jumps and jumping accuracy increased with age,
supporting the importance of rearing pullets in complex environments, especially if they
will be housed in a similar environment during the laying phase. Light intensities above
30 lux may slightly increase jumping frequency; however, 10 lux is sufficient for pullets to
jump within their environment successfully.
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Simple Summary: Australian sunlight is intense, and may impact range use by free-range hens.
Range design and management are important for optimising commercial layer farms where arti-
ficial shelters may offer protection for ranging hens. This study investigated preferences among
34–40-week-old hens for artificial shade cloth shelters of different densities, using two flocks on
a commercial farm during the summer. Three types of sunlight-filtering shade cloth shelters, i.e.,
blocking 50%, 70%, and 90% of ultraviolet (UV) light, each with three replicates, were placed on
the range for each flock. The number of hens under each shelter was counted at 30-min intervals
using image snapshots from video recordings for 14 to 17 days. An on-site weather station recorded
sunlight intensity across different spectra, ambient temperature, and relative humidity. During the
day, hens generally preferred the 90%, followed by 70% and 50% sunlight-filtering shelters. However,
fewer hens were observed underneath shelters during times of peak sun intensity. Shelter preferences
were mostly impacted by ambient temperature in both flocks, with all sunlight spectra having differ-
ent degrees of effect depending on the shelter type and flock. Overall, shelters comprising higher
densities of sunlight-filtering artificial cloth were preferred by hens on the range, but these may not
be sufficient to attract more hens outside during intense sunlight and hot climatic conditions.

Abstract: Extreme sunlight might be aversive to free-range laying hens, discouraging them from
going outside. Range enrichment with artificial shelters may protect hens from sunlight and increase
range use. The preferences of 34–40-week-old Hy-Line Brown laying hens for artificial shelters
were assessed by counting the number of hens under three densities of individual shelters (three
replicates/density) from video recordings for 14 to 17 days for two flocks. The artificial shelters used
shade cloth marketed as blocking 50%, 70%, and 90% of ultraviolet light, although other sunlight
wavelengths were also reduced. Different sunlight spectral irradiances (ultraviolet radiation (UVAB)
(288–432 nm), photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) (400–700 nm), and total solar radiation
(TSR) (285 nm–3000 nm), ambient temperature, and relative humidity were recorded with an on-site
weather station. There was a significant interaction between sunlight-filtering shelter and time of day
(both Flocks, p < 0.0001), i.e., hens preferred shelters with the highest amount of sunlight-filtering at
most time points. Regression models showed that the most variance in shelter use throughout the
day resulted from the ambient temperature in both flocks, while sunlight parameters had different
degrees of effect depending on the shelter type and flock. However, fewer hens under the shelters
during the midday period suggest that during periods of intense sunlight, hens prefer to remain
indoors, and artificial structures might not be sufficient to attract more hens outside.

Keywords: Australia; chicken; free-range; preference; radiation; range enrichment; shelter; ultraviolet
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1. Introduction

The important positive attributes of free-range (including organic) layer farming are
the birds’ access to an outdoor range, exposure to natural daylight (sunlight), ability to
move freely, increased space to better regulate social interactions, and opportunities for
expression of natural behaviours [1,2]. Free-range systems may also have some potential
risks such as parasitic infections [3], increased disease exposure [4], heat stress [5], and
predation [6,7]. However, welfare benefits such as reduced plumage damage and reduced
footpad dermatitis can be seen in individuals that range more [8,9]. The number of hens
using the range in the first few weeks following the opening of the pop holes is typically
low which gradually increases upon adaptation to the outdoor environment [10,11]. How-
ever, a range of external factors impact the daily outdoor range use of hens, even after
acclimatisation, including weather conditions [12–14], season [15], time of day [16,17], and
range enrichments [18,19]. Sometimes, hens may hesitate to venture outside or only use
certain areas of the range closer to the pop holes [16,20–22]. The distribution of hens on the
range can depend on range features such as vegetation and other enrichments [17,22]. A
lower use of the outdoor range at the flock level may lead to increased feather and injurious
pecking [23,24] or crowding of hens closer to the shed may cause smothering problems
leading to bird mortality [25].

The outdoor range needs to be attractive to increase use by hens, i.e., offering different
kinds of natural or artificial shelters and/or shades within the range [10,18,26]. These
shelters may increase hens’ ranging by serving as protection from predators [27,28] or
diffusing intense sunlight [17,29]. Laying hens might exhibit preferences for specific types
of natural shelter options [30] as their ancestors were accustomed to dense vegetation.
However, for range areas that may not have established vegetation, artificial shelters can
provide protection to increase range usage and/or improve range use distribution. The
exact features of these artificial shelters are likely to impact the extent to which hens use
them [17,29] and the most preferred features need to be better understood.

Artificial shelters that provide protection from sunlight may be particularly important
for free-range hens in climates with more extreme sunlight conditions such as those experi-
enced in Australia during the summer months. The sunlight spectrum contains all forms of
ultraviolet (UV) radiation: UVA (315–400 nm), UVB (280–315 nm), and UVC (100–280 nm),
of which only UVA and UVB reach the earth’s surface. Hens can visually perceive UVA
and UVB has a physiological effect on the synthesis of vitamin D3 in featherless skin [31].
However, high intensities and/or overexposure of UV radiation may have damaging
effects [32,33], and, thus, hens might avoid direct sunlight at its most intense. Intense
sunlight can also be visibly bright where the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)
wavelengths (400–700 nm) may be visually aversive and infrared wavelengths (>700 nm)
are associated with heat. Different sunlight wavelengths as well as associated ambient
climatic temperature and humidity variables may all impact the motivation of hens to use
artificial shelters.

Behaviourally, studies in both free-range layers and meat chickens show that birds
range more and are more active during the early morning and late afternoon periods
compared to around midday [16,22,34]. Previous studies assessing shelter preferences on
commercial farms within Australia have shown hens preferred higher density (% of UV
filtering) shade cloth structures that filtered the most UV radiation [17] although preferences
varied with time of day [29]. Hens also preferred artificial horizontal structures including
those with one vertical side rather than vertical shelters alone [29]. However, shelter height,
orientation, and cover density were all factors that affected hen preferences [29]. These
studies to date highlight the complexity around optimal artificial shelter design. Further
confirmation of hen preferences for artificial shelter cloth densities in relation to different
sunlight wavelengths and ambient climatic variables is needed for optimising free-range
systems in hot climates.

This study was conducted to assess the use by hens of different sunlight filtering shade
cloth shelters in relation to different sunlight wavelengths on the range of a commercial
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free-range laying hen farm in Australia. The study hypothesised that hens would prefer
the shelters that blocked a greater amount of sunlight, particularly when there was high
sunlight intensity.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Animals and Husbandry

The study was conducted using two individual flocks (Flock-A, and Flock-B) at a
single commercial free-range laying hen farm (comprised of multiple sheds and associated
range areas) during the summer months (December 2020 to March 2021) in Queensland,
Australia. Both flocks, comprising approximately 20,000 Hy-Line Brown laying hens each
were studied from 34 to 40 weeks of age. The birds were from the same hatchery and reared
indoors for 16 weeks (10–15 Lux) with the same resources, feed, and housing management
as per the national laying hen guidelines [35] before shifting into the free-range facility.
From 16 to 20 weeks, the hens were housed inside the indoor aviary with standard farm
management protocols and resource access as per the national laying hen guidelines [35]
and artificial lighting of approximately 70 Lux. At 20 weeks of age, hens were provided
range access via pop holes (09:00–20:00 h). Hens were given 14 weeks of range acclimation
before the study commenced.

2.2. Study Sites

The two study sites within the larger farm property each had distinct land layout
and vegetation within the range but identical resources inside the sheds and the same
management practices. Both sites had an indoor shed, which was longitudinal in the
east-west position with an outdoor range at both the north and south face. Hens within
the shed could only access the range on either the north or south face due to an internal
shed division, thus each shed actually contained 40,000 hens total. The south side of each
shed was used for this study. The indoor sheds included an aviary system, furnished with
feeders, drinkers, nest boxes and perches. Feed and water were provided ad libitum inside
the shed only. The base of the shed sidewalls (0.62 m) was made from solid materials (poly
panel) and the upper parts were covered by curtains up to the ceiling. The indoor shed
temperature and relative humidity were maintained both mechanically by lowering and
raising the curtains and automatically with fans throughout the study periods. When the
curtains were raised (between 23 and 29 ◦C), sunlight could enter the barn, although the
shed was positioned so this was minimised during the summer months. Each of the indoor
sheds measured 120 L × 20 W × 8 m H with an indoor stocking density of 9 hens/m2. The
outdoor stocking density was 1500 hens/ha (equivalent to 0.15 hens/m2). Pop-holes for
range access were 0.55 m in height and located in the sidewalls. There was a total of 14 pop
holes (6 m L × 0.62 m W) on each side, but typically, only half were opened for the full shed
length. The range area adjacent to the shed wall (2.5 m length) was covered with compact
gravel, then the immediate range area (12 m length) was covered with heavy weed fabric,
followed by approximately 25 m length of uncovered (dirt) area, and the rest of the range
was covered with grass. The total range area was approximately 13 hectares in size and thus
the grassed area was expansive but typically few hens were observed in the farthest range
areas (producer communication to DLMC, 2020). A number of trees were establishing
within the range area, planted at varying distances from the shed past the gravel and
fabric-covered areas (Figure 1). The boundaries of the range area were wire fences. During
the observation periods, the daylight hours in the study sites were 04:57–18:51 h (at the
beginning) and 05:14–18:54 h (at the end) for Flock-A, and 05:29–18:47 h (at the beginning)
and 05:46–18:28 h (at the end) for Flock-B. The average minimum and maximum outdoor
ambient temperatures in Flock-A were recorded as 24.1 ± 0.10 ◦C and 26.6 ± 0.10 ◦C
respectively, and average relative humidity was 51.4 ± 0.27%; in Flock-B, the average
minimum and maximum outdoor ambient temperatures were recorded as 24.0 ± 0.11 ◦C
and 27.3 ± 0.11 ◦C respectively, and average relative humidity was 49.3 ± 0.17%.
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up in two different sheds of a commercial free-range farm: (a) Flock-A,
and (b) Flock-B.

2.3. Experimental Set-Up

To test the preferences of hens for shade cloth shelters of different densities, three types
of shade cloth shelters with three replicates each were used: (i) 50% UV block (Coolaroo,
484866, Shade cloth, Rainforest), (ii) 70% UV block (Garden Shield, SC303610CG, HDPE,
Cottage Green where supplier labelling indicated 30% UV block but controlled testing
showed it was actually 70% UV block), and (iii) 90% UV block (Coolaroo, 486921, Shade
cloth, Rainforest) (Figure 1).

The UV filtering percentages of the treatment shelter cloths were confirmed using an
Ocean Insight Flame-S-XR1 Spectroradiometer (200–1025 nm; Quark Photonics, Melbourne,
VIC, Australia) set with an integration time of 180,000 μs and integration range from
280–1000 nm (Figure 2). Measurements were taken at a distance of 20 cm with each
type of shade cloth placed over a set of three Exo Terra® (Rolf C. Hagen, Montreal, QC,
Canada) pet reptile bulbs (Reptile UVB200, 25W, PT2341) used as a standard, controlled
source of UV radiation. Although the shade cloths are marketed as blocking UV radiation,
they also filtered out solar radiation in the visible spectrum (Figure 2). Each shelter
(4 m L × 3 m W × 1 m H) was positioned in a straight line parallel with the shed 10.5 m
away from the pop holes. This distance was selected to avoid the shadow of the shed and
to entice the hens farther out onto the range. Shelters were placed 3 m apart following
the repeating pattern of 90%, 70%, and 50% UV block shade cloth in Flock-A and 70%,
90%, and 50% UV block shade cloth in Flock-B (Figure 1). The structure of the shelter was
made of galvanised steel and shade cloth was stretched tight over the frame to minimise
its movement in the wind with a small apex along the centre. Temperature and humidity
loggers (Tinytag Plus 2, TGP-4500; Gemini Data Loggers Ltd., West Sussex, UK) were
placed under each shelter on the rear left post at 300 mm height with automated logging at
15 min intervals. The position of these loggers resulted in them sometimes being shaded
and sometimes being under direct sunlight, depending on the position of the sun. A
high-resolution security camera system (Hikvision DS-7608NI-I2-8P CCTV NVR Recorder)
was installed with a camera (Hikvision DS-2CD2355FWD-I2 CCTV 6MP Turret cameras)
on a stand 1.6 m in front of each shelter to capture the entire shelter and the shadows that
were cast during the day (Figure S1). Each IP camera was individually cabled back to a
small enclosure mounted within the range that contained a Hikvision Ethernet POE Switch
(Model DS-3e0109P-E(C)) that powered the cameras as well as a set of NanoBeam®–ac’s
(model NBE-5AC-Gen2; Ubiquiti Inc., New York, NY, USA) that wirelessly routed the
cameras back to the NVR system set up in the site office. An MEA weather station (Green
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Brain, 41 Vine Street, Magill, SA, Australia) was set-up on the respective farm site for
recording sunlight and climatic variables and recorded weather data every 15 min over the
study periods. The weather station was mounted on a post (user supplied) at a height of
1 m (height as instructed by the manufacturer) and included different sensors (UV3pAB
UV sensor (288–432 nm), QS5 PAR pyranometer (400–700 nm), and SR-05 pyranometer
(285–3000 nm)) for recording sunlight variables including ultraviolet radiation (UVAB)
(W/m2), photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) (μmol/m2/s), and total solar radiation
(TSR) (W/m2), respectively. The TSR included UVAB, PAR and infrared (IR) wavelengths
and was used to extract IR (700 nm–3000 nm) (W/m2). Additionally, an air temperature
and relative humidity sensor recorded the ambient temperature (◦C), relative humidity (%),
barometric pressure (mBar), dew point (◦C), voltage (V), and vapor pressure deficit (kPa).
As the study was primarily focused on the hen preferences for different shelters relative to
sunlight variables, only solar radiation spectra, air temperature, and relative humidity data
were considered in the final analyses.

Figure 2. Spectral irradiance under different UV-filtering shade cloths (50%, 70%, and 90% UV block)
as measured by an Ocean Insight Flame-S-XR1 Spectroradiometer at a distance of 20 cm with each
type of shade cloth placed over a set of three Exo Terra® (Rolf C. Hagen, Montreal, QC, Canada) pet
reptile bulbs (Reptile UVB200, 25W, PT2341).

2.4. Observations and Data Collection

The shelters were installed when the hens were 34 weeks of age with 2 weeks allowed
for habituation to the range shelters before the study observations began. Recording was
continuous during daylight hours for approximately 5 weeks for Flock-A and 4 weeks for
Flock-B. Due to temporary failures in video recording, a total of 14 days videos for Flock-A
and 17 days for Flock-B were analysed and these days were not consecutive within the
recording period. For assessing shelter preferences, image snapshots from video records
were taken at 30 min intervals from 30 min after pop hole opening (i.e., 09:30) until just
before sunset (i.e., 18:30). The images were imported into Image-J 1.53a software (Wayne
Rasband, National Institute of Health, MA, USA) and an observer counted the number
of hens both under the individual shelters and on top of the shelters. When there were
two observers, both researchers discussed the counts on common snapshots to ensure
agreement. Observers were not blinded to the shade cloth densities given the differing
darkness of the shadows cast by the shelters, but each observer conducted counts for all
densities to minimise observer bias for a specific treatment density. On sunny days, the
area for counting the hens under the shelter was defined by the shadow that the shelter
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cast (the exact position of the shadow varied throughout the day) (Figure S1). On cloudy
days without a prominent shadow, the counting area was considered as the area directly
underneath the shelter frame. If the individual hens could not be clearly identified due to
crowding under the shelter, the number of hens was estimated in the group by counting
the birds within a certain area and then multiplying that number by the counted area (this
occurred on 41 occasions out of 5301 observations for both flocks).

2.5. Data and Statistical Analyses

All observations for each flock were analysed separately. A combined total of 5301 ob-
servations were made over the 14-day period in Flock-A (2394 observations), and 17-day
period in Flock-B (2907 observations) to count both the hens underneath and on top of
the shelters. The number of hens counted in each observation was matched with the
corresponding weather parameters during the 15-min period directly prior to the observa-
tion time point. Weather parameters included the UVAB, PAR, TSR, ambient temperature
and relative ambient humidity, and temperature and relative humidity readings from the
loggers underneath the shelters. The hen count data contained a considerable number
of ‘0’ values (when no hens were under or on top of the shelters) and were not normally
distributed, thus these data were log (x + 1) transformed to include the ‘0’ values in the
analyses as well as to approach data normality. To test the preferences of the hens to be
underneath the shelters during the study period, data were analysed using JMP® 14.0 (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC, USA) with α level set at 0.05. General linear mixed models (GLMM)
were applied with the different UV-filtering percentages, time of day, and their interaction
included as fixed effects and shelter replicate nested within UV-filtering percentage as a ran-
dom effect. A separate model with the same parameters was fitted to assess the preferences
of the hens to be on top of the shelters. While the different sunlight filtering percentages
were not predicted to affect hen preferences on top of the shelters, there may have been
social influences if shelters with more hens underneath them, also had more hens located on
top. The studentised model residuals were visually inspected for confirming homoscedas-
ticity. Where significant differences were present, post hoc Student’s t-tests were applied to
the least squares means with Bonferroni corrections to the α level to account for multiple
post-hoc comparisons. The means of the temperature and relative humidity underneath
the shelter were plotted, along with the mean ambient temperature and humidity during
the day. However, these data were not statistically analysed as their positioning on the
rear leg of the shelters resulted in the loggers sometimes being under direct sunlight which
meant that they were not always an accurate measure of the temperature experienced by a
hen when under the shaded part of the shelter.

To investigate the effects of sunlight variables on shelter use by hens during the day
(presence under the shelter regardless of shelter type), an overall linear regression model
was constructed for each flock using a summarised dataset where values within each UV-
filtering percentage were averaged across all three replicates for each time point for each
day (n = 798 per UV-filtering percentage in Flock-A, and n = 969 per UV-filtering percentage
in Flock-B). Before setting the model, IR spectrum values were extracted from the TSR
readings by subtracting UVAB and PAR. A conversion value (μmol/m2/s to W/m2) as
described by Thimijan and Heins [36], was applied to the PAR readings so all measures
were in the same units for calculating the IR values. The number of hens underneath the
UV-filtering shelters were included as the dependent variable, whereas sunlight variables
(UVAB, PAR and IR), ambient temperature, and relative ambient humidity were included as
independent variables in the model. Prior to running the model in R statistical software [37],
the collinearity among the independent variables were checked through determination
of variance inflation factors (VIF). Due to collinearity (VIF ≥ 10) among the sunlight
variables, the ridge regression [38] was chosen to best fit the predictors into the model
using the ‘lmridge’ package in R [39]. The relative contributions of the predictors in
the regression model were estimated by the R package ‘relaimpo’ [40]. All independent
variables were initially included in the model with nonsignificant variables (p ≥ 0.10)
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removed through backward elimination until the model of best fit was produced based
on the adjusted R2 values. To specifically determine how sunlight and weather variables
may affect the use of the different shelter types, individual linear ridge regression models
were performed separately for each UV-filtering percentage with the number of hens
underneath included as the dependent variable, and the sunlight variables (UVAB, PAR,
and IR), ambient temperature, and relative ambient humidity included as independent
variables. Nonsignificant variables (p ≥ 0.10) were removed through backward elimination.
The raw values are plotted in the figures.

3. Results

3.1. Shelter Preferences

There was a significant interaction between UV-filtering shelter and time of day for
hen preferences in both Flock-A (F36, 2331 = 3.49, p < 0.0001), and Flock-B (F36, 2844 = 2.63,
p < 0.0001) (Figure 3). In general, at most observation points throughout the day, more hens
were seen under the 90% UV-filtering shelters in both flocks, but at some time points their
preferences were similar for all filtering percentages (p > 0.001) (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The mean (±SEM) number of hens underneath the shelters during the day: (a) Flock-A:
with different UV-filtering percentages (50%, 70%, and 90%) (top), under all UV-filtering shelters
(bottom); (b) Flock-B: with different UV-filtering percentages (50%, 70%, and 90%) (top), under all
UV-filtering shelters (bottom). Note the different Y-axis scales between Flock-A and Flock-B. Raw
values are presented with analyses conducted on transformed data.

Overall, more hens were found underneath the 90% UV-filtering shelters (LSM
mean ± SEM, Flock-A: 16.9 ± 2.67 hens; Flock-B: 29.1 ± 1.52 hens), followed by the 70%
(LSM mean ± SEM, Flock-A: 9.7 ± 2.67 hens; Flock-B: 15.7 ± 1.52 hens) then 50% UV-
filtering shelters (LSM mean ± SEM, Flock-A: 5.2 ± 2.67 hens; Flock-B: 8.4 ± 1.52 hens) in
both study flocks (Flock-A: F2, 6 = 16.25, p = 0.004, and Flock-B: F2, 6 = 134.09, p < 0.0001). The
use of the shelter shade by hens varied throughout the day in both Flock-A (F18, 2331 = 44.64,
p < 0.0001) and Flock-B (F18, 2844 = 75.11, p < 0.0001), with peaks in the morning and in the
late afternoon, compared to the midday (p < 0.003) (Figure 3).

In contrast, there was no significant interaction between UV-filtering shelter and time
of day for the number of hens on top of the shelters in Flock-A (F36, 2331 = 0.89, p = 0.65);
whereas a significant interaction was found in Flock-B (F36, 2844 = 2.68, p < 0.0001) (Figure 4).
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In Flock-B, throughout the day, there was a general pattern of more hens on top of the 90%
UV-filtering shelters in the morning and late afternoon relative to both the 50% and 70%
shelters (p > 0.001) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The mean (±SEM) number of hens on top of the shelters throughout the day: (a) Flock-
A: with different UV-filtering percentages (50%, 70%, and 90%) (top), on all UV-filtering shelters
(bottom); (b) Flock-B: with different UV-filtering percentages (50%, 70%, and 90%) (top), on all
UV-filtering shelters (bottom). Note the different Y-axis scales between Flock-A and Flock-B for the
top graphs. Raw values are presented with analyses conducted on transformed data.

Overall, there was no difference for the number of hens on top of the shelters between
the different UV-filtering percentages in Flock-A (LSM mean ± SEM, 50%: 0.52 ± 0.18,
70%: 0.75 ± 0.18, 90%: 0.96 ± 0.18, F2, 6 = 1.37, p = 0.32), but the time of day had an effect
on the number of hens throughout the day (F18, 2331 = 41.78, p < 0.0001), with a gradually
increasing trend after 17:00 compared to the rest of the day (p < 0.003) (Figure 4). In Flock-B,
more hens were found on top of the 90% UV-filtering shelter with no differences between
the 50% and 70% shelters (LSM mean ± SEM, 50%: 1.14 ± 0.24, 70%: 1.38 ± 0.24, 90%:
2.54 ± 0.24, F2, 6 = 9.14, p = 0.02). Time of day had an effect on the number of hens on top
of the shelters (F18, 2844 = 36.56, p < 0.0001) with more hens observed in the late afternoon
(p < 0.003) (Figure 4).

The temperature and humidity loggers underneath the shelters were intended to pro-
vide measurements on ambient conditions the hens may have been experiencing. However,
the placement of loggers at hen eye height on one of the rear posts of the shelters resulted in
the loggers sometimes being under direct sunlight and sometimes being under the shelter
shade. Figure 5 displays the temperature and relative humidity readings under each shelter
type relative to the ambient temperature and relative ambient humidity readings obtained
from the weather station which was placed 1 m above ground. The temperature under the
shelters was higher than the ambient temperature, whereas relative humidity was lower
than the relative ambient humidity during the daytime (Figure 5). The temperatures and
relative humidity under the different shelter types were visually similar, but these data
were not statistically analysed, as the loggers did not capture data as originally intended.
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Figure 5. The mean (±SEM) temperature and relative humidity throughout the day underneath the
shelters of different UV-filtering percentages (50%, 70%, and 90%) and ambient temperature and
relative humidity: (a) Flock-A: temperature under the shelters and ambient temperature (top), relative
humidity under the shelters and relative ambient humidity (bottom); (b) Flock-B: temperature under
the shelters and ambient temperature (top), relative humidity under the shelters and relative ambient
humidity (bottom). Raw values are presented with analyses conducted on transformed data.

3.2. Sunlight Effects

A ridge regression model for each flock was performed to investigate the relationship
between the number of hens underneath the shelters across all the UV-filtering percentages
and the sunlight variables, ambient temperature and relative ambient humidity. The best-fit
model results are presented in Table 1. In Flock-A, the model accounted for 34.21% of
the variance in the use of all the UV-filtering shelters throughout the day. The ambient
temperature, UVAB, IR, and relative ambient humidity contributed significantly to the
model (F3.35, 794.24 = 120.50, p < 0.0001). However, all these predictors had a negative
correlation with the number of hens under the shelters throughout the day (Table 1).

In Flock-B, the model accounted for 35.77% of the variance in the number of hens
under the shelters with respect to sunlight and weather variables considered within the
model. The majority of the variance was explained by the ambient temperature (49.01%),
however IR, UVAB and PAR also significantly contributed to the model (F2.68, 965.98 = 146.64,
p < 0.0001, Table 1). The ambient temperature, UVAB, and IR were negatively correlated,
and PAR was positively correlated with the number of hens underneath the shelters
(Table 1).

The separate ridge regression models for each UV-filtering percentage showed differ-
ences in the relative impacts of the sunlight and weather variables on the number of hens un-
derneath the shelters. For the 50%, 70%, and 90% UV-filtering shelter preferences, both sun-
light and weather variables accounted for 51.71% (Flock-A: F2.79, 263.03 = 108.58, p < 0.0001)
and 57.94% (Flock-B: F2.53, 320.19 = 156.77, p < 0.0001) of the variance for the 50% shelters,
40.35% (Flock-A: F2.79, 263.03 = 71.33, p < 0.0001) and 44.29% (Flock-B: F2.68, 319.98 = 71.26,
p < 0.0001) of the variance for the 70% shelters, and 35.16% (Flock-A: F3.08, 262.54 = 51.13,
p < 0.0001) and 37.77% of the variance (Flock-B: F2.68, 319.98 = 56.45, p < 0.0001) for the 90%
shelters (Table 2).
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Table 1. Two ridge regression analyses (ridge parameter, k = 0.02) on the number of hens under the
shelter throughout the day. Only variables that significantly contributed to the most parsimonious
model are presented.

Flock Predictor 1 β- Coefficient
(Standardised) ‡ t-Value p-Value

Adjusted R2 and
Model’s

F-Statistics

Relative
Weight of the
Predictors in

the Model

Flock-A Ambient temperature −0.70 −12.61 <0.0001 R2-adjusted = 0.34 33.54%
Relative ambient

humidity −0.46 −8.29 <0.0001 F3.35, 794.24 = 120.50,
p < 0.0001

13.86%

UVAB −0.15 −2.17 0.03 25.36%
IR −0.24 −3.37 0.001 27.24%

Flock-B Ambient temperature −0.41 −15.90 <0.0001 R2-adjusted = 0.36 49.01%
UVAB −0.27 −3.78 <0.001 F2.68, 965.98 = 146.64,

p < 0.0001
16.88%

PAR 0.10 2.07 0.04 16.84%
IR −0.19 −3.70 <0.001 17.28%

‡ β-coefficients (standardised) of the predictor variables were estimated separately using the ridge regression
coefficient in ‘R’ as the original ridge package did not include the ‘β-coefficient’ value in the regression outputs.
1 UVAB (ultraviolet radiation A and B wavelengths), PAR (photosynthetically active radiation), IR (infrared
radiation).

Table 2. Multiple ridge regression analyses (ridge parameter, k = 0.02) on the number of hens under
different UV-filtering shelters throughout the day. Only variables that significantly contributed to the
most parsimonious model are presented.

UV-Filtering
Shelter

Flock Predictor 1 B-Coefficient
(Standardised) ‡ t-Value p-Value

Adjusted R2 and
Model’s

F-Statistics

Relative
Weight of

the
Predictors in

the Model

50% A Ambient
temperature −0.59 −7.16 <0.0001 R2-adjusted = 0.52 24.62%

Relative
ambient

humidity
−0.36 −4.42 <0.0001 F2.79, 263.03 = 108.58,

p < 0.0001 10.52%

PAR −0.56 −13.25 <0.0001 64.86%

B Ambient
temperature −0.40 −11.24 <0.0001 R2-adjusted = 0.58 34.26%

UVAB −0.29 −3.18 <0.01 F2.53, 320.19 = 156.77,
p < 0.0001 32.43%

IR −0.28 −3.08 <0.01 33.31%

70% A Ambient
temperature −0.77 −8.48 <0.0001 R2-adjusted = 0.40 38.52%

Relative
ambient

humidity
−0.46 −5.11 <0.0001 F2.79, 263.03 = 71.33,

p < 0.0001 15.64%

UVAB −0.41 −8.87 <0.0001 45.85%

B Ambient
temperature −0.44 −10.63 <0.0001 R2-adjusted = 0.44 45.57%

UVAB −0.33 −2.85 <0.01 F2.68, 319.98 = 71.26,
p < 0.0001 18.10%

PAR 0.13 1.66 0.10 17.91%
IR −0.22 −2.70 0.01 18.42%

90% A Ambient
temperature −0.93 −9.99 <0.0001 R2-adjusted = 0.35 40.75%
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Table 2. Cont.

UV-Filtering
Shelter

Flock Predictor 1 B-Coefficient
(Standardised) ‡ t-Value p-Value

Adjusted R2 and
Model’s

F-Statistics

Relative
Weight of

the
Predictors in

the Model

Relative
ambient

humidity
−0.68 −7.44 <0.0001 F3.08, 262.54 = 51.13,

p < 0.0001 18.85%

PAR 0.20 1.84 0.07 19.14%
IR −0.53 −4.92 <0.0001 21.26%

B Ambient
temperature −0.54 −12.28 <0.0001 R2-adjusted = 0.38 71.58%

UVAB −0.31 −2.51 0.01 F2.68, 319.98 = 56.45,
p < 0.0001 9.20%

PAR 0.24 2.85 <0.01 9.58%
IR −0.15 −1.78 0.08 9.63%

‡ β-coefficients (standardised) of the predictor variables were estimated separately using the ridge regression
coefficient in ‘R’ as the original ridge package did not include the ‘β-coefficient’ value in the regression outputs.
1 UVAB (ultraviolet radiation A and B wavelengths), PAR (photosynthetically active radiation), IR (infrared
radiation).

The ambient temperature significantly affected the preferences of the hens for each
shelter type in both flocks (Flock-A: all p < 0.0001; Flock-B: all p < 0.0001) (Figure 6); this
parameter was the greatest contributing factor for use of the 70% and 90% UV-filtering
shelters. Temperature accounted for 38.52% and 40.75% of the variation in Flock-A for
the 70% and 90% shelters respectively, and 45.57% and 71.58% of the variation in Flock-B
for the 70% and 90% shelters, respectively. The results indicated that increased ambient
temperature resulted in fewer hens under the shelters (Table 2).

Figure 6. The mean (±SEM) number of hens under the different UV-filtering shelters (50%, 70%,
and 90%) and the mean (±SEM) ambient temperature throughout the day: (a) Flock-A; (b) Flock-B
(p > 0.10 indicates the variable had no significant effect and was removed from final model). Note
the different Y-axis scales between Flock-A and Flock-B. Raw values are presented with analyses
conducted on transformed data.
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The relative ambient humidity also significantly contributed to the preferences of the
hens for each shelter type in Flock-A (all p < 0.0001), but did not show an effect in Flock-B
(Figure 7). However, in Flock-A, the relative contribution of the relative ambient humidity
was less than 20% in the models of 50%, 70% and 90% UV-filtering shelters (accounting for
10.52%, 15.64%, and 18.85% of the variation, respectively), and had a negative correlation
with the number of hens under the shelters (Table 2).

Figure 7. The mean (±SEM) number of hens under the different UV-filtering shelters (50%, 70%, and
90%) and the mean (±SEM) relative ambient humidity throughout the day: (a) Flock-A; (b) Flock-B
(p > 0.10 indicates the variable had no significant effect and was removed from final model). Note
the different Y-axis scales between Flock-A and Flock-B. Raw values are presented with analyses
conducted on transformed data.

UVAB radiation only had a significant effect for the 70% UV-filtering shelter preferences
(p < 0.0001) in Flock-A where it was the most contributory effect (45.57% variation) in that
specific model (Figure 8). In contrast, UVAB radiation showed a significant relationship
with the use of all shelter types in Flock-B (all p ≤ 0.01) (Figure 8). The relative contribution
of UVAB among the predictors in Flock-B for 50%, 70%, and 90% UV-filtering shelter
was 32.43%, 18.10%, and 9.20%, respectively, with the number of hens under the shelter
decreasing with increasing UVAB radiation (Table 2).

In Flock-A, PAR had a significant negative correlation with the use by the hens of
the 50% UV-filtering shelter (p < 0.0001) showing the greatest contributory effect (64.86%
variation, Table 2) in the model, and a positive trend for the 90% shelters (p = 0.07) but
no association with use of the 70% UV-filtering shelters (Figure 9). Whereas, in Flock-B,
PAR was a significant contributing variable for use by the hens of the 90% UV-filtering
shelters (p < 0.01), and it had a trend effect for the 70% shelters (p = 0.10), but no significant
contribution for the 50% UV-filtering shelters (Figure 9). While the relative weight of PAR
in the models of 90% and 70% UV-filtering shelter preferences was 9.58% and 17.91%,
respectively, this had a positive relationship with the number of hens under the respective
shelters, indicating increases in PAR also increased shelter use by the hens (Table 2).
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Figure 8. The mean (±SEM) number of hens under the different UV-filtering shelters (50%, 70%, and
90%) and the mean (±SEM) ultraviolet (UVAB) radiation throughout the day: (a) Flock-A; (b) Flock-B
(p > 0.10 indicates the variable had no significant effect and was removed from final model). Note
the different Y-axis scales between Flock-A and Flock-B. Raw values are presented with analyses
conducted on transformed data.

Figure 9. The mean (±SEM) number of hens under the different UV-filtering shelters (50%, 70%, and
90%) and the mean (±SEM) photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) throughout the day: (a) Flock-
A; (b) Flock-B (p > 0.10 indicates the variable had no significant effect and was removed from final
model). Note the different Y-axis scales between Flock-A and Flock-B. Raw values are presented with
analyses conducted on transformed data.

IR significantly affected shelter use of only the 90% UV-filtering shelters (p < 0.0001)
in Flock-A. However, in Flock-B, IR significantly influenced shelter use of both the 70%
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and 50% UV-filtering shelters (both p ≤ 0.01) and had a trend of an effect for the 90%
UV-filtering shelters (p = 0.08) (Figure 10). However, a negative correlation between IR and
use of shelters indicated that the number of hens under the shelters decreased when IR
increased (Table 2).

Figure 10. The mean (±SEM) number of hens under the different UV-filtering shelters (50%, 70%,
and 90%) and the mean (±SEM) infrared radiation (IR) throughout the day: (a) Flock-A; (b) Flock-B
(p > 0.10 indicates the variable had no significant effect and was removed from final model). Note
the different Y-axis scales between Flock-A and Flock-B. Raw values are presented with analyses
conducted on transformed data.

4. Discussion

This study assessed the use by hens of different sunlight filtering shade cloth shelters
on the range of a commercial farm in Australia. Different sunlight wavelengths were also
measured directly on-farm to determine if shelter preferences were dependent on ambient
conditions. The results showed that hens had clear preferences for shelters with the highest
density, i.e., those that blocked the greatest amount of sunlight. However, relationships
with temperature, humidity, and sunlight wavelengths were generally negative, with fewer
hens under the shelters as the values of the weather parameters increased. This may have
been a result of reduced ranging at times of peak sun intensity, which is consistent with the
findings of previous studies.

Previous studies have shown that outdoor range enrichments will increase range use
by hens and improve their distribution outside [10,18,19,27]. However, the effects of these
enrichments can vary depending on the structural design, i.e., type (artificial/natural),
location, height, orientation, and density [16,17,29,30]. Similar to other studies that have
been conducted on commercial farms within Australia [17,29], the hens in our study showed
clear preferences for the higher densities of the shade cloth with a linear relationship
between use of the shelter and percentage of sunlight it filtered. These results confirm
that hens can differentiate between shaded environments and will preferentially select
the environment that provides the greatest amount of shaded protection. Anecdotal
observations in the current study indicated that hens were sometimes crowded under the
shade provided by trees on the range just beyond the artificial shelters, while shelters were
comparatively empty. Formal counts were not made on this, as the camera position did
not enable clear observations of hen numbers under the trees. This result aligns with the
jungle fowl origins of domestic chickens, as well as previous observations that the greatest
numbers of hens on commercial farms are attracted to natural shelter provided by trees [10],
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or will preferably gather under dense vegetation and established trees [30]. While hens
may not always seek shelter on the range and may use the sunlight for sunbathing [41] and
warmth [12], conditions of extreme heat and intense sunlight are likely more aversive than
enticing. Temperatures were not taken under the trees on the range in this study, but they
may have provided a cooler environment than under the shelters as a result of blocking
more sunlight, as well as evaporative cooling from transpiration. While the temperatures
were recorded as hotter under the shelters than the ambient temperature, the temperature
loggers were sometimes in direct sunlight, and thus, we are limited in the conclusions we
can draw from these results.

Environmental factors that explained the number of hens under the shelters were
ambient temperature, UVAB, and IR in both flocks, indicating that the overall use of shelters
decreased with increasing intensity of these factors. The predominant influencing factor
was ambient outdoor temperature. These results are in contrast to what was predicted,
given that previous studies have shown that hens increase their use of shaded areas as
temperatures increase, with few birds in nonshaded areas during the summer [18]. Richards
et al. [12] reported that the percentage of hens ranging gradually decreased as temperatures
increased above 17 ◦C, although the study was conducted in the UK, where much lower
temperatures overall are experienced than those in the current study. Slow-growing broilers
will increase their use of shelters as solar radiation increases [42,43], which is expected,
given the damaging impact of UV light [32,33] even though UV radiation was not found to
be a predictor of range use in fast-growing broilers [34]. The hens in this study showed
variation in shelter use throughout the day, regardless of shelter type, corresponding with
typical patterns of range use reported in other studies [12,15,19], including observations in
different flocks of the same farm as the current study [44]. Thus, the negative relationships
between the environmental predictor variables were likely a reflection of fewer hens on
the range during peak sun periods. General range use was not measured in this study,
but the observed patterns of shelter use suggest that in regions of intense sunlight such
as many regions of Australia, hens prefer to remain inside during the midday period,
regardless of the presence or absence of artificial shelters on the range. Further studies
could assess if more trees [10], different designs of artificial shelters [29] or additional
range enrichments [18,26] could entice hens outside. If temperature is a key variable
affecting the shelter preferences of hens, then shelter size may be another variable to
consider, as well as the extent to which temperature varies under the edges or centre
of the shelters. Alternatively, remaining inside the shed could prevent heat stress; in
some regions of Australia, range use will be prevented on days of high heat to prevent
bird mortality [44]. Further study assessing temperatures under different shelter types,
established trees, shrubs, and inside sheds will confirm the different microclimates which
exist in a free-range system and how they affect hen locational preferences.

The positive relationships seen between shelter use and the PAR wavelengths demon-
strates that hens were using shelters to avoid bright light. This may have been comfort-
related, i.e., the same way humans will wear sunglasses or could be motivated to seek
cover rather than being exposed to bright light. The 90% filtering shelter would have
reduced the visibility of hens from above to a greater degree, and hens may have used it as
protection from aerial predators [26,28]. This could also explain the higher use of shelters
in the late afternoon, when sunlight wavelengths greatly decreased in intensity, but hens
may still have been seeking protection from aerial predators. In contrast to this, hens also
increased in numbers on top of the shelters in the late afternoon/evening, but this may
have been related to a nighttime desire to roost [45]. While hens were kept inside the shed
overnight, the setting sun may have stimulated motivation to seek elevation for those hens
still ranging as sunset approached. These observations, in conjunction with environmental
parameters only accounting for part of the variation in shelter use, indicate the interplay
of many factors regarding a hen’s decision to reside under a shelter versus in the open
range area.
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5. Conclusions

This study found that higher densities of sunlight-filtering artificial cloth shelters
are preferred by hens, and that temperature is a key variable affecting shelter use. All
wavelengths of sunlight had some effect on shelter use, but the effect varied among the
shelter densities and flocks in this study. The low use of all shelters during the midday
period and negative relationships with temperature, humidity, UVAB and IR suggest that
the shelters may not be sufficient for attracting more hens to the range in periods of intense
sunlight and hot temperatures, during which hens are typically observed to range less.
Range enrichments of both artificial and natural shelters may encourage more hens outside.
In the absence of established trees on the range providing a larger canopy cover and
reduced temperatures underneath, cooler conditions inside the shed may be preferable,
but further research is needed to confirm this.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/ani12030344/s1, Figure S1: Snapshots of one of the 90% UV-
filtering shelters in Flock-B showing use of the shelter and the immediate surrounding range area
across one day.
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Simple Summary: Free-range hens are typically given enrichments to encourage foraging and
reduce injurious pecking. Of four enrichments (Lucerne hay, pecking blocks, pelleted feed scattered
in litter, and jute ropes) provided to eight commercial flocks of free-range hens, pecking blocks and
bales provided consistent interest to hens, based both on observations of hens in the vicinity of
the enrichments (doing anything), interacting with the enrichments, and least walking/running or
standing near the enrichments. Hens were most interested in pelleted feed at the time of scatter,
but pelleted feed was consistently of greater interest than ropes, which hens seemed to find least
attractive. Ropes were no more attractive to hens than no enrichment at all. Feather scores (a proxy
measure for feather pecking) worsened with age, but differences between treatments were small and
variable between ages, possibly due to lack of data and/or hens mixing between treatments. While
ropes were by far the cheapest enrichment to provide, behaviour at ropes was indistinguishable
from behaviour away from any enrichments, and thus did not sufficiently encourage foraging and
other desirable behaviours. A balance between encouraging positive hen behaviour and cost to the
producer needs to be taken into account in the practical use of any enrichment.

Abstract: Hens in free-range systems are given enrichments to increase foraging and limit injurious
pecking, but the efficacy of enrichment types requires investigation. We studied hen behaviour and
feather cover in eight commercial free-range flocks each given access to four enrichments within
the shed. Sheds were split into quarters, in which two enrichments (jute ropes (R) + other) were
installed. Other enrichments were: lucerne hay bales (B), pecking blocks (PB), pelleted feed (PF), or
further R (control). Hens were observed at three ages, at three times per age (−1, 0, ≥1 h relative to
PF application), in 1 m diameter circle locations around ropes (ControlR), Enrich (B, PB, PF, R), and
Away from each enrichment. Feather scores were recorded at all ages/times, at the Away location
only. Significantly more birds were in Enrich locations where PB, B, and PF were available, and least
near R, ControlR, and Away locations (p < 0.001). Proportions of birds interacting with enrichments
were significantly higher for PB, B, and PF than R (p < 0.001), but enrichments did not generally
affect proportions of birds foraging in the litter, apart from a significant decrease (p < 0.001) in PF
birds foraging in the Enrich location because they were directing behaviour at PF instead. Feather
scores worsened with age (p < 0.001) but were not consistently affected by enrichment. Enrichment
replacement rates varied between farms. Enrichments costs were highest for PB and cheapest for R.
Enrichments except R were used by hens, but with no obvious effect on feather cover. A balance has
to be struck between enrichment benefits to hens and economics, but evidence suggested that hens
did not benefit from R.

Keywords: hay; pecking blocks; scattered feed; ropes; injurious pecking; feather scores; cost;
behaviour; welfare
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1. Introduction

The use of enrichments in captive animal housing is commonplace, with the main aim
to improve animal welfare. Newberry [1] defined environmental enrichment as modifica-
tions to the environment that improve the biological functioning of captive animals, such as
by improving health, which is one of the key components of good welfare. Injurious peck-
ing, which includes gentle and severe feather pecking, cannibalism, and vent pecking [2] is
one such laying-hen behaviour that damages the health of its victims. Feather pecking, the
most common form of injurious pecking [3], is thought to be redirected foraging (i.e., food
seeking) behaviour [4–6]. In alternative (e.g., barn and free-range egg production) systems
in the UK and EU, one-third of the floor area must be litter (which is defined as any friable
material that enables hens to show natural behaviour) [7]; commonly, this is provided as
sawdust, wood shavings, straw, or a mixture [3]. While litter provides a foraging substrate,
and is undoubtedly better than no substrate at all (for a review, see [8]), there is likely
to be little positive feedback from litter that consists of only non-nutritive material and
bird faeces. In addition, pressure to ban beak trimming as a means of controlling damage
when feather pecking develops means that there is even greater interest in preventing the
behaviour from starting. Therefore, increasing appropriate pecking behaviour by providing
pullets and laying hens with suitable enrichments to peck at inside of loose-housed sheds
is becoming more commonplace in these systems. While providing enrichments in these
systems does not guarantee reduction of feather pecking and plumage damage, in many
instances they have a positive effect (for a review, see [9]).

It is generally accepted that indestructible items such as balls, cones, and hanging CDs
are unsuitable for encourage foraging behaviour in laying hens. They lack fundamental
characteristics that elicit foraging; namely, that they do not fall apart on pecking, and
there is no nutritional benefit to them [1,6]. That said, commercial free-range systems do
use hanging ropes as enrichment [10], which are manipulable and fray, although they are
non-nutritive, and have been demonstrated to reduce feather pecking in cages and floor
pens in some studies [11] and to have no effect in others [12]. Previous work has shown that
substrates that are destructible and provide nutrients are more likely to improve foraging
and/or reduce injurious pecking than those that are/do not [6,9,13,14]; however, this is not
consistently true (e.g., [15,16]). Destructible enrichments include long-cut straw, pecking
blocks/stones, alfalfa hay bales, silage, and carrots [14,16–18]. Nutritive enrichments can
potentially have an impact on feed consumption, egg production, and/or egg quality.
While Schreiter et al. [14] found no effect of alfalfa hay or pecking stones on daily feed
consumption, body mass, or egg-shell-breaking strength, they did find that these affected
albumen quality. Steenfeldt et al. [17] found egg production increased with two out of
three foraging materials provided, but intake of these was extremely high (33–48% of
total feed intake). In contrast, Cronin et al. [19] found no effect of straw enrichment on
laying performance.

The aim of this study was to investigate hen use of four commonly provided destruc-
tible enrichments in commercial free-range flocks, and their effects on feather scores as a
proxy measure of feather pecking. We hypothesised that hens provided with rope-only
enrichment would have the worst feather cover and show the least foraging behaviour
around the enrichment. We also estimated the cost of enrichments, based on replacement
rates seen.

2. Materials and Methods

This work was approved by SRUC’s animal ethics committee (study number AU AE
36-2018, approved on 30 May 2019).

2.1. Housing and Birds

Eight flocks (A–H) of free-range hens at four different farms (2 flocks/farm) were
recruited for the study via British Free Range Egg Producers Association (BFREPA) mem-
bership. All farms were based in Scotland, and pullets arrived at the farms at 15–16 weeks
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of age. The free-range sheds contained multitier structures (all Natura Step, Big Dutchman
International GmbH, Vechta, Germany) of three levels (the litter floor and two tiers), and
were split into four 4000-bird colonies (‘quarters’) by high fencing installed within the shed.
Quarters were identified as Q1 (nearest the annex where staff first entered) to Q4 (Figure 1).
Hens could access the range area through popholes in the outer wall of the shed, but the
range area was not split into quarters, thus hens could potentially exit one quarter and
enter another. There were 16,000 hens in total per flock. Normal commercial practice was
undertaken at each farm, apart from the provision of enrichments. The bird strains used
were all brown egg layers (Lohmann Brown, 3 flocks; Bovan Brown, 3 flocks; H&N Brown
Nick, 2 flocks).

Figure 1. Overhead schematic of free-range hen sheds used in the study showing the four quarters,
Q1–Q4. Q1 was always the quarter nearest to the annex, where staff would enter (E). The blue area is
where the multitier (MT) structure was positioned, the yellow area was the litter, and birds could
reach the range via popholes from the litter area. The arrow shows the direction that staff would
walk, scattering litter from side-to-side in the relevant pelleted feed (PF) treatment/quarter.

2.2. Enrichment Treatments

Some schemes for egg production assurance require that at least two enrichments
are provided for every 1000 hens, some of which must be destructible (e.g., RSPCA, 2017).
Therefore, we used this level and these types of enrichments in our study, all provided
inside the sheds. All flocks were provided with 2 different enrichment items per 1000 hens,
and thus 8 enrichments per quarter. Enrichments were installed shortly after pullets arrived
at the laying farm, and farm staff were advised of a replacement schedule based on the
estimated time each enrichment should last; however, staff were advised to replace as
often as necessary to ensure that hens were never without the enrichments (apart from
pelleted feed, which was always given twice a day—see below). There were four different
enrichments used (i–iv below, and Figure 2), all of which were destructible:

i. Lucerne (alfalfa) hay bales. Analysed content: 16.7% crude protein, 90.4% dry
matter. Four bales provided per quarter (1 per 1000 hens), which were placed into
hay nets and suspended over the litter (some farms placed them on the floor initially,
and hung them up after approximately 3 days). Bales weighed approximately 15 kg
and measured 65 × 45 × 35 cm or 102,375 cm3 per bale. Cost: from GBP 6.50 per
bale. Estimated to last 3 weeks.

ii. Pecking blocks (PickblockTM medium, Crystalyx® Products GmbH, Münster, Ger-
many), compact hard edible blocks made of grains (rye, maize, wheat), calcium
carbonate, oyster shells, dextrose, molasses, wheat gluten feed, and lucerne meal;
crude protein 5.8%; weight 5 kg; dimensions 23 × 16.5 × 13 cm, or 4934 cm3 per
block. Provided at 1 block per 500 hens, thus 8 blocks per quarter, which were
placed in pairs onto slats or plastic bucket lids (to stop them from getting damp) on
top of the litter. Cost: approximately GBP 7 per block. Estimated to deteriorate at
1 g/hen/day, and thus expected to last approximately 10 days.

iii. Pelleted feed formulated for layers (Farmgate Layers Pellets, ForFarmers UK Ltd.,
Dumfriesshire, UK). Analysed content: 16.0% protein, 86.2% dry matter. Provided
2 kg twice a day, scattered from side-to-side covering a roughly 0.5 m width, down
the centre of the litter area (Figure 1), thus providing 1 g pellets/hen/day. Staff were
provided with plastic jugs marked with a ‘fill’ line to the correct weight, and feed
was stored in plastic bins within the shed quarter for ease of use and rodent control.
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The timing of scattering was arranged to coincide with staff inspections/collections
of floor eggs, and ranged from farm-to-farm between 09:00–11:30 (scatter 1), and
13:00–16:30 (scatter 2). Cost: GBP 8.38 per 20 kg bag, or GBP 419/tonne. Estimated
to last up to a few hours.

iv. Jute ropes (Ropes Direct, Norfolk, UK). Four ropes (8 mm diameter, cut into 30 cm
lengths and looped in half; approximately 15.1 cm3 in volume per rope) were
attached initially by polypropylene string (flocks A, B), and then cable ties (all
flocks) to the first platform or alighting rails of the multitier structure, evenly spread
along the structure. Cost: just over GBP 0.08 per 30 cm, or GBP 0.33 for 4 rope
pieces. Estimated to last 6 months.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 2. Enrichments: (a) alfalfa hay bales prior to hanging in the hay nets (yellow); (b) pecking
blocks paired and on slats; (c) pelleted feed scattered from a plastic jug; (d) jute ropes.

The rope was considered the standard (control) enrichment, so combinations of en-
richment treatments (known as classification factor ‘treatment’) for each quarter were:

1. 4 bales and 4 ropes (B);
2. 4 pairs of pecking blocks and 4 ropes (PB);
3. 4 kg pelleted feed and 4 ropes (PF);
4. 8 ropes (R).

Due to their predicted destruction/intake rate, edible enrichments (e.g., B, PB, and PF)
were not expected to have an influence on feed intake or egg production and egg quality
(none of which was measured here). Enrichments were offered in a balanced design over
all quarters with all treatments provided to each flock, by placing enrichments in each shed
based on two Latin squares (Table 1).
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Table 1. Enrichment treatments (B, PB, PF, R), and their layout per flock, according to which quarter of
the shed the items were provided in (quarters 1–4; quarter 1 was the section nearest the annex door).

Flock
Bales and Ropes

(B)
Pecking Blocks
and Ropes (PB)

Pelleted Feed and
Ropes (PF)

Ropes Only (R)

A Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
B Q3 Q1 Q4 Q2
C Q2 Q4 Q1 Q3
D Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1
E Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2
F Q2 Q1 Q4 Q3
G Q1 Q3 Q2 Q4
H Q4 Q2 Q3 Q1

2.3. Behaviour Observations and Feather Scores

Observations were due to take place during three visits at 34, 52, and 70 weeks of age
(i.e., every 18 weeks) (known as classification factor ‘age’). Actual flock visits took place
when birds were 33 weeks 5 days–34 weeks 6 days old, 51 weeks 6 days–53 weeks old, and
70 weeks 1 day–71 weeks 4 days old, but for simplicity, they are still referred to as visits at
34, 52, and 70 weeks of age throughout. The two flocks on a single farm were observed on
two consecutive days, by one of two people. Popholes were open during observations. Bird
behaviour was recorded using scan-sampling methods, at times relative to the first scatter
of pelleted feed: −1, 0, and 1 h (known as classification factor ‘time’). The observer always
began in the quarter with the pelleted feed treatment and then moved up the quarters (e.g.,
if PF was in Q2, then they observed in the order Q2, Q3, Q4, Q1). The observer entered the
shed quarter and positioned themselves between the treatment enrichments (B, PB, PF, R)
and the control enrichment (R), and remained quiet for 3 min to allow the hens to settle.
The observer then scan-sampled a 1 m diameter area around three locations: the treatment
enrichment (‘Enrich’), the control (ropes) enrichment (‘ControlR’), plus a 1 m diameter area
away from either enrichment (‘Away’) (known as factor ‘location’). For R, both the ‘Enrich’
and the ‘ControlR’ observations were at ropes. A count of birds within each of the three
circles and their behaviours (Table 2) were recorded.

Table 2. List of mutually exclusive behaviours. The first two behaviours could not be assessed for
location ‘away’ (because there were no enrichments there).

Behaviour

* Interacting with (e.g., peck, pull, scratch at) enrichment (or in litter where feed was scattered,
PF treatment),

* At, but not interacting with, enrichment: birds were located within 1 m diameter of the
enrichment, but were not in contact with it

Stand/sit: birds were holding still and performing no other behaviour
Forage: peck/scratch at litter (but not at location where feed is scattered, PF treatment)

Walk/run: birds were in locomotion
Dustbathe: birds were in a prone position, while raking litter with their beaks, or tossing/rubbing

litter onto the plumage
Feather peck: gentle or vigorous pecks at the plumage of other birds, often repetitive until the

target bird withdrew
Aggressive peck: forceful, downward pecks directed towards the head or neck

Perch: birds standing or sitting on perch rails
Other: any other behaviour

* Only collected at locations ControlR and Enrich.

The counts were repeated three times in 15 min (e.g., at 3, 8, and 13 min). Thus, a total
of 324 observations per flock were made (i.e., 3 locations × 3 observations per time relative
to scatter × 3 times relative to scatter × 4 quarters × 3 ages). The observer moved to the
next quarter after 15 min, so that all four quarters per flock were observed within each
1 h period.
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Feather scores (i.e., the recording of feather damage on a scale of 0–5, where 0 = no
damage, 1 = slight damage/loss with no bare skin, up to 5 = 1–2 cm2 haemorrhage or
>5 × 5 cm2 bare skin with <1 cm2 haemorrhage [20]) of five body locations (neck, back, tail,
breast, and both wings) were carried out remotely (i.e., without handling, [21]) on 10 birds
in the Away location once per scan sampling time (−1, 0, 1) per treatment (i.e., quarter) at
each age (thus 5 feather scores/bird × 10 birds/time × 3 sampling times × 4 treatments ×
3 ages = 1800 scores/flock).

Due to a combination of heightened biosecurity related to avian influenza and
COVID-19, some visits to flocks were prevented. As a result, no feather scores or be-
haviour data were collected at age 52 weeks for flocks G and H, and no behaviour data
were collected at age 70 weeks for flocks C, D, E, and F. Feather scores for C, D, E, and F at
age 70 weeks were recorded from photographs taken by the farm staff of the birds in the
Away location, from 10 birds. However, data from photos were judged to be unreliable, as
they did not follow patterns seen in other flocks, with higher scores than expected at some
body locations and lower than expected at other body locations. Therefore, the data from
photos were omitted from all means shown and analyses.

2.4. Statistical Analyses

Behaviour data were analysed with the following fixed effects: age (34, 52, 70 weeks),
time (−1, 0, 1 h), location (ControlR, Enrich, Away), and treatment (R, B, PB, PF) (and their
interactions). For R, both the ‘Enrich’ and the ‘ControlR’ observations were at ropes, so one
was randomly assigned to ControlR and one to Enrich to give the full complement of three
locations to allow a full factorial statistical analyses of behaviour data. Random effects were
flock, shed quarter, location within shed quarter, and interactions of these spatial effects
with age, time within age, and scans within time within age, but many of these effects were
negligible, and so were dropped from some models in order to achieve convergence.

With hen behaviour, three elements were analysed:

1. Total counts of birds in each location (ControlR, Enrich, Away) at a scan engaged in
all behaviours (because total birds in a particular location might indicate a desire to
be there);

2. Counts of birds engaged in each particular behaviour in each location at a scan;
3. Proportions of birds engaged in each behaviour (i.e., counts of birds performing a

behaviour/total birds in that location per scan).

Results for counts of birds engaged in particular behaviours are not shown because
results were similar for counts and proportions.

Feather scores were summed over all body sites per bird, and total feather score was
analysed. Fixed effects were age (34, 52, 70 weeks), time relative to scatter (−1, 0, 1),
treatment (R, B, PB, PF) (and their interactions). Random effects were flock, shed quarter,
and interactions of these spatial effects with age and time within age. Analyses focused on
total feather scores, but some analysis is also reported from analysing feather scores from
individual sites using LMMs fitted to feather scores (not transformed) or GLMMs applied
to a binary data feather score >0, adding site and interactions with site to the fixed effects.

To analyse proportions, generalised linear mixed models (GLMMs) were fitted to
binomial counts with appropriate binomial totals, logit link function (i.e., for proportion p,
loge (p/1 − p)), binomially distributed errors, and dispersion fixed at 1. To analyse counts,
GLMMs were fitted to the counts with log link function, Poisson distributed errors, and
dispersion fixed at 1. Where data were sparse, GLMMs with all effects included would
not converge, so random and fixed effects in these models were simplified. Linear mixed
models (LMMs) with all effects included were fitted to the total feather score after log
transformation (i.e., loge (total feather score + 1)) and were used as approximations in
addition to simplified GLMMs for binomial data and counts. With LMMs, proportion data
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were first angular-transformed to a degrees scale (see Equation (1) below) to normalise the
distribution of residuals; i.e., for proportion p:

180
π

sin−1(
√

p) (1)

While counts and total feather scores were natural log transformed. Where high-level
interactions were substantial, lower-level effects are not reported.

Due to the large number of tests being carried out, the results focus on highly sig-
nificant effects and make clear when results were marginal. In some instances where
interactions were marginal, lower-level associated effects are also shown. The p-values
were based on approximate F tests when available, but otherwise were based on Wald
tests; statistics for F tests are given in the results as Fndf,ddf, where ndf is the numerator
degrees of freedom (the number of effects to be estimated, which is the number of levels for
a categorical factor less 1) and ddf is the denominator degrees of freedom; or for Wald tests
as Waldndf/ndf to make this comparable with the F statistic. Tables and figures either show
raw means along with standard deviations (SDs) or model estimates ± standard errors
(SEs) obtained from the LMMs and GLMMs as well as these estimates back transformed
onto the original scale (e.g., proportions or counts) to aid interpretation.

For replacement of enrichments, the mean and SD over flocks (n = 8) of the mean
days between replacement of each enrichment per flock was calculated. We also briefly
investigated the above-reported statistical models of behaviour data, including covariates
on days since last replacement and the cumulative amounts of enrichments replaced at
each visit, generating p-values for the covariates tested last after all other fixed effects and
examined estimated coefficients. All data were compiled and linked in Excel. Genstat 18
was used for data processing and all statistical analyses.

3. Results

Mean mortality across flocks was 4.8% (range: 2.60–7.98%). Observation times relative
to scatter feed application were in reality 1.5–0.47 h before scatter (still called −1 h for
simplicity), 0.0–0.17 h (0 h) at scatter, and 1.0–3.0 h postscatter (hereafter referred to as
≥1 h).

Overall mean proportions of birds observed in behaviours, according to location and
treatment, are shown in Table 3. In the area where only ropes were available (ControlR)
and in the Away location, most hens were observed standing/sitting, followed by foraging
and walking/running. Hens observed in ControlR showed low proportions of birds
interacting with the enrichments (ropes). In the Enrich location, the mean proportions of
hens in R treatments were mostly standing/sitting, whereas with other treatments, much
higher proportions of birds were interacting with the enrichments. All proportions of hens
observed in dustbathing, feather pecking, perching, and other were low.

Table 3. The mean over scans of proportions of hens observed by location and treatment in various
behaviours. All behaviours were mutually exclusive, and rows within location by treatment add up to
1.0. At ControlR, the only enrichment to interact with was rope; at Away, there were no enrichments.
Figures in red are values ≥0.500; figures in blue are values between 0.100 and 0.499.

Location Treatment

Behaviour

Interacting
*

At But Not
Interacting *

Stand/Sit Forage Walk/Run Dustbathe
Feather

Peck
Aggressive

Peck
Perch Other

ControlR

R 0.052 0.000 0.509 0.180 0.170 0.009 0.006 0.000 0.004 0.070
B 0.033 0.000 0.525 0.203 0.141 0.010 0.004 0.000 0.015 0.069

PB 0.060 0.000 0.552 0.153 0.147 0.006 0.005 0.000 0.006 0.071
PF 0.032 0.005 0.564 0.143 0.184 0.004 0.006 0.001 0.006 0.055
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Table 3. Cont.

Location Treatment

Behaviour

Interacting
*

At But Not
Interacting *

Stand/Sit Forage Walk/Run Dustbathe
Feather

Peck
Aggressive

Peck
Perch Other

Enrich

R 0.048 0.000 0.517 0.166 0.182 0.009 0.003 0.000 0.009 0.066
B 0.370 0.094 0.218 0.235 0.047 0.002 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.030

PB 0.599 0.111 0.083 0.169 0.020 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.016
PF 0.378 0.437 0.063 0.027 0.038 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.053

Away

R NA NA 0.452 0.238 0.197 0.017 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.085
B NA NA 0.445 0.266 0.170 0.023 0.011 0.001 0.003 0.082

PB NA NA 0.489 0.217 0.191 0.008 0.005 0.002 0.000 0.088
PF NA NA 0.512 0.218 0.190 0.019 0.001 0.002 0.000 0.058

* With enrichment; NA = not applicable, because there were no enrichments to interact with.

3.1. Counts of Birds (Over All Behaviours)

On average over scans, there were 6.8–17.2 hens observed per location by treatment
(Table 4).

Table 4. The mean ± SD over scans of total counts of birds observed over all behaviours, according
to location (1 m diameter around the control ropes (ControlR), the enrichment (Enrich), or away from
either (Away)) and enrichment treatment (i.e., ropes (R), bales (B), peck blocks (PB), or pelleted feed
(PF)) provided in shed quarters. The estimated means (back-transformed from GLMM) are shown in
brackets (which are adjusted for missing data).

Location

Treatment ControlR Enrich Away

R 7.4 ± 3.6 (6.6) 6.8 ± 3.1 (6.0) 8.2 ± 3.1 (7.2)
B 7.1 ± 3.4 (6.4) 13.1 ± 4.4 (12.0) 8.7 ± 3.3 (7.8)

PB 7.2 ± 3.6 (6.4) 17.2 ± 4.0 (17.2) 8.3 ± 3.1 (7.6)
PF 6.8 ± 3.4 (6.1) 10.8 ± 3.4 (10.1) 7.3 ± 3.0 (6.5)

There was a highly significant interaction between time, location, and treatment in
the total numbers of birds observed over all behaviours (Wald12/ndf = 4.62 by GLMM,
p < 0.001) (Figure 3a). There were more birds in the Enrich locations when the enrichments
were not R, with the most birds observed with PB, then B, then PF. When feed was scattered
(time 0), the number of birds went up only for PF in the Enrich location (and correspond-
ingly went down for PF at the ControlR and Away locations, as hens moved away from
these areas to the enrichment area), and then returned to −1 levels by time ≥1. In contrast,
the numbers of birds in all locations with PB, B, and R remained constant across the three
observation times.

The total numbers of birds observed, regardless of location, were similar between
the different treatments at age 34 weeks, but treatment differences increased with age;
at age 70 weeks, the greatest number of birds were observed for PB and the least for
R (Figure 3b) (marginally significant interaction age.time.treatment, Wald12/ndf = 1.94
by GLMM; p = 0.026). Other effects of bird age were also marginal, but on average,
the total birds observed declined with age at all locations (interaction of age.location,
Wald4/ndf = 2.69 by GLMM; p = 0.030) (Table 5).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Mean ± SE log (total counts of birds) observed over all behaviours in various locations
(ControlR, Enrich, Away), according to enrichment treatments (R, B, PB, PF) and the time of observa-
tion relative to scatter of pelleted feed (−1, 0, ≥1), estimated from GLMM, with standard error (SE)
bars shown. (b) Mean log (total counts of birds) observed over all behaviours with different enrich-
ment treatments (R, B, PB, PF), according to bird age (34, 52, 70 weeks) and the time of observation
relative to scatter of pelleted feed (−1, 0, ≥1), estimated from GLMM, with SE bars shown.

Table 5. Mean ± SE log (total counts of birds) (back-transformed shown in parentheses) observed
over all behaviours by age (34, 52, and 70 weeks) and location (ControlR, Enrich, Away), estimated
from GLMM.

34 Weeks 52 Weeks 70 Weeks

ControlR 1.94 ± 0.10 (7.0) 1.90 ± 0.11 (6.7) 1.73 ± 0.12 (5.6)
Enrich 2.47 ± 0.10 (11.9) 2.33 ± 0.10 (10.2) 2.27 ± 0.11 (9.7)
Away 2.25 ± 0.10 (9.5) 1.91 ± 0.11 (6.7) 1.79 ± 0.12 (6.0)

3.2. Behaviour
3.2.1. Interacting with Enrichments (ControlR and Enrich Locations Only)

Of the total birds observed, the mean proportion of birds interacting with the enrich-
ments in the Enrich locations was higher for PF at scatter-feeding time (0), then PB, then B,
and was lowest for R (highly significant interaction time.location.treatment; F6,621 = 8.44 by
GLMM; p < 0.001); however, proportions were consistent across all three times for PB and
B, whereas interaction with PF dropped at times −1 and ≥1 (Figure 4). Observations of
birds in all treatments in the ControlR locations, plus R birds in the Enrich location, showed
similarly low proportions of birds interacting with R, compared to B, PB, and PF birds in
the Enrich location. All interactions with bird age, and the main bird age effect, were not
statistically significant for the mean proportion of birds (all p > 0.05).
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Figure 4. Mean ± SE logit (proportions of birds) observed interacting with enrichments, by time
relative to scatter (−1, 0, ≥1) and location (ControlR, Enrich), estimated from GLMM. In all ControlR
locations, the only enrichments present were ropes (R); in Enrich locations, there were ropes (R),
bales + ropes (B), peck blocks + ropes (PB), or pelleted feed + ropes (PF).

3.2.2. At (but Not Interacting with) Enrichments (ControlR and Enrich Locations Only)

The proportion of birds at, but not interacting with, the enrichments was highest
with PF outside of scatter feeding time (i.e., at time −1 and ≥1), then PB, then B in
the Enrich locations, with a much lower proportion for R (highly significant interaction
time.location.treatment; F6,122 = 13.41 by LMM; p < 0.001) (Figure 5). The proportion of
birds at, but not interacting with, the PB and B enrichments was consistent across all three
observation times. There was a weak and inconsistent effect of age (marginally significant
interaction location.age.treatment; F6,63 = 2.49 by LMM; p = 0.032) (data not shown). The
other three-way interactions were not statistically significant.

3.2.3. Stand/Sit

There were some marginally significant three-way interactions in stand/sit behaviour
that were largely due to hens in PF treatment at location Enrich: the proportion of PF
Enrich birds observed in stand/sit was both greatest at time ≥ 1 (time.location.treatment,
Wald12/ndf = 1.92 by GLMM; p = 0.027) and lowest at age 34 weeks (age.location.treatment,
Wald12/ndf = 2.15 by GLMM; p = 0.012) (data not shown). Averaged over other fixed effects,
the proportion of birds observed in stand/sit behaviour increased with age (predicted
means ± SE logit (back-transformed proportions) 34 weeks −0.80 ± 0.09 (0.31), 52 weeks
−0.53 ± 0.10 (0.37), 70 weeks −0.28 ± 0.12 (0.43); Wald2/ndf = 8.69 by GLMM; p < 0.001).
There was a highly significant interaction of location.treatment in the proportion of birds
observed in stand/sit behaviour (Wald6/ndf = 34.94 by GLMM; p < 0.001): the greatest
proportions of hens standing/sitting were seen in those locations where there were no
enrichments (i.e., Away) or only rope enrichments (i.e., location ControlR, and treatment
R in Enrich; whilst for PF, PB, and B, significantly fewer hens were standing/sitting at
location Enrich (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Mean ± SE angular (proportions of birds) observed at, but not interacting with, enrichments
in Enrich and Control R locations, according to treatment (R, B, PB, PF) and time relative to scatter
(−1, 0, ≥1), estimated from LMM. (Note that estimates are all 0 for R, Enrich and for R, B and PB
at ControlR).

Figure 6. Mean ± SE logit (proportions of birds) observed in stand/sit behaviour, according to
location (ControlR, Enrich, Away) and treatment (R, B, PB, PF), estimated from GLMM.

3.2.4. Forage

There was a weak three-way interaction of time.location.treatment on the proportion
of birds observed foraging (excluding the PF scatter area) (Wald12/ndf = 1.81 by GLMM;
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p = 0.041) that was solely due to a decrease in PF birds foraging at litter (other than where
feed was scattered) at time 0 in the Enrich location, but this was merely due to no birds
foraging on anything other than PF scattered at this time (data not shown). There was
a highly significant location.treatment interaction on the proportion of birds foraging
(Wald6/ndf = 9.49 by GLMM; p < 0.001), again due to a decrease in PF birds foraging at litter
(other than where feed was scattered) at time 0 (Figure 7). Foraging decreased with bird
age (predicted means ± SE logit (back-transformed proportions) 34 weeks −1.64 ± 0.10
(0.16), 52 weeks −1.72 ± 0.10 (0.15), 70 weeks −2.09 ± 0.13 (0.11); Wald2/ndf = 8.42 by
GLMM; p < 0.001).

Figure 7. Mean ± SE logit (proportions of birds) observed in foraging behaviour, according to location
(ControlR, Enrich, Away) and treatment (R, B, PB, PF), estimated from GLMM.

3.2.5. Walk/Run

The proportion of birds observed in walk/run behaviours was marginally affected
by the interaction of time.location.treatment (Wald12/ndf = 2.10 by GLMM; p = 0.014)
largely due to the influence of PF and time relative to scatter, for which walking/running
declined then increased at the enrichment and commensurately increased then declined at
ControlR; whilst for the other treatments, behaviour remained broadly steady with the times
observed relative to scatter (Figure 8a). There was a highly significant location.treatment
interaction on the proportion of birds observed in walk/run behaviour, where birds were
observed walking/running least in the Enrich area with all treatments except R, while
hens seen in treatment R, and at all treatments in locations ControlR and Away, were all
similar (Wald6/ndf = 13.20 by GLMM; p < 0.001) (Figure 8b). Walking/running decreased
marginally with bird age (predicted means ± SE logit (back-transformed proportions)
34 weeks −2.10 ± 0.09 (0.11), 52 weeks −2.38 ± 0.11 (0.08), 70 weeks −2.59 ± 0.13 (0.07);
Wald2/ndf = 4.47 by GLMM; p = 0.011).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 8. (a) Mean ± SE logit (proportions of birds) observed in walk/run behaviour, according to
time (−1, 0, ≥1), location (ControlR, Enrich, Away) and treatment (R, B, PB, PF), estimated from
GLMM. (b) Mean ± SE logit (proportions of birds) observed in walk/run behaviour, according
location (ControlR, Enrich, Away) and treatment (R, B, PB, PF), estimated from GLMM.

There were very few counts of birds seen dustbathing, feather pecking, aggressive
pecking, perching, or in ‘other’ behaviours, so these are not reported further.

3.3. Feather Scores

Feather scores were low (i.e., little damage) at bird ages 34 and 52 weeks, with only
tails having some damage (Table 6). Feather scores were highest at age 70 weeks, with
a mean total feather score of 2, but mean feather scores at each body site were each less
than 1. The prevailing effects on feather score were due to age and (when examining the
individual scores) from the tails (where scores were highest; scores were lowest at breast,
and in between for neck, back, and wings) (site.bird.age interaction, Wald8/ndf = 15.42
by LMM; p < 0.001). Many interactions would not converge due to sparse data or were
not significant (p > 0.05) in the GLMMs applied to individual sites data, so this is not
reported further.

Total mean feather scores were significantly affected by the interaction of treatment
and age, whereby feather scores were lowest for B hens at 52 weeks of age, but were
higher than PF at 70 weeks of age (F6,43 = 3.8 by LMM; p = 0.004) (Figure 9a), but in reality,
these differences were small (back-transformed means: age 52 weeks, B 0.14 versus other
treatments (range) 0.19–0.24; age 70 weeks, B 1.80 versus PF 1.33), and furthermore, the
difference between 52 and 70 weeks may have been influenced by the lack of data from four
out of eight flocks at age 70 weeks. There was a further interaction between age and time
(Figure 9b), with no differences between times at ages 34 or 52 weeks, but with more hens
seen with poorer feather scores at time ≥1 compared to time −1 at 70 weeks (F4,2058 = 4.7
by LMM; p = 0.001), but again, in reality, differences were small (back-transformed means
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age 70 weeks: 1.35–1.69) and may have been influenced by missing data from half of the
flocks at age 70 weeks.

Table 6. Mean ± SD feather score by bird age and body location (overall treatments and flocks) and
mean ± SD total feather score (FS).

34 Weeks 52 Weeks 70 Weeks

Neck 0.000 ± 0.000 0.003 ± 0.053 0.398 ± 0.536
Back 0.000 ± 0.000 0.001 ± 0.037 0.362 ± 0.520
Tail 0.024 ± 0.153 0.257 ± 0.444 0.664 ± 0.495

Breast 0.000 ± 0.000 0.000 ± 0.000 0.145 ± 0.358
Wings 0.000 ± 0.000 0.000 ± 0.000 0.436 ± 0.580

Total FS 0.024 ± 0.153 0.261 ± 0.452 2.004 ± 1.790

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 9. (a) Mean ± SE log (total feather score + 1) by age (34, 52, 70) and treatment (R, B, PB, PF),
estimated from LMM. (b) Mean ± SE log (total feather score) by age (34, 52, 70) and time relative to
scatter (−0, 0, ≥1), estimated from LMM.

3.4. Replacement Frequency and Cost

Enrichments were replaced regularly by the farms based on their judgement of de-
pletion. As a result, rates of replacement varied widely from flock to flock (Figure 10)
apart from with PF, which was scattered twice a day in every flock (not shown). For
example, replacement of PB pairs was highest in flocks A and B (which were on the same
farm). Replacement of ropes was understandably higher in the treatment R, where there
were twice as many ropes as in B, PB, or PF, but was lowest in flocks A, B, E, and F in all
quarters. When covariates on days since last replacement and the cumulative amounts of
enrichments replaced were tested last in the above-reported statistical models of behaviour
data, as would be expected, the more recently items had been replaced, the more interest
was shown by the birds. These covariates were often statistically significant with estimated
coefficients in the expected direction, but no further details of this modelling are reported,
as these covariates were observational, and the full range of their scales was only sparsely
represented in the data.
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(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 10. The cumulative number of enrichments replaced in each flock (A–H) over bird age (days).
(a) Replacement of all ropes (in all treatments, R, B, PB, PF); (b) replacement of all hay bales (B); and
(c) replacement of all pecking block pairs (PB).

The estimated and actual rates of enrichment replacements, and the total costs for use,
are shown in Table 7. Flocks studied here were followed to 70+ weeks of age; however,
flocks are likely to be housed for longer than this, depending on production. Therefore,
the following cost estimates were based on the actual mean rate of replacement shown, in
16,000-hen flocks housed from 16 to 80 weeks (ignoring varying rates in mortality), thus
needing enrichments for 64 weeks. Note that flocks are often expected to be given a variety
of enrichments. Here, we estimated the costs based on providing each enrichment per
16,000 hens. However, where required (e.g., by accreditation schemes), flock managers
would have to choose combinations of the enrichments shown to determine the total cost
per flock. For example, RSPCA Assured require two items of permanent, destructible
enrichment for every 1000 hens [22], so two items below would have to be added together
(and pelleted feed might not be permitted, if not considered permanent, despite it being of
greater interest than ropes).
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Table 7. The estimated and actual mean rate of replacement for the four enrichments in eight
flocks, with standard deviation (SD) given, and the total cost of using each enrichment in a flock of
16,000 hens, housed for 64 weeks (16–80 weeks of age), based on the actual mean rate of replacement
seen here. Costs do not include local taxes or shipping.

Bales Pecking Blocks Pelleted Feed Rope

Estimated replacement 21 days 10 days Twice a day 180 days
Mean replacement (n = 8) 21.9 days 14.9 days Twice a day 96.6 days

SD (n = 8) 8.8 4.9 0 36.3

Cost of 1 item (GBP) GBP 6.50/bale GBP 7.00/block GBP 8.38/20 kg bag
(GBP 419/tonne)

8.295 p/30 cm
(GBP 27.65/100 m reel)

No. required for
16,000 hens 16 32 16 kg 16

Cost as 1 enrichment for
16,000 hens GBP 104.00 GBP 224 GBP 6.70 GBP 1.33

Number of times item
would need replacing in

64 weeks
20 30 448 5

Total cost GBP 2080 GBP 6720 GBP 3008 * GBP 6.64

* Only 7168 kg needed, but feed can only be bought in bags of 20 kg, so 7080 kg = GBP 3008.

With all enrichments used, the mean replacement rate varied widely from flock to
flock: standard deviation values were 33–40% of the mean values. However, it was still
clear that while Lucerne bales, pecking blocks, and pelleted feed generated the most interest
in hens, ropes were by far the cheapest enrichment to provide. The most expensive was
pecking blocks, followed by pelleted feed, then bales.

4. Discussion

The expected benefits of providing destructible enrichments are to encourage birds
to direct pecking behaviours away from other hens, fulfil natural behaviour, and improve
feather cover. In this study, we considered both interacting (i.e., pecking, scratching, pulling)
with the enrichments plus foraging behaviour in the litter (which excluded the PF scatter
area in that treatment). While foraging behaviour alone showed little differences between
treatments, apart from a drop in foraging with PF as hens were drawn to the scattered feed
area, all the nonrope enrichments achieved the desired goal of encouraging interaction at
the enrichments, which would hopefully benefit feather cover. However, feather-cover
responses were unclear and probably exacerbated by the loss of data, plus hens were able
to move out of popholes in one quarter, and re-enter the shed at another quarter, thus
potentially mixing some birds between the treatments. Previous research suggests that
bird mixing was unlikely to have a large effect on our feather score data, since only small
proportions of flocks are typically seen on range [23], particularly with large (≥16,000) hen
flocks [24]. Feather cover did worsen with age, as expected, but feather cover was generally
good (overall total feather scores on average of 2 or less), which is highly desirable. It may
be that since evidence of feather pecking (via feather scores) was low in these flocks, there
were only small differences gained from different enrichments, and a better comparator
would be to have a treatment with no enrichments at all. However, that was not possible in
these commercial flocks, which were required to provide enrichments by the accreditation
schemes. Another theory is that enrichments may benefit hens with access to an outdoor
area less than barn-system hens, which have the same indoor design as free-range hens,
but no range access. For example, Heerkens [25] found plumage damage was worse in
commercial barn flocks than in free-range flocks. However, given previous evidence of
small proportions of free-range hens using the range, and evidence of feather pecking
in free-range hens [3,10,25] particularly where range use was low [26], then appropriate
enrichments are still likely to benefit birds in this system.

In this study, ropes were least useful for hens, based on the lack of hens observed
in the vicinity of, and interacting with, ropes. A high proportion of hens were seen
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standing/sitting in both the ControlR and Away locations with all treatments, but this was
significantly lower with B, PB, and PF compared to R in the Enrich locations, probably
related to the commensurate increase in birds interacting with enrichments (other than
R) in Enrich, which occupied 0.370–0.599 of the mean proportion of hens observed. This
suggests that, of the four enrichments studied, ropes were no more attractive to hens
than no enrichment at all. In contrast, interacting directly with the enrichments was
significantly greater with PB and B at all observation times, while PF interaction peaked
at feed scatter (with a concurrent decline in hens in the vicinity of, but not engaging with,
the PF enrichment), but declined within an hour, probably because most pellets had been
consumed by then, but hens were still showing an interest in PF at other times (−1, ≥1)
compared to R or areas where there were no enrichments.

Previous work showed that using string (white polypropylene bailing twine) reduced
both gentle and severe feather pecks, and elicited pecking at the string, in layer chicks
housed on litter floors from 1–63 days of age, but also that the later that strings were
introduced, the more negligible the effects [11]. It is unknown if hens used in our study
had experienced string during rearing, but if their first introduction was upon entering the
laying house, then it may be less surprising that they did not interact with ropes. String
(or rope) may be more effective in wire-floor systems (e.g., enriched cages) where hens
will encounter them more easily (due to the smaller overall space) than in litter-based
systems where the much larger litter-covered floor, and other enrichments presented there,
encourage foraging behaviour more effectively due to their size and/or position. For
example, McAdie et al. [11] found that with hens reared in cages, presenting string at
point of lay was effective at reducing feather damage. Of the four enrichments used
here, all were destructible, but ropes had no nutritional value (unlike the other three).
This, combined with their comparatively low volume (15.1 cm3 each versus hay bales
of 102,375 cm3, and pairs of pecking blocks of 9868 cm3), may have combined to make
them not only unattractive, but also comparatively difficult to locate. Given the lack of
interest around ropes shown here, there was little supporting evidence to suggest that
increasing the number of rope bundles would bring any benefit to hen behaviour, at least
in free-range systems.

The mean counts of birds seen in any location, engaged in all behaviours, ranged from
6.8–17.2 birds. Given that the observation locations of 1 m diameter each provided an area of
7854 cm2, then on the basis of stocking density for hens in free-range systems of 9 hens/m2

(equivalent to 1111 cm2 per hen), this would have comfortably allowed space for 7 hens. In
locations where there were ropes (all treatments in ControlR, and treatment R in Enrich) or
no enrichments (Away) there were on average about the number of hens expected based
on this stocking density, with 6.8–8.7 hens seen. In contrast, where there were B, PB, or
PF enrichments (in location Enrich), we observed on average 10.8–17.2 hens, suggesting
that birds were attracted to these enrichments. Bird attraction to the area was highest (and
consistent) with PB, then B, whereas PF showed a decline in attraction outside of scattering,
presumably because scattered feed was depleted. However, PF interest was still higher
than that around ropes, suggesting that scattering of feed had long-lasting effects.

Adding feed or grain to the litter has been used previously to encourage foraging
and reduce feather damage. Blokhuis and van der Haar [27] applied grain to litter pens of
rearing pullets (40 g per pen of 12 pullets, three times per week), and found a significant
increase in ground scratching compared to pullets supplemented with straw or nothing,
plus the effects of grain carried over into the laying phase, in which hens had less feather
damage compared to control hens. We saw a distinct rise in hens interacting with PF at
the time of scatter, but also that this interacting behaviour was maintained long after the
feed was presumably depleted, compared to the area around the ropes (ControlR), and also
based on the high proportions of hens in the PF Enrich location. One criticism of using feed
or grain is that it is not permanently available to hens, due to rapid depletion rates, but
evidence here suggested that it elicited interacting behaviours more effectively than ropes
(which were permanently available). However, in another study that examined relation-
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ships between management practices and feather pecking in over 111 free-range flocks in
the UK, spreading feed on the floor was a significant risk factor for severe development
of feather pecking [3]. In our study, effects of enrichments on feather cover were weak.
Although hens interacted least with ropes, hens from rope treatment quarters showed
intermediate levels of feather damage by age 70 weeks, similar to hens with pecking blocks
(which was one of the most attractive enrichments to interact with), but damage overall
was low across all treatments.

Providing enrichments comes at a cost to the producer, and must be balanced against
benefits to the birds. If enrichments are impractical or costly, producers are unlikely to im-
plement them [28]; however, if enrichments affect feather loss (which in turn increases feed
costs, and can lead to mortality and reduced egg production) and/or fulfil an accrediting
body’s requirements [22], they are more likely to be adopted. We could not conduct a full
economic analysis in this study (e.g., examining the effects of enrichments on mortality,
egg production, egg quality, and feed consumption), because mortality and egg production
were not collected by shed quarter. However, based on enrichment costs alone, while
rope was the cheapest enrichment by far over the lifetime of flocks, it was also the least
effective in terms of effects on behaviour, and indistinguishable from behaviours observed
in locations away from all enrichments in this study. In all shed quarters, we tested rope
and another enrichment (or rope and rope, for control), but we did not test all combinations
of the four treatments (e.g., B and PF, PB and PF, etc.) It may be that such combinations
would have further benefits on behaviour and feather scores, but it is likely that the costs of
these would be prohibitive to many producers. Therefore, given the requirements of some
accreditation schemes for two different enrichments, rope + another is potentially a good
compromise between interest for hens and reasonable costs, but it should be acknowledged
that ropes are least likely to be of use.

5. Conclusions

Ropes are unsuitable enrichment for hens, in terms of encouraging interaction with
the enrichment, but are inexpensive. In contrast, pecking blocks and alfalfa hay bales
promoted interaction, but are comparatively expensive. Enrichments should be selected
based on a balance between their efficacy and cost, in which case alfalfa bales are potentially
the best choice from those studied here, but future studies that measure mortality, egg
production, and egg quality according to enrichment type would be beneficial, to determine
if enrichment costs are offset by other benefits.
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Simple Summary: Broiler chickens are conventionally housed in monotonous environments at high
stocking densities, which can negatively affect their welfare. This study evaluated the impact of
environmental complexity and stocking density on anxiety and fear in broilers. Through behavioral
testing, we found that broilers housed at higher densities responded less fearfully than those housed
at the lower density, which is contradicting to expectations and previous research. Broilers housed in
complex environments exhibited responses consistent with reduced anxiety compared to broilers
housed in monotonous environments, suggesting improved welfare for broilers housed in the
complex environment.

Abstract: Barren housing and high stocking densities may contribute to negative affective states in
broiler chickens, reducing their welfare. We investigated the effects of environmental complexity and
stocking density on broilers’ attention bias (measure of anxiety) and tonic immobility (measure of
fear). In Experiment 1, individual birds were tested for attention bias (n = 60) and in Experiment 2,
groups of three birds were tested (n = 144). Tonic immobility testing was performed on days 12 and 26
(n = 36) in Experiment 1, and on day 19 (n = 72) in Experiment 2. In Experiment 1, no differences were
observed in the attention bias test. In Experiment 2, birds from high-complexity pens began feeding
faster and more birds resumed feeding than from low-complexity pens following playback of an
alarm call, suggesting that birds housed in the complex environment were less anxious. Furthermore,
birds housed in high-density or high-complexity pens had shorter tonic immobility durations on
day 12 compared to day 26 in Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, birds from high-density pens had
shorter tonic immobility durations than birds housed in low-density pens, which is contrary to
expectations. Our results suggest that birds at 3 weeks of age were less fearful under high stocking
density conditions than low density conditions. In addition, results indicated that the complex
environment improved welfare of broilers through reduced anxiety.

Keywords: broiler chicken; affective state; environmental complexity; stocking density; anxiety; fear;
animal welfare; attention bias; tonic immobility

1. Introduction

Environmental enrichment can be defined as “a modification of the environment of
captive animals, thereby increasing the animal’s behavioral possibilities and leading to
improvements of their biological function” [1]. Although results vary depending on the
outcome variables assessed, the addition of different structures to the environment adds
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complexity and can have enriching effects for livestock, including broiler chickens [2–4].
These provisions are therefore typically referred to as enrichments.

Fear and anxiety raise welfare concerns because they generate negative affect and, if
chronically aroused, highlight an animal’s inability to cope with its environment [5,6]. Fear
is a short-term emotional response motivating flight from, or freezing in response to, a
currently present, immediate threat to survival, while anxiety is a longer-term emotional
response motivating vigilance (i.e., alertness) in response to perceived potential threat
and is amplified by adverse pre-and postnatal life experiences [5,7–10]. These systems
have evolved as adaptive mechanisms promoting survival in dangerous situations through
temporary activation of sympathetic and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activity and
suspension of growth-promoting parasympathetic activity [5]. However, excessive fear in
broilers can be maladaptive, provoking panicked escape behaviors that cause injury, pain,
and suffocation [11]. In addition, high levels of fear and anxiety impair the birds’ ability to
cope with environmental change, such as handling, transport, and loud noises, and have
been linked with a worsened feed conversion ratio [12,13]. In many studies, fear in birds
is measured using a tonic immobility (TI) test. TI is an anti-predator freezing response
(feigning death) which prey species exhibit as a last resort when captured [14]. Longer
TI durations have revealed higher levels of fear in broilers handled roughly compared to
gently [15], manually caught compared to mechanically caught [16], or heat-stressed [12] or
shocked [17] prior to testing compared to control. A TI test could provide valuable insight
into broiler fear levels when handled after rearing in environments varying in complexity
and stocking density.

Level of anxiety can be evaluated through an attention bias (AB) test. AB describes
the differential, affect-mediated allocation of attention towards one stimulus compared
to others [18]. In particular, anxious (vigilance) affective states can increase AB towards a
stimulus [18]. Humans with clinical anxiety show a greater AB towards threatening stimuli
than those without anxiety [19–21], and studies involving macaques [22], sheep [6,23],
cattle [24], and laying hens [25] have validated AB testing as a measure of anxiety level,
where animals receiving an anxiogenic drug spent more time looking towards a threatening
stimulus and showed increased vigilance behavior compared to control animals. For
example, after receiving an anxiogenic drug, laying hens exposed to a conspecific alarm call
were slower to feed, faster to vocalize, and exhibited increased locomotion, compared to
hens that received a saline injection [25]. These findings suggest that relatively anxious hens
allocate more attention to a perceived threat, suggesting that this test could possibly serve as
a tool to measure anxiety levels in broilers also. Although studies have reported successful
differentiation of AB in animals, others have found unexpected or null results [26–28]. To
our knowledge, however, AB in broilers has not been previously tested.

Typical broiler chicken housing lacks complexity, such as provision of perches or
preferred dustbathing substrate, limiting the expression of diverse natural behaviors, poten-
tially contributing negatively to broiler welfare and performance [1,29–32]. High stocking
density is another welfare concern in broilers. For instance, high stocking densities can lead
to poor foot health [3,11,33] and may increase fear (response to a detected threat) [5]. Lack
of environmental complexity has also been associated with fear in broilers [11]. However,
behavioral indices of fear were not affected when birds were housed with or without access
to string or barrier perches at various stocking densities [34–36], raising questions about
how stocking density affects fearfulness of broilers housed in a complex environment.

A reported benefit of adding perches as an enrichment for broilers is that the birds
were less aggressive and experienced fewer disturbances while resting compared to broilers
without perches [29,35]. For broilers, low perching platforms are used more than single
linear perches, probably because heavy birds find them easier to balance on [37], and they
were found to reduce avoidance of people, suggesting they reduced fear [38]. Moreover,
while broilers are conventionally provided with a single type of litter over the whole
floor, adding additional substrate materials can be enriching given that they vary in their
value for different functions. For example, sand has been found to increase dustbathing
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behavior and activity levels compared to rice hull, paper, or wood shaving substrates [39],
and adding maize roughage increased foraging behavior compared to wood shavings
alone [32]. In addition, broilers housed with novel objects exhibited shorter durations of
tonic immobility following acute stressors (sound, heat, and crating stress) compared to
the control (no added objects), indicating decreased fearfulness [40]. Given this evidence,
increasing environmental complexity with perches, sand, and novel objects would enhance
broiler welfare through reduced anxiety and fearfulness.

Potential combined effects of environmental complexity and stocking density on fear
and anxiety in broilers have not previously been examined experimentally. Our objective
was to investigate the impact of complex housing conditions and stocking density on
fearfulness, as measured through a TI test, and anxiety, using an AB test. We hypothesized
that broilers housed in a high-complexity, low-density environment would experience the
lowest levels of fear and anxiety, whereas broilers from a low-complexity, high-density en-
vironment would experience the highest levels of fear and anxiety, with a low-complexity,
low-density environment and a high-complexity, high-density environment showing inter-
mediate results. In particular, we predicted that higher levels of fear and anxiety would be
reflected by longer TI durations and stronger AB to perceived threatening stimuli.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Birds, Treatments, and Housing

Two experiments were conducted. In each, 1620 male Ross 708 chicks (total n = 3240),
vaccinated against Marek’s disease, were obtained at day 0 from a commercial hatchery
(Elizabethtown, PA, USA). Upon arrival to the research facility, chicks were randomly
allocated to one of four treatment groups in a 2 × 2 factorial design with environmental
complexity (low-complexity (LC) vs. high-complexity (HC)) and stocking density (low-
density (LD) vs. high-density (HD)) as factors at pen level. Each treatment group was
replicated three times (12 pens in total), distributed in a randomized complete block design.

All pens (14.5 m2) contained standard pine shavings as bedding (approximately 10 cm
depth), four hanging galvanized tube feeders (~12 kg capacity; no longer in production,
but similar to “Flex” chicken feeder unit, SKU# CO30131, Hog Slat, Newton Grove, NC,
USA), and three water lines (Valco Industries, Inc., New Holland, PA, USA), each with three
nipple drinkers. All birds had ad libitum access to water and commercially-formulated
broiler chicken feed (starter day 0–14, grower day 15–28, and finisher day 29–50). The birds
were fed a corn/soy-based diet which met their nutritional requirements [41]. Birds had
access to three heat lamps/pen and 24 h light in the first 7 days, followed by a light:dark
schedule of 18L:6D, with a light intensity of approximately 15 lux during light hours.
Due to a technical issue in Experiment 1, birds received 24 h light for 7 additional days
during week 2 of age. House temperature was gradually decreased from 35 ◦C on day 1
to 21 ◦C on day 50 by assessing bird comfort. Comfort was evaluated based on behaviors
indicative of heat or cold stress (panting or huddling respectively), bird activity (birds are
active and alert when a person enters the facility), and bird distribution (birds are showing
a somewhat homogenous distribution throughout the pen). In Experiment 1, all birds
received a therapeutic dose of antibiotics via the water lines from day 33–40 in response to
a pathogen exposure.

2.2. Environmental Complexity

HC pens contained four functional spaces (Figure 1a), including space for “feeding”
(approximately 3 m2), “comfort” (approximately 3 m2), “resting” (approximately 3 m2),
and “exploration” (approximately 4.3 m2). The feeding, comfort, and resting spaces in-
cluded a water line. The feeding space contained four feeders and one third of a medium
PECKstoneTM (Proteka, Inc., Lucknow, ON, Canada) broken into smaller pieces. The
comfort space contained a wooden-frame dust bath (180 cm L × 91 cm W × 10 cm H)
filled with 68 kg of playground sand (QUIKRETE, Atlanta, GA, USA) that was raked
and partially replaced when depleted. The resting space in Experiment 1 included three
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perches (182.9 cm L × 30.5 cm W × 8.5 cm H) constructed of 1.9 cm diameter PVC
pipe, which was sprayed with textured black spray paint (Rust-Oleum, Vernon Hills, IL,
USA) to enhance grip while perching (Figure 2a). Birds had access to 7.6 cm of linear
perch space/bird in high-density pens, and 15.2 cm/bird in low-density pens. In Experi-
ment 2, the PVC pipes were replaced with three wide wooden perches forming a platform
(121.9 cm L × 45.7 cm W × 7.6 cm H; Figure 2b), providing 76 cm2 of space/bird in the
low-density pens, and 39 cm2 of space/bird in the high-density pens. The exploration
space contained a pair of enrichment objects, starting on day 2 of age. Six objects were
randomly paired into three groups of two, combining a nutritional and an occupational
enrichment object, and these pairs were rotated every three days according to a randomized
schedule to maintain variation and novelty (Table 1). The LC pens had a similar set-up to
the HC pens with four spaces, but without the peck stones, dust bath, perching platforms,
or enrichment objects to differentiate the spaces into different functional areas (Figure 1b).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) High-complexity pen with four functional spaces for “feeding”, “comfort”, “resting”, and “exploration”. The

feeding space contained four feeders ( ) and pecking stones, the “comfort” space included a sand dust bath ( ), the
resting space contained three perches ( ), and the exploration space contained varying pairs of enrichment objects.
The feeding, comfort, and resting spaces each contained a water line with three nipple drinkers ( ). (b) Low-complexity
(control) pen, containing four feeders and three water lines.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Photograph of the perch design in high-complexity pens in (a) Experiment 1 (n = 3/pen) and (b) Experiment 2
(n = 3/pen).
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Table 1. Pairs of enrichment objects rotated every 3 days in high-complexity pens.

Nutritional Enrichment Occupational Enrichment

Hanging bundles of white string Free-moving metal ball (20.3 cm diameter) 1 filled with
alfalfa hay

Yellow treat dispenser (7.6 cm diameter) 2 filled with
whole-grain oats Colored ball (5.8 cm diameter) 3

Laser light (5 min, 2×/day) 4
Experiment 1: Kong toy (5.6 cm diameter) 5 filled with

iceberg lettuce
Experiment 2: half a head of cabbage hung at bird height

1 Darice, Strongsville, OH, USA; 2 Lixit Corp., Napa, CA, USA; 3 Click N’ Play, USA; 4 Ethical Products, Inc., Bloomfield, NJ, USA; 5 KONG,
Golden, CO, USA.

2.3. Stocking Density

The HD pens were stocked with 180 chicks/pen, resulting in 42.1 kg/m2 at day 50
in Experiment 1, and 42.6 kg/m2 in Experiment 2 (Table 2). The LD pens were stocked
with 90 chicks/pen and reached a density of 23.8 kg/m2 at day 50 in Experiment 1, and
23.3 kg/m2 in Experiment 2 (Table 2).

Table 2. Mean pen stocking density (kg/m2), and birds/m2, at day 1, 29, and 50 in Experiments 1 and 2.

Stocking Density

Experiment 1

Day 1 Day 29 Day 50

Kg/m2 Birds/m2 Kg/m2 Birds/m2 Kg/m2 Birds/m2

High 0.52 13.85 18.93 13.14 42.08 12.31
Low 0.26 6.92 9.81 6.71 23.83 6.29

Stocking Density

Experiment 2

Day 1 Day 29 Day 50

Kg/m2 Birds/m2 Kg/m2 Birds/m2 Kg/m2 Birds/m2

High 0.46 12.41 19.90 12.23 42.64 11.56
Low 0.23 6.21 10.22 5.97 23.31 5.79

2.4. Experiment 1—Attention Bias Test

A square testing arena was constructed with two plastic, perforated folding partitions
(approximately 124.5 cm L × 124.5 cm W × 91.4 cm H) with pine shavings on the floor
and a feeder containing commercial feed, oats, and mealworms (Figure 3). The arena was
located in a separate room adjacent to, but separate from, the broilers’ home pens.

AB testing (modified from [18,25,42]) was performed with five randomly selected
birds/pen (n = 60 birds across pens) on days 30, 32, and 33 of age. The testing order of
pens was randomized. Each bird was tested separately by one observer, another person
was present to move birds to and from the testing arena. The test started when the bird
was placed in the AB arena. Immediately thereafter, an 8 second (s) conspecific alarm call
was played from portable speakers (FUGOO, Van Nuys, Irvine, CA, USA) at full volume
(95 dB). The alarm call was recorded from a chicken signaling a ground predator, which
previous playback experiments have found to elicit a vigilance response [42]. Following
the alarm call, latency to begin feeding was recorded. If the bird began feeding at any
point during the test, it was allowed approximately 10 s to feed, then the alarm call was
played a second time, and latency to resume feeding was recorded. The test ended when
the bird resumed feeding a second time (maximum test duration of 300 s). Birds that never
began feeding received a maximum latency to begin feeding score of 300 s and those failing
to resume feeding received no score (missing data). Additional live-recorded variables
included latency to first vocalization and occurrence (yes/no) of vigilance behaviors in
the 30 s following the first alarm call (visibly stretching neck, looking around, freezing,
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and erect posture) [25]. Each of the four vigilance behavior characteristics (erect posture,
neck stretching, looking around, and freezing) were scored as either 0 (not observed) or
1 (observed), giving a vigilance score between 0 (no vigilance behavior observed) and 4 (all
vigilance behaviors observed at least once) for each bird tested. Videos were used to record
latency to first step from when the alarm call playback ended, as a potential additional
indicator of anxiety to determine how long the birds remained in a motionless state after
the alarm call playback [25,43].

 

Figure 3. Diagram of the attention bias (AB) arena used in Experiments 1 and 2. A familiar feeder
(exact same as provided in pens) was placed in the center of the arena and wood shavings were
provided as litter.

2.5. Experiment 2—Attention Bias Test

After Experiment 1, the AB test was modified with an increased sample size, a group
testing approach rather than testing individual birds, and allowing more time in the test
arena if most (but not all) birds began feeding after the first alarm call was played. The
AB test was performed on days 32, 33, and 38 of age with 12 randomly selected birds/pen
(n = 144 birds across all pens) by two observers. These observers were trained by the
researcher collecting data for Experiment 1. Inter-rater agreement was tested for latency to
feed of 12 birds and was excellent among the three observers (Cronbach’s alpha of 0.933).
The order of pens was randomized for testing. Birds were tested in groups of 3 (4 tests/pen)
to avoid isolation stress [44]. The same location, arena, feeder, feed, and alarm call were
used as described for Experiment 1 (Figure 3). Prior to placement in the arena, two out of
three birds were marked with livestock marker (All-Weather Paintstik, LA-CO Industries,
Inc., Elk Grove Village, IL, USA) for individual identification. Immediately after three
birds were placed into the arena, the 8 s conspecific alarm call was played. Latency to
begin feeding (s) from the feeder was then recorded for each individual bird (observer 1
recorded two birds, observer 2 recorded the third bird). Thereafter, the test procedure had
four possible outcomes depending on how many birds began feeding and the time-point
that they started feeding within the first 300 s of the test.

If all three birds fed from the feeder at least once during the 300 s testing period, they
were allowed 5 s to feed before the second alarm call playback. Thereafter, the second
alarm call was played. If all three birds fed from the feeder between 270–300 s, birds were
allowed to feed for 5 s starting from when the last bird fed, the second alarm call was
played, and the test time was extended to 420 s. Latency to resume feeding was recorded
for each individual bird (observer 1 recorded two birds, observer 2 recorded the third bird).

If at the end of the 300 s testing period, two out of three birds fed from the feeder,
they were allowed 5 s to feed starting from when the last bird fed, then the second alarm
call was played and the testing time was extended to 420 s. Latency to resume feeding
was recorded for each individual bird (observer 1 recorded two birds, observer 2 recorded
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the third bird). The bird that did not feed received a maximum latency score of 300 s for
latency to begin feeding and no score for latency to resume feeding.

If one of the tree birds fed from the feeder during the testing period, latency to begin
feeding was recorded for the bird that began feeding, and the second alarm call was not
played. The other two birds received a maximum latency score of 300 s.

If none of the three birds fed from the feeder during the testing period, all three birds
received a maximum latency score of 300 s.

Video recordings were also used to record latency to step (s) and occurrence (yes/no)
of vigilant behaviors within 30 s following the first alarm call. Each of the four vigilance
behavior characteristics (erect posture, neck stretching, looking around, and freezing) were
scored as either 0 (not observed) or 1 (observed), giving a vigilance score between 0 (no
vigilance behavior observed) and 4 (all vigilance behaviors observed at least once) for each
bird tested. It was not feasible to record latency to first vocalization because birds were
tested in groups.

2.6. Tonic Immobility Test

In both experiments, a single observer performed TI testing in the hallway area of
the house, directly adjacent to the birds’ home pens. In Experiment 1, TI testing was
performed on three randomly-marked birds/pen (n = 36) on day 12 of age. Birds were
marked on their back with livestock marker (All-Weather Paintstik, LA-CO Industries, Inc.,
Elk Grove Village, IL, USA). The same marked birds were tested again on day 26 of age.
In Experiment 2, TI testing was performed on six randomly selected birds/pen (n = 72)
on day 19 of age. TI was induced by the handler carefully placing the bird on his back
in a V-shaped cradle, placing one hand over the sternum and applying gentle pressure
while cupping the other hand over the head (modified from [45]). After 15 s, the handler
lifted her hands from the bird, moved out of the bird’s line of sight, and recorded latency
until righting response (TI duration [s]). If the bird attempted to right himself within 10 s
after the hands were lifted, TI was considered not induced and the handler repeated the
restraint procedure (maximum of three induction attempts). If TI could not be induced, the
bird received the minimum score of 0 s. If birds remained in TI for the full 300 s testing
period, a maximum latency score of 300 s was given.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed in JMP Pro 15 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Data residuals
were assessed for their distribution by visual inspection of normal quantile plots. An
overview of the distribution of data residuals and subsequent statistical approaches is
shown in Table 3. The sample for resumption of feeding in the Experiment 1 AB test was too
low for statistical analysis, so raw means are presented. For normally distributed data (see
Table 3), with the exception of AB data in Experiment 2, general linear mixed-effects models
were used, with complexity (HC/LC), stocking density (HD/LD), and their interaction as
fixed effects, and pen as a random factor. For AB test data, age was not considered a factor,
as treatment groups were randomized across testing days. Normally distributed AB data
in Experiment 2 were analyzed using general linear mixed-effects models, with complexity
(HC/LC), stocking density (HD/LD), and their interaction as fixed effects, and testing
group nested within pen as a random factor. No significant interaction effect between
complexity and density was found for any response variables, so the interaction term was
removed from the models. Durations of TI in Experiment 1 were analyzed using general
linear mixed-effects models with complexity (HC/LC), stocking density (HD/LD), day
(bird age), day × complexity, and day × stocking density as fixed effects, with bird ID and
pen as random factors. Tukey’s HSD test was used for post-hoc analysis when main factors
or their interaction were significant at p < 0.05. Occurrence of vigilance behaviors were
summed to give a total score, which ranged between 0 (no vigilance behavior observed)
and 4 (all vigilance behaviors observed at least once), then were analyzed with complexity
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and stocking density as fixed effects, and pen as a random factor. Data are presented as
LSmeans ± SEM unless otherwise noted.

Table 3. Summary of data analyses for Experiments 1 and 2.

Fear/Anxiety Test Response Variable (Unit) Distribution of Data Residuals Statistical Approach

Attention bias

Latency to first vocalization (s) 1 Normal General linear mixed-effects
model

Latency to first step (s) Normal General linear mixed-effects
model

Latency to begin feeding (s) Other Chi-square 1 and general linear
mixed-effects model 2

Latency to resume feeding (s) Normal General linear mixed-effects
model

Frequency to resume feeding (%
of tested birds) 2 Other Chi-square

Vigilance behavior scores (0–4) Normal General linear mixed-effects
model

Frequency of vigilance behaviors Other Chi-square

Tonic immobility Duration (s) Normal General linear mixed-effects
model

1 In Experiment 1; 2 In Experiment 2.

3. Results

3.1. Experiment 1
3.1.1. Attention Bias Test

Out of the 60 birds tested, 10 birds (4 from LC/LD, 3 from HC/HD, and 3 from HC/LD)
began feeding after the first alarm call was played. No differences in latencies to begin
feeding were found between either complexity (χ2 = 0.915; p = 0.339) or stocking density
(χ2 = 1.715; p = 0.190) treatments (Table 4). Seven birds (2 from LC/LD, 2 from HC/HD, and
3 from HC/LD) resumed feeding after the second alarm call was played. No differences in
latencies to resume feeding were found between either complexity (F1,6 = 0.528; p = 0.544)
or stocking density (F1,6 = 0.892; p = 0.444) treatments (Table 4). No differences in latency to
first vocalization were found between either complexity (F1,59 = 0.169; p = 0.691) or stocking
density (F1,59 = 0.554; p = 0.476) treatments (Table 4). Latency to step did not differ between
either complexity (F1,44 = 0.016; p = 0.904) or stocking density (F1,44 = 1.925; p = 0.215)
treatments (Table 4). Looking around tended to be observed more frequently for birds from
LD pens compared to birds from HD pens (χ2 = 3.298; p = 0.069; Table 5), with no other
differences in frequency of observed individual vigilance behaviors between treatments.
Vigilance behavior scores did not differ between either complexity (F1,59 = 0.062; p = 0.809)
or stocking density (F1,59 = 1.552; p = 0.244) treatments (Table 5).

Table 4. Least squares mean estimates (s ± SEM) for latency to first vocalization (n = 60), first step (n = 45), and begin feeding
(n = 60), as well as raw means (s ± SEM) for latency to resume feeding (n = 7) for broiler chickens kept in high-complexity
(HC), low-complexity (LC), high-density (HD), and low-density (LD) treatments in Experiment 1 at 4 weeks of age (days 30,
32, and 33).

Latencies (s)
Complexity Treatment Stocking Density Treatment

HC LC HD LD

First vocalization (s) 16.40 ± 5.35 19.51 ± 5.35 20.77 ± 5.35 15.14 ± 5.35
First step (s) 39.21 ± 9.58 37.09 ± 13.81 49.21 ± 10.62 27.09 ± 12.46

Begin feeding (s) 265.28 ± 13.95 296.80 ± 1.66 287.69 ± 7.13 274.39 ± 12.67
Resume feeding (s) 56.39 ± 42.24 22.73 ± 20.44 16.22 ± 9.87 58.99 ± 42.03
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Table 5. Least squares mean estimates (± SEM) for vigilance behavior scores and % of total observations that each type
of vigilance behavior was observed for broiler chickens kept in high-complexity (HC), low-complexity (LC), high-density
(HD), and low-density (LD) treatments (n = 60) in Experiment 1 at 4 weeks of age (days 30, 32, and 33). Birds were scored
either 0 (not observed) or 1 (observed) for each of four vigilance behavior characteristics (erect posture, neck stretching,
looking around, and freezing), giving a vigilance score between 0 (no vigilance behavior observed) and 4 (all vigilance
behaviors observed).

Indicators
Complexity Treatment Stocking Density Treatment

HC LC HD LD

Vigilance behavior score (0–4) 2.53 ± 0.19 2.47 ± 0.19 2.33 ± 0.19 2.67 ± 0.19
Erect posture (% of birds) 43.33 30.00 36.67 36.67

Neck stretching (% of birds) 50.00 53.33 46.67 56.67
Looking around (% of birds) 76.67 46.67 66.67 B 86.67 A

Freezing (% of birds) 83.33 56.67 83.33 86.67
A–B Proportions with uncommon superscripts differ at p < 0.1.

3.1.2. Tonic Immobility Test

An interaction effect of environmental complexity and age was found for TI durations
(F1,35 = 6.264; p = 0.015), with longer TI durations for birds from HC pens on day 12
compared to day 26 (p = 0.004; Table 6). No other pairwise differences were found (p > 0.12).
Stocking density and age tended to impact TI durations (F1,35 = 3.15; p = 0.081), with birds
from HD pens showing longer TI durations on day 12 than on day 26 (p = 0.016; Table 6).
No other pairwise differences were found (p > 0.17). Attempts to induce TI did not differ on
day 12 between either complexity (F1,35 = 1.03; p = 0.318) or stocking density (F1,35 = 0.041;
p = 0.84) treatments, or on day 26 between either complexity (F1,35 = 1.287; p = 0.265) or
stocking density (F1,35 = 0.463; p = 0.501) treatments (Table 6).

Table 6. Least squares mean estimates for tonic immobility duration (s ± SEM; 0–300 s) and induction attempts (1–3) for
broiler chickens kept in high-complexity (HC), low-complexity (LC), high-density (HD), and low-density (LD) treatments in
Experiment 1 on days 12 and 26 (n = 36).

Measures Bird Age (Day)
Complexity Treatment Stocking Density Treatment

HC LC HD LD

Tonic immobility duration (s) 12 109.43 ± 18.65 a 51.24 ± 18.65 a,b 101.42 ± 18.655 a 59.25 ± 18.65 a,b

26 31.12 ± 18.65 b 49.94 ± 18.65 a,b 34.31 ± 18.65 b 46.75 ± 18.65 a,b

Tonic immobility induction
attempt (1–3)

12 2.17 ± 0.19 1.89 ± 0.19 2.06 ± 0.19 2.00 ± 0.19
26 2.39 ± 0.17 2.11 ± 0.17 2.17 ± 0.17 2.33 ± 0.17

a,b Means with uncommon superscripts differ at p < 0.05.

3.2. Experiment 2
3.2.1. Attention Bias Test

Out of the 144 birds tested, 92 began feeding following the first alarm call (19 from
LC/LD, 21 from LC/HD, 24 from HC/HD, and 28 from HC/LD). Birds from HC pens
began feeding faster than birds from LC pens (F1,143 = 4.430; p = 0.043; Figure 4). No
differences in latency to begin feeding were found between stocking density treatments
(F1,143 = 0.081; p = 0.777). Seventy-eight birds resumed feeding after the second alarm call
was played (13 from LC/LD, 15 from LC/HD, 22 from HC/HD, and 28 from HC/LD). No
differences in latency to resume feeding were found between either complexity (F1,77 = 2.658;
p = 0.149) or stocking density (F1,77 = 2.413; p = 0.182) treatments (Figure 4). More birds from
HC pens resumed feeding than birds from LC pens (50 from HC, 28 from LC; χ2 = 4.863;
p = 0.027). No differences between stocking density treatments were found (χ2 = 2.109;
p = 0.146; Figure 4). No differences in latency to first step were found between either
complexity (F1,99 = 0.005; p = 0.946) or stocking density (F1,99 = 0.834; p = 0.368) treatments
(HC: 101.55 ± 20.89 s; LC: 101.01 ± 20.82 s; HD: 114.51 ± 20.89 s; LD: 88.05 ± 20.82 s).
Neck stretching behavior was observed more frequently in birds from LD pens than HD
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pens (χ2 = 4.559; p = 0.033), with no other differences in frequency of observed vigilance
behavior between treatments. Vigilance behaviors scores did not differ between either
complexity (F1,98 = 0.079; p = 0.780) or stocking density (F1,98 = 1.233; p = 0.275) treatment
(Table 7).

Figure 4. Least squares mean estimates (s ± SEM) for latency to begin feeding (n = 144) and resume
feeding (n = 78) for broiler chickens kept in high-complexity, low-complexity, high-density, and
low-density treatments in Experiment 2 at 4 and 5 weeks of age (days 32, 33, and 38). The timer was
reset to zero after the second alarm call was played to record latency to resume feeding. * p < 0.05.

Table 7. Least squares mean estimates (±SEM) for vigilance behavior scores and % of each type of vigilance behavior
observed for broiler chickens kept in high-complexity (HC), low-complexity (LC), high-density (HD), and low-density (LD)
treatments (n = 99) in Experiment 2 at 4 and 5 weeks of age (days 32, 33, and 38). Birds were scored either 0 (not observed)
or 1 (observed) for each of four vigilance behavior characteristics (erect posture, neck stretching, freezing, and looking
around), giving a vigilance score between 0 (no vigilance behavior observed) and 4 (all vigilance behaviors observed).

Indicators
Complexity Treatment Stocking Density Treatment

HC LC HD LD

Vigilance behavior score (0–4) 2.72 ± 0.15 2.66 ± 0.15 2.57 ± 0.15 2.80 ± 0.15
Erect poster (% of birds) 52.08 45.10 48.98 48.00

Neck stretching (% of birds) 66.67 56.87 51.02 b 72.00 a

Freezing (% of birds) 62.50 76.47 69.34 70.00
Looking around (% of birds) 89.58 88.24 87.76 90.00

a,b Percentages with uncommon superscripts differ at p < 0.05.

3.2.2. Tonic Immobility Test

There was no difference in TI duration between complexity treatments (F1,70 = 0.091;
p = 0.770). Birds from HD pens had shorter TI durations than birds from LD pens
(F1,70 = 12.610; p = 0.006; Figure 5). No differences in attempts to induce TI were found be-
tween either complexity (F1,70 = 1.016; p = 0.341) or stocking density (F1,70 = 0.074; p = 0.793)
treatments. Mean TI induction attempts were 2.08 for HC, 1.86 for LC, 2.00 for HD, and
1.94 for LD pens (SEM of 0.15).
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Figure 5. Least squares mean estimates (s ± SEM) for tonic immobility duration (0–300 s) for broiler
chickens (n = 71) kept in high-complexity, low-complexity, high-density, and low-density treatments
in Experiment 2 on day 19 of age. * p < 0.05.

4. Discussion

This study investigated fear and anxiety in broiler chickens housed in either high or
low environmental complexities and stocking densities. During the AB test in Experiment
1, birds from LD pens tended to look around more frequently than birds from HD pens,
with no differences between the complexity treatments. Birds from HC and HD pens had
longer TI durations on day 12 compared to day 26, whereas there was no difference for LC
and LD birds. During the AB test in Experiment 2, birds from HC pens began feeding faster
than birds from LC pens following the first alarm call playback, more birds from HC pens
resumed feeding than birds from LC pens following the second alarm call playback, and
birds from LD pens stretched their necks more frequently than birds from HD pens. These
results suggest reduced anxiety in birds from HC pens compared to LC pens. Furthermore,
birds from HD pens had shorter TI durations than birds from LD pens, indicating reduced
fearfulness in birds from HD pens compared to LD pens.

4.1. Environmental Complexity

For the AB test, environmental complexity impacted latencies to begin feeding in
Experiment 2, but not in Experiment 1. Longer latencies to begin feeding during a threat-
ening situation suggests greater attention allocated towards the threat (alarm call), which
indicates a higher level of anxiety. In Experiment 2, birds from HC pens were faster to begin
feeding following an alarm call playback than birds from LC pens. This finding suggested
reduced anxiousness in broilers housed in complex environments, which was in line with
our hypothesis. Conversely, our results suggest that broilers housed in low-complexity en-
vironments biased their attention towards a perceived threat compared to a reward (feed).
Therefore, these results link low-complexity environments to greater anxiety in broilers. By
alleviating these negative states, high-complexity environments appear to improve broiler
welfare. Attention bias tests performed with starlings [46] and laying hens [43] showed
differences in level of anxiety in relation to environmental conditions or preference. Laying
hens that preferred to remain indoors during the day responded more anxiously in an AB
test compared to hens that preferred to go outside, observed through a small number of
indoor-preferring hens eating during the test (only 7% of indoor-preferring hens resumed
feeding after the alarm call playback compared to 36% of outdoor-preferring hens) [43].
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Latencies to begin feeding in that study were comparable to those in the present study
(indoor hens = 160 s vs. outdoor hens = 85 s compared to broilers from HC pens = 160 s
vs. birds from LC pens = 214 s). Furthermore, our results do align with previous work in
rodents that shows environmental complexity can reduce anxiety, although different behav-
ioral tests were used in those studies, such as open field or elevated plus maze tests [47–49].
Ultimately, our AB results indicate that broilers housed in a complex environment are less
anxious than those housed in a low-complexity environment.

Environmental complexity can decrease fear in broiler chickens, although some pre-
vious studies found no relationship. Access to elevated platforms resulted in shorter TI
durations (238 s vs. 311 s) compared to access to manipulated standard resources (greater
distance between feeders and water lines), suggesting reduced fearfulness in broilers
housed with platforms [50]. These TI durations are longer than those observed in the
current study, even though test approaches were comparable (LC: 123 s vs. HC: 116 s in
Experiment 1). Broilers housed with perches and dust baths had shorter flight distances in
an avoidance test, suggesting they were less fearful towards humans than control birds [28].
In Experiment 1, we found a difference in fearfulness within complexity treatments at
different ages, but found no difference between complexity treatments. This is in agreement
with other studies that did not report an impact of complexity on fear. For example, broil-
ers housed with barrier perches did not have different TI durations compared to control
birds [35,51]. Furthermore, responses during a novel object test to assess fearfulness did not
differ between broilers housed with or without string enrichments [36]. Our results indicate
that providing multiple enrichments concurrently did not impact fearfulness in broilers.

4.2. Stocking Density

Contrary to our predictions, stocking density did not affect birds’ responses during
the AB test. In line with this finding, one previous study suggested that other housing
conditions impact broiler welfare more than stocking density [52]. Stocking density can
be especially influential later in life, with broiler welfare compromised when stocking
densities are higher than 34–38 kg/m2, depending on final body weights [53]. Therefore,
the potential detrimental effect of high stocking density could have been absent at the
age that AB testing was performed, with high densities ranging between 19–21 kg/m2

(days 30, 32, and 33) in Experiment 1 and 25–30 kg/m2 (days 32, 33, and 38) in Experiment 2.
We recommend that future research investigating the effect of stocking density on AB in
broilers should perform the test later in life, when densities are at least 34 kg/m2.

We hypothesized that birds from HD pens would have longer TI durations and require
fewer attempts to induce TI than birds from LD pens, indicating greater fear. However,
in Experiment 1, we did not establish a difference between HD or LD treatments on TI
durations, but there was a difference depending on age. This decrease in TI duration with
age could reflect habituation to the test and handling, as the same birds were tested on
both days. In Experiment 2, we found that birds in HD pens had shorter TI durations
than birds in LD pens (HD: 72 s versus LD: 161 s in Experiment 2), suggesting birds
from HD pens were less fearful compared to birds from LD pens. Past research suggests
housing broilers at high stocking densities can contribute to increased fearfulness, which
is contrary to our result. For example, broilers housed at a density of more than 18 to
22 birds/m2 had longer TI durations than broilers housed at lower densities [33,54,55].
Another study found that broilers housed at a high stocking density of 56 kg/m2 showed
longer TI durations (more fearful) than broilers housed at lower densities [33]. Two of
these lower stocking densities were comparable to the high and low densities at the time of
TI testing in our study (6 kg/m2 and 15 kg/m2 compared to 8–16 kg/m2 and 4–8 kg/m2 at
testing age in the present study), yet they did not find differences in TI duration between
those two density levels (112 s for birds housed at 6 kg/m2 versus 101 s for birds housed
at 15 kg/m2), whereas the present study found that birds from HD pens had shorter TI
durations compared to birds from LD pens. The difference in results could be attributed to
an age effect, as birds were tested for TI at 6 weeks of age in the previous study compared
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to 2- and 3 weeks of age in the present study. Broilers may be more fearful early in life,
as young, small birds may perceive “safety in numbers” of greater importance than older,
large birds. Domestic fowl have maintained pronounced anti-predator behavior, and so
the value of being surrounded by many conspecifics is the reduced risk of predation and
increased predator detection [56–60]. This could explain why birds in HD pens were less
fearful than birds in LD pens at a young age. Contrary to our predictions and previous
findings, birds from HD pens were less fearful than birds from LD pens. We recommend
further research on this relationship.

4.3. Attention Bias Test Methodology

The AB test was modified after Experiment 1 to increase sample size and apply a group
approach (three birds tested simultaneously) rather than testing individual birds. Broilers in
Experiment 1 might have attempted to escape the testing arena faster due to social isolation,
while in Experiment 2, broilers experienced social support from flock mates present, reducing
their motivation to escape. In line, anecdotal observations did suggest social isolation distress
based on the volume and pitch frequency of bird vocalizations and attempts to jump over arena
walls in Experiment 1, but not 2. Broilers have a strong motivation for social reinstatement and
chickens in natural settings live in relatively small, highly social groups [61–64]. Additionally,
pairs of chicks placed in a novel open field test exhibited less fear-related behaviors than
individual chicks in the same test [44]. Treatments did not impact latency to first vocalization in
Experiment 1, latency to begin or resume feeding in Experiment 1, or vigilance behavior scores
and latency to first step in both experiments. However, a large numeric difference between
latencies to first step in Experiment 1 and 2 was found, with shorter latencies in Experiment 1
(27–49 s vs. 88–114 s). Therefore, latency to first step when birds are tested individually in a
novel testing arena may indicate the birds’ motivation for social reinstatement rather than a
measure of anxiousness.

The effects of environmental complexity and stocking density on attention bias in
broiler chickens were previously unknown. AB tests were pharmacologically validated in
laying hens—hens given anxiogenic drugs were slower to feed and faster to vocalize than
hens receiving a saline injection, suggesting increased anxiousness in the former [25]. In
our study, broilers’ latency to first vocalization (15–20 s) was much shorter than reported
for laying hens, which vocalized after 114 s (control) and 317 s (hens that received an
anxiogenic drug in Experiment 2 [25]). Similarly, latencies to first step in broilers was
much shorter than (27–114 s) or comparable to previously reported results for laying
hens (between 42–52 s and between 211–355 s [25]). Disparities in AB between broilers
and laying hens could be due to different ages at the time of AB testing or genetic strain
differences associated with selection for production traits [65–67]. Broilers have been
genetically selected for fast growth rate [68], while laying hens were selected for traits
associated with increased egg production [69]. Generally, it is accepted that different strains
and breeds of domestic fowl possess different temperaments, most apparent in terms of
fear or flightiness, which can be defined as rapid movement away from a stimulus [70–73].
Therefore, the temperamental differences between broilers and laying hens could explain
the difference in responses seen in the AB test.

5. Conclusions

We investigated the effects of housing broiler chickens in a high- or low-complexity
environment under high or low stocking densities on their level of fear and anxiety. The
group approach to AB testing in Experiment 2 produced a difference in broiler responses
between the complexity treatments, compared to the individual testing approach in Experi-
ment 1. Broilers from high-complexity pens exhibited responses in the AB test suggestive
of reduced anxiety compared to broilers from low-complexity pens, with no differences
between the stocking density treatments. These results suggest that the environmental
complexity provided in the present study improved welfare of broilers through reduced
anxiety. To our knowledge, this is the first AB test successfully assessing anxiety in broiler
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chickens. Additionally, birds housed at higher stocking densities showed reduced TI
durations, suggesting reduced fearfulness compared to birds housed at lower stocking
densities. This finding counterintuitively indicates that, for broilers around 3 weeks old,
housing at higher densities may reduce fearfulness.
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Simple Summary: Light is an important environmental factor in many aspects for broiler chickens,
such as behaviour and physiology, and welfare may be compromised when they are reared under low
illuminance. We aimed to investigate what broiler chickens prefer when given free choice between a
barn side with artificial lighting only as opposed to the other barn side with natural light through
glass windows and artificial light. Environmental indicators and external conditions were monitored
inside and outside the experimental barn, as well as chickens’ preference regarding location in each
side of the barn and their behavioural repertoire. Chickens preferred the barn side with natural and
artificial light from 18 days onwards, after the heating light was removed. Chickens’ behavioural
repertoire changed according to barn side and their ages, expressing more natural behaviours and
activity in the barn side with natural light. In summary, the birds indicated that natural light from
windows makes a relevant difference in their lives, as it is what they choose when the only other
option is the same in-barn environment with only artificial lighting.

Abstract: We aimed to investigate what broiler chickens prefer when given free choice between a
barn side with artificial lighting only as opposed to the other barn side with natural light through
glass windows and artificial light. Eighty-five 1 day-old male Cobb 500 broiler chickens were divided
into 10 pens; half of each pen area was provided with only artificial light (OAL) and the other half
with natural and artificial light (NAL), and birds were free to move across sides. Environmental
indicators and external conditions such as temperature, relative humidity, air velocity, ammonia and
illuminance were monitored inside and outside the barn. Chickens’ preference was registered each
three days, divided in categories: I (at 9, 12, and 15 days), II (at 18, 21, 24, and 27 days), and III (at
30, 33 and 36 days). The effect of the interaction between environmental indicators and week was
statistically different only for illuminance. Chickens preferred NAL to OAL from 18 days onwards (II
p < 0.001; III p = 0.016). Drinking (p = 0.034) and exploration or locomotion (p = 0.042) behaviours
were more frequent, and “not visible” behaviours (p < 0.001) were less frequent, in NAL. Foraging
was the only behaviour with an interaction effect between age category and light treatment, as
birds during period II expressed this behaviour more frequently in NAL than OAL (p = 0.003). For
our experimental conditions, the chickens preferred NAL from 18 days of age onwards, when the
confounding effect of the heating light was removed, and their behavioural repertoire was also
different according to each side of the barn and to their ages.

Keywords: artificial light; behaviour; dark side; environment; glass window; natural light; poultry;
preference test
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1. Introduction

In general, broiler chickens are intensively reared worldwide in large flocks confined
in indoor houses where food, water and environmental control are available to provide
for their basic physiological needs [1]. However, considering bird evolutionary history,
conditions provided by the production chain are far apart from that found by chickens in a
natural life. In nature, they are exposed to a variety of circumstances and environmental
conditions which include the day length and photoperiod [1,2].

Broiler chickens subjected to commercial management are typically housed in dim
lighting because it is presumed to improve productivity and feed conversion efficiency,
reducing overall activity and injurious pecking [3,4]. Such inactivity caused by low illu-
minance is likely related to an apathetic state, as responsiveness to many stimuli seems
reduced, even though it is commonly confounded with a calm state [5]. In fact, light
is an important environmental factor for the animals [4,6]. More specifically for broiler
chickens, lighting quality and intensity affect their behaviour and physiology [3,6–10].
Natural lighting as a positive factor for bird welfare is a common assumption. However,
it is not clear whether this assumption holds when natural light is offered through glass
windows and, thus, in a different constitution as compared to outdoor natural lighting.
It remains true, though, that natural lighting through windows may provide a dynamic
range of illuminance levels in different areas within the house, with considerably higher
intensities as compared to the regular artificial lighting recommended for birds. Thus, the
potential for enrichment of the perceived environment and, consequently, for improving
bird welfare through barn windows [11] seems to warrant further investigation. The birds
do express more natural behaviour and are more active compared to birds not exposed to
natural light [11]. Although there are types of lamps that can offer the same characteristics
as natural illuminance, such as bulbs supplemented with ultraviolet (UV) light fixtures [12],
these technologies are not widely used in Brazilian chicken barns, for which a variety of
lamp types is observed, such as incandescent and fluorescent lamps [13,14]. In this case,
according to the light source type, artificial illuminance may differ from natural light in
terms of light colour, intensity, photoperiod, and flicker [9], and these characteristics may
influence bird preferences [15]. Moreover, worldwide recommendations for illuminance
inside the barns accept extremely low levels of 20 lux (lx) [16,17] and this seems to represent
an important subject to be discussed regarding broiler chicken welfare.

Vision is probably the dominant sense in domestic poultry, and the evolution of vision
was determined, in part, by the natural light available [18]. The photoreceptive pigments in
the retina allow birds to perceive colours in a more detailed way than humans [19]. Birds
also have the ability to perceive ultraviolet (UV) light, with the spectral sensitivity below
350 nm [12,19], and may experience a better quality of vision in brighter environments [20].
In a natural scenario, UV light is important for birds in relation to orientation, foraging,
calibration of their circadian clock, and sexual selection [21]. In intensive systems, according
to glass types, the full passage of UV light is blocked, but windows may be an alternative
for providing some UV wavelengths to chickens [11,22,23].

If birds perceive natural and artificial light in different ways, this may influence their
behaviour. Manser [7] suggested that light intensities between 5 and 22 lx, currently used
for broiler chickens and turkeys, may contribute to the decrease of their engaging in ex-
ploratory behaviour and social interaction, high prevalence of leg abnormalities, mortality,
eye abnormalities, breast blisters in growing birds, and fearfulness. Surely, the study of
behaviour is an important tool for the identification of relevant environments and devices
to the animals, justifying the provision of adequate resources to the animals [24]. Preference
tests suggest that most broiler chickens make consistent and rational choices associated
with the environments that are associated with lower fear and stress responses [25,26].
However, there is a lack of studies about lighting preferences by the birds, and this is espe-
cially relevant nowadays, when there is an increase in the number of closed-houses [27].
There is an increasing number of companies replacing natural by artificial lighting, in
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systems that apply the minimal illuminance recommended for broiler chickens houses
(20 lx) [16], or even less than the recommended minimum.

Although there are no public data regarding the proportion of each type of poultry
house type in Brazil, broiler chickens in intensive systems are mostly raised in two main
barn types [13,14]. The conventional system employs open-sided poultry houses, where
the natural daylight may enter without passing through glass when their movable curtains
are open; they are called conventional because they used to predominate in the Brazilian
poultry meat industry. Lately, the closed-poultry house type is rapidly becoming more
popular in Brazil, and it uses only artificial light. Open- and closed-sided poultry houses
have positive and negative welfare aspects, which may also vary according to season [13,14].
However, the quantity and quality of the light available to the birds may be considered
a major factor that differentiates these two barn types in terms of their animal welfare
potential.

Our objective was to investigate the importance of the existence of windows in the
barns by studying what the chickens prefer when given free choice between an area with
only artificial lighting (OAL) and an area with natural and artificial lighting (NAL). Our
hypothesis was that the NAL has a significant effect on animal behaviour and that it would
be preferred by birds.

2. Materials and Methods

The study was conducted between January and February 2021, in an experimental
broiler house measuring 10 m × 6 m × 2.5 m (Figure 1), of the Federal University of Paraná
farm, Pinhais, Brazil (25◦23′36.2′′ S, 49◦08′2.9′′ W) at an altitude of 935 m. The house was
built in a North-South orientation with 10 pens, each one with a total area of 3.36 m2

(0.80 m × 2.10 m). Eighty-five one-day-old male Cobb 500 broiler chickens were randomly
distributed into ten pens, as groups of eight birds in five pens and of nine birds in the other
five pens. The experimental design was planned for eight birds per pen and the additional
birds were included to cover for eventual mortality throughout the experimental period.
The experimental barn was longitudinally divided into a barn side with no windows and
only artificial light (OAL), and the other side was built with a window throughout its lateral
wall and received both natural and artificial light (NAL); pens were built transversally, so
that half of each pen was in the OAL and the other half in NAL side (Figure 2a), resulting
in 1.68 m2 per pen in each barn side. Ten LED lights were evenly spread across the entire
pen areas, in both the OAL and NAL sides. The passage between NAL and OAL barn sides
was always open, and the birds were allowed to move freely across the sides as they chose.

Artificial light was provided by Light Emitting Diodes (LED) white lamps of 9 W,
6500 K (correlated colour temperature), dimmable, with no UV or infrared emission,
distributed along each side of the barn, suspended from the ceiling at a height of 1.50 m
from the floor. In NAL sides, in addition to the same quantity and quality of artificial light
as in OAL side, natural daylight was provided through eight windows along the west
lateral wall of the barn, measuring 1.25 m × 0.95 m each, equipped with 8 mm colorless
tempered glass. The use of glass is opposed to the more common open-sided barns in Brazil.
According to the glass type, some UV wavelength may be blocked [22,23]; however, the
glass was a necessary resource to maintain the control on internal environmental conditions
other than lighting between barn sides, to ensure that bird preference was based exclusively
on illuminance, without any interference of other factors such as temperature or relative
humidity. Approximately 3

4 of the window areas on the wall of the NAL side were shut by
black curtains between 06:00 PM and 07:00 AM, and for the OAL side, the windows were
totally closed by black curtains throughout the experimental period.

A black curtain was used in the center of the barn to separate the OAL and NAL sides
(Figure 2a), installed from the ceiling down to 60 cm from the floor. Wooden separators
filled this 60 cm close to the floor, and this wooden separation contained passages of
0.50 cm, which allowed for the birds to have free access to both sides of the pen (Figure 2b).
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Figure 1. Experimental design of preference test seen from above (a) and from the barn entry side (b). The house was
divided in two sides, one with Only Artificial Light (OAL) provide by LED lamps, and the other side, with Natural Light
provided by glass windows and artificial light provided by the same lamp type and quantity (NAL), from January to
February 2021, in the State of Paraná, South of Brazil.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Overview of the inside of the house (a) both sides shown, Only Artificial Light (OAL) on the left, and Natural and
Artificial Light (NAL) on the right; and (b) separation between sides constructed of black curtain and wooden panel, in a
preference test performed from January to February 2021, in the State of Paraná, South of Brazil.

All the pens were equipped with the same quantity and quality of feed, litter, heaters,
manual feeders and drinkers, and, from 10 d old onwards, nipple with cups drinkers.
Infrared lamps of 240 V and 175 W, for both barn sides and all pens, were used to heat the
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birds. The heating lamps added, on average, up to 25 lx more in each pen. The pens were
made by plastic mesh fence, to facilitate the passage of air. Two exhaust fans, one for each
side of the barn, and one evaporative cooling system ensured appropriate temperatures
in the entire poultry house. A polyethylene shade cloth was installed on the West side
to decrease the direct solar incidence through the glass windows that was observed after
03:00 PM. Natural shadow was provided by trees on the East side of the house (OAL).

2.1. Environment Measurements

Environmental indicators were measured twice every day, at 10:00 a.m. and 03:00 p.m.,
for the duration of experiment. According to tests carried out before the start of the
experiment, the environmental conditions were similar across the house. For this reason,
we took measurements at two places indoors, in the middle of the house, on each barn side.
The outdoor conditions were monitored for approximately 3 m in front of the barn main
entrance, in a place with no coverage. The indoor environmental indicators were monitored
at bird level, in the center of pen five in each barn side (OAL and NAL). Temperature,
relative humidity, air velocity, and illuminance were measured using Lutron LM 8000A
(Akso, São Leopoldo, Brazil). Ammonia concentration (NH3) was measured by SP2nd
Portable Single-Gas Detector (Senko, Osan-si, Korea).

2.2. Experimental Design

On the first day of birds’ lives, five groups of birds were initially housed in the OAL
side, and the other five groups in the NAL side. Birds had six days of adaptation, for
learning between the barn sides offered within each pen, and avoiding any potential
confounding effects due to fear of novelty or other factors related to the new environment
initially faced by the animals. From day 7 on, each bird group was relocated every three
days to the next pen located to their right, allowing for all the groups to stay for three days
in each of the 10 pens available in the experiment. If a bird or a group of birds was in the
OAL side, they were relocated to the next pen also in the OAL side; the same was done for
the birds in the NAL side. Birds were only relocated after emptying the destination pen,
thus avoiding contact between birds from different groups; birds in the last pen of the barn
were relocated to the first pen, considering the barn door. This management allowed for
testing whether there was a pen effect by separating it from group effects. The beginning
of assessments only started after two days of the group change, allowing the birds to get
used to their new pen. In case of mortality, birds were relocated as needed to maintain a
minimum of eight birds per pen. Until 18 d, in both sides, the birds were exposed to 24 h
of light and no dark periods, i.e., 24L:0D, on both side. After this period, the birds received
a 16L:8D continuous lighting regimen. The switch was done in the following manner: after
14 d of age, heating lamps were turned on only during the night period; after 18 d of age,
all heating lamps were removed and birds became exposed to complete darkness from
09:30 PM until 05:30 AM.

2.3. Bird Preference and Behaviour

We video-recorded both sides of two different pens per day, the number of birds in
either OAL or NAL sides, and their behavioural repertoire, by fitting four video cameras,
Canon Vixia HF R800 (Canon Inc., Zhuhai, China), one installed in front of each side of
each two pens. Recordings started on day 9 and ended on day 36, always from 07:30 a.m. to
05:30 p.m., and were conducted every third day, totaling 10 d of observations with 100 h of
video-recordings, with 20 pen observations. All the pens recorded were chosen at random,
allowing for different pens and groups of birds to be recorded during the experimental
period.

Birds’ preference was measured by the count of birds present in each side of the barn.
Their behaviour was analyzed according to a predefined ethogram (Table 1), using the
same video-recording. Both count of birds and behaviours were observed by scanning
methodology, with instantaneous sampling every 1 h [28,29].
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Table 1. Ethogram with definition of the behaviours recorded for broiler chickens during the
preference test, performed from January to February 2021, in the State of Paraná, South of Brazil.

Behaviour Definition

Feeding Head in the feeder or pecking at the feed within the feeder

Drinking Beak touching the drinker

Foraging Pecking or scratching on the floor or both

Exploration or locomotion Interacting with pen walls or locomotion behaviour, such as running, walking
or jumping

Comfort Preening, wing flapping, wing stretching, feather ruffling or shaking, and elements of
dustbathing behaviour

Inactive Sitting, lying or standing while not engaged in any activity, eyes open or closed

Not visible
Any behaviour that was not identified, due to birds standing very close or in front of
each other or in the shielded part of passage ways between barn sides, resulting in an

unsatisfactory recording angle

Bird health condition and mortality were checked daily. Birds with severe lameness
that compromised their ability to drink and feed, i.e., scores 4 and 5 [30], were culled by
cervical dislocation.

2.4. Statistical Analyses

Mortality and outdoor environmental conditions such as temperature, relative humid-
ity, air velocity, NH3 concentration, and illuminance were analyzed by descriptive statistics.
For the same environmental indicators, measured indoor and in both barn sides, linear
regression models were fitted to test the main effects of house side (OAL or NAL) and
age (from 1 to 6 weeks), in addition to the interaction effect. The Tukey’s test for multiple
comparison was used to ensure a global significance level of p < 0.05, and the goodness
of the fitted models was assessed through residual analysis using half-normal plots with
simulated bands.

Bird preference and behaviour data were analysed by mixed regression models. Total
counts of birds in OAL and NAL barn sides, which means the total of birds verified in
each barn side, throughout the day for each pen, and the recorded counts, were considered
as the response variable. The fixed effect of chicken age and the random effects of group
of birds and pens were considered. Age was categorized according to period: I (at 9, 12
and 15 d old), II (at 18, 21, 24 and 27 d old), and III (at 30, 33 and 36 d old). A binomial
generalized linear mixed model was initially fitted, but the residual diagnostics clearly
indicated that it was inadequate. Then, to account for overdispersion verified in this
experimental data, a beta-binomial mixed regression model [31] was adopted, which are
useful for analyzing discrete rates, such as the proportions of birds verified in NAL and
OAL barn sides throughout the day for each pen.

For each of the remaining behavioural variables, a beta-binomial mixed regression
model was also fitted. In such cases, the fixed effects of age categories, side of the barn (OAL
or NAL), and the corresponding interaction effect were evaluated. The variables group
of birds (birds that were reared together during all experimental period), pen (10 boxes
distributed throughout the barn sides), and pen/day (the exact group of birds in each
pen for a specific day of behavioural observation) were considered as random effects; this
last random effect was needed as the design included the rotation of bird groups across
pens, thus allowing for the study of any pen effect without the confounding effects of bird
group. The fitted models were successively simplified by removing the non-significant
fixed effects, starting with the interaction effect, then the main effects of age class and barn
side, and considered birds rates recorded in OAL and NAL barn sides, taking into account
only the total number of live birds.

The model results were summarized through the estimated probabilities and corre-
sponding confidence intervals (CI; 95%). The estimates and standard errors for the variance
components of random effects are also presented. The age categories, when statistically
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significant, were compared using a multiple comparison procedure with properly adjusted
p-values.

Statistical analyses were performed using the R software 4.0.2 [32] and conclusions
were based on a significance level of p < 0.05. The contrasts of means for environmental
indicators were estimated using the emmeans package [33]. The hnp package [34] was used
for the residual analysis, and the plots were produced through the ggplot2 package [35].
The PROreg package [36] was used to fit beta-binomial mixed regression models for
preference and behaviour analysis.

3. Results

From 2 d, it was observed that some chickens started to move spontaneously between
OAL and NAL barn sides, and from 4 d old, at least one bird in each pen had already
accessed both sides of the barn. Soon afterwards, from day 6, the number of birds crossing
between barn sides became high. Thus, it was not necessary to intercede or teach the birds
how to move between the barn sides.

The total mortality was 9.4% (8 of 85 birds). The main cause of death, for four of the
eight birds, was associated with culling due to severe lameness. Other mortality causes
indicated one bird with ascites and another bird with avian infectious bronchitis; the other
two birds did not have their deaths investigated, and died at 7 and 13 d. Two birds, one
per pen, were relocated to maintain eight birds per pen, and this procedure occurred before
the birds were 15 d old.

3.1. Environmental Measurements

The average (min to max) values for outdoor environmental conditions during data
collection periods were: temperature 25.5 ◦C (17.0 to 31.5 ◦C), relative humidity 72.6% (51.0
to 99.9%), air velocity 0.7 m s−1 (0.0 to 3.6 m s−1), illuminance 11,716 lx (2500 to >20,000 lx),
and NH3 concentration 1.0 ppm (0.0 to 2.0 ppm). Results for indoor environmental mea-
sures showed minimal difference, and did not differ statistically between the OAL and
NAL barn sides for temperature, relative humidity, air velocity, and NH3 concentration;
however, overall differences across experimental weeks were observed (Figure 3).

Illuminance was the only indoor environmental indicator with a significant effect
of the interaction between barn sides and weeks. Even though overall illuminance was
significantly higher in the NAL side, it is clear that it significantly increased as weeks went
by in the NAL side, while it remained constant throughout the period of six weeks for the
OAL side (Figure 4). This increase in illuminance occurred due to a continuous period of
rain, especially in the first three weeks of our experimental period. The average (min to
max) values for illuminance during all weeks were 32.4 lx (22 to 44 lx) in OAL and 545.5 lx
(280 to 900 lx) in NAL.

3.2. Bird Preference and Behaviour

After the heating light was removed, from 18 d of age onwards, results showed
in Figure 5 suggest that broiler chickens preferred NAL to OAL. This preference was
significant for age categories II and III (Table 2). Results regarding birds’ preference by
age categories, not included in the tables, show that birds in period II expressed higher
preference for NAL when compared with period III (p = 0.007). Averaged for all ages, 32.9%
of the birds were seen in OAL and 67.1% in NAL.
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Figure 3. Estimated means and confidence intervals for indoor temperature (◦C), relative humidity (%), air velocity (m s−1),
and ammonia concentration (ppm), for Only Artificial Light (OAL) vs Natural and Artificial Light (NAL; left column of
panels), and across weeks (right column panels). Data were collected twice daily from week 1 to 6, at 10:00 a.m. and
03:00 p.m., in a preference test performed from January to February 2021, in the State of Paraná, South of Brazil; means
followed by the same letters do not differ (Tukey test, p < 0.05).
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Figure 4. Means and confidence intervals for illuminance (lux) according to barn sides (OAL and NAL) across age from 1 to
6 weeks, in a preference test performed from January to February 2021, in the state of Paraná, South of Brazil; averages
followed by equal letters do not differ statistically (Tukey test, p < 0.05).

 
Figure 5. Percentage of broiler chickens observed in Natural and Artificial Light (NAL) barn side, according to bird age
category (I at 9, 12, 15 d old; II at 18, 21, 24, 27 d old; III at 30, 33, 36 d old), in a preference test performed from January to
February 2021, in the State of Paraná, South of Brazil; age categories followed by the same letters do not differ (p < 0.05);
and dashed line indicates weekly values within age categories.

Table 2. Estimated preference probabilities and confidence intervals (CI) for Natural and Artificial
Light (NAL) barn side according to bird age category, in a preference test performed from January to
February 2021, in the State of Paraná, South of Brazil.

Bird Age Category Preference

Period Observation Days Estimates 1 CI (95%) p-Value 2

I 9, 12, 15 0.538 a (0.435; 0.637) 0.470
II 18, 21, 24, 27 0.803 b (0.724; 0.864) <0.001
III 30, 33, 36 0.627 a (0.523; 0.719) 0.016

σ̂2group = 0.169 (0.096); σ̂2pen = 0.191 (0.090);
1 Different letters mean different probabilities (p < 0.05); 2 p-value for testing null hypothesis that choice of barn
side is random.

Results regarding feeding and comfort behaviours showed no window effect
(Table 3), but a significant effect of the age categories. The difference in frequency of feeding
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behaviour was significant between period I vs. period III (p = 0.020). The frequencies for
comfort behaviour were different across all the three age categories: period I vs. period II
(p = 0.002), period I vs. period III (p < 0.001), and period III vs. period II (p = 0.036). The
presence of the window was a significant factor for drinking (p = 0.034) and exploration or
locomotion behaviours (p = 0.042), which were more frequent in NAL. The category “not
visible” showed higher counts in OAL (p < 0.001), and the only behaviour observed was
“any behavior that was not identified, due to birds standing in the shielded part of passage
ways between barn sides due to unsatisfactory recording angle”. There was no significant
effect for inactive behaviour (p > 0.05) and this was the most common behaviour in both
OAL (47.0%) and NAL (44.6%) barn sides.

Table 3. Estimated probabilities for behaviours, according to the presence of windows (OAL vs. NAL) and broiler chicken
age category (period I, II, and III), in a preference test performed from January to February 2021, in the State of Paraná,
South of Brazil.

Behaviour

Effect

Bird Age Category Window Estimates 3 CI (95%)

Period Observation Days

Feeding

I 9, 12, 15 0.343 a (0.279–0.413)

II 18, 21, 24, 27 ns 1 0.275 ab (0.219–0.337)

III 30, 33, 36 0.217 b (0.163–0.281)

σ̂2group = 0.065 (0.091); σ̂2pen = 0.073 (0.083); σ̂2pen/day = 0.113 (0.070)

Comfort

I 9, 12, 15 0.034 a (0.023–0.052)

II 18, 21, 24, 27 ns 1 0.086 b (0.068–0.109)

III 30, 33, 36 0.123 c (0.097–0.156)

σ̂2group = 0.089 (0.077); σ̂2pen = 0.367 (0.098); σ̂2pen/day = 0.057 (0.067)

Drinking
ns 1

OAL 2 0.026 a (0.016–0.041)

NAL 2 0.045 b (0.035–0.059)

σ̂2group = 0.208 (0.142); σ̂2pen = 0.379 (0.146); σ̂2pen/day = 0.535 (0.125)

Exploration or
locomotion

ns 1
OAL 2 0.031 a (0.020–0.049)

NAL 2 0.053 b (0.042–0.068)

σ̂2group = 0.493 (0.158); σ̂2pen = 0.083 (0.099); σ̂2pen/day = 0.191 (0.083)

Not visible
ns 1

OAL 2 0.118 a (0.088–0.156)

NAL 2 0.035 b (0.024–0.053)

σ̂2group = 0.174 (0.125); σ̂2pen = 0.327 (0.127); σ̂2pen/day = 0.440 (0.110)

Inactive ns 1 ns 1 0.455 (0.416–0.494)

σ̂2group = 0.053 (0.069); σ̂2pen = 0.086 (0.059); σ̂2pen/day = 0.122 (0.055)
1 ns = not significant; 2 OAL = Only Artificial Light; NAL = Natural and Artificial Light; 3 Different letters mean different probabilities (p < 0.05).

There was a significant effect for the interaction between windows and age categories
for foraging behaviour (Table 4): when chickens were younger, in period I, they foraged
more frequently in NAL than OAL (p = 0.003), while for the other two age categories, there
was no difference. Considering the behaviour observed when the chickens were on the
NAL side, birds in period I foraged more frequently than when they were in age category II
(p < 0.001); the difference remained significant when birds in period I were compared with
the same birds in period III (p = 0.009). There were no differences across the age categories
when the chickens were observed in the OAL barn side.
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Table 4. Estimated probabilities for foraging behaviour, according to the presence of windows (OAL
vs. NAL) and broiler chicken age category, in a preference test performed from January to February
2021, in the State of Paraná, South of Brazil.

Bird Age Category Window Presence

Period Observation Days OAL 1 NAL 1

I 9, 12, 15 0.014 Aa (0.005; 0.037) 2 0.067 Ba (0.045; 0.097) 2

II 18, 21, 24, 27 0.009 Aa (0.002; 0.036) 2 0.007 Ab (0.004; 0.016) 2

III 30, 33, 36 0.019 Aa (0.006; 0.058) 2 0.009 Ab (0.003; 0.027) 2

σ̂2group = 0.343 (0.242); σ̂2pen = 0.853 (0.271); σ̂2pen/day = 0.453 (0.207)
1 OAL = only artificial light; NAL = natural and artificial light; 2 Different capital letters refer to significant
differences between barn sides (p < 0.05), and different low case letters indicate significant differences amongst
birds’ age (p < 0.05).

4. Discussion

In general, our results showed that, after the heating light was removed, from 18 d of
age onwards, broiler chickens preferred NAL to OAL. This preference was significant for
age categories II and III. The chickens spent more time drinking, exploring and moving, and
foraging in NAL than OAL. Inactive (the most commonly observed behaviour), feeding,
and comfort behaviour did not differ significantly between OAL vs. NAL, only according
to bird age category.

Regarding birds’ preference, our results are in agreement with other studies which
showed that birds chose environments with higher illuminance and also expressed other
changes in their behavioural repertoire due to differences in light intensity [37–40], and in
our study we observed average of 32.4 lx in OAL and 545.5 lx in NAL. According to Lima
and Silva [41], the absence of natural light, especially in closed-sided houses, may limit
the expression of natural behaviours, with negative impacts on chicken welfare. Prescott
et al. [8] strongly recommend a combination of natural daylight and artificial light for
poultry barns. These considerations regarding the use of natural light are dependent on the
importance of this choice for the birds themselves, with a potential to improve their welfare
which tends to be proportional to the importance of natural light from the point of view of
the birds. Our results especially contribute to the understanding of the birds preference, as
the only internal environmental indicator that showed significant difference between OAL
and NAL barn sides was illuminance. This represents an overall response of the birds to
light conditions which warrants further studies, to understand the importance of other light
characteristics, such as wavelength or spectrum variances. The light intensity is one of the
most studied light characteristics for broiler chickens [20,37,39,40], and the bird preference
for higher illuminance encouraged behaviours such as drinking, exploration or locomotion,
and foraging in our study. Regarding other internal environmental measures, our results
for relative humidity were not ideal, especially from the third week onwards. Even though
values were close to the acceptable range between 45–70% [16], this non-compliance may
be a welfare problem for the animals. However, this situation most likely did not influence
the choice of birds (NAL or OAL), because relative humidity was the same on both barn
sides.

Solar radiation reaching the earth surface is divided into infrared radiation, visi-
ble light, and UV; the latter is divided into three types according to wavelength: UVA
(315–400 nm), UVB (280–315 nm), and UVC (100–280 nm), but 99% of the UV that reaches
earth is UVA [42]. The solar radiation types that effectively reach individuals vary accord-
ing to existence and type of eventual physical barriers. Tempered glass of 4 mm may block
up to 28.4% of UV light from reaching the individuals [22], and 8 mm, 54.5% [23]. The
glass type may also block at least 90% of wavelengths under 350 nm ([22,42]. However,
windows with glass allow both visible wavelengths and a small amount of UV to pass
to inside the houses [11] and, thus, alter chicken behaviour [43]. In the NAL barn side,
birds may have received UV light that was not available in the OAL side. This may have
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motivated their preference, as poultry have a fourth retinal cone photoreceptor that allows
them to see in the UVA wavelength (315–400 nm) [19]. Birds exposed to some UV light may
have decreased stress susceptibility and fear responses than those raised without UV [12],
showing that the illuminance of poultry houses can be improved in several aspects.

Regarding lamp types, LED bulbs with colour temperatures over 5000 K, called
cold [44], contain more blue than warm white light [45], and in our study 6500 K lamps
were used in both NAL and OAL barn sides. Understanding light temperature is relevant
to our study as, in addition to light intensity, birds may also choose specific colour tempera-
ture [9,18]. In our study, the OAL light source was similar in terms of colour temperature,
as measured in degrees of Kelvin (K), to the average daylight that birds were searching for
by moving to the NAL side of the barn, suggesting that the light intensity, as measured in
Lux (lx), may have been the main driver for the preference.

New lighting technologies are currently being developed as potential replacements
for incandescent light sources, and some sources may be better to the welfare of broiler
chickens [46]. However, our results suggest that the exposure to natural lighting may be an
ideal solution according to the preference of the birds. This warrants further preference
studies with different types of artificial light bulbs, as well as asking the birds how strong
their preference is, through motivation tests. Considering the higher visual perception
capacities that birds have as compared to humans, it seems relevant to explore light
characteristics in addition to intensity to better understand what the birds are responding
to when they express their preferences. In future research, the real perception of birds
in relation to illuminance may be further studied. Although the differences in perceived
light intensity by birds, known as Clux or Gallilux, may be estimated by adding between
20–25% in relation to lx, i.e., 25 Clux = 17.4 lx [47–49], it is important to study light from a
bird perspective with more precision technology.

Bird preferences may be influenced not only by barn sides and their characteristics
regarding light, but by their natural behaviours [24]. A special consideration is that chickens
are social animals, and bird preferences may be influenced not only by individual choices,
but also by their social nature and its effects, such as social facilitation [8,29,50]. Because of
social facilitation, the birds tend to behave as a social unit, where most members exhibit
the same behaviour at the same point in time [5]. Thus, the higher number of chickens in
NAL side may have acted as an additional force for more birds to migrate to this side.

Bateson and Seanurne-Way [51] suggested that when birds were exposed to constant
light, the elicitation of social behaviour became more likely. Our results seem to reinforce
the statement that a place with higher illuminance fosters group formation that may
be positive for the animals. Recognition between individuals is also part of the social
interaction process, and this characteristic may be affected when birds are reared in very
low illuminance [3,7,18]. Although in our study we have not observed any aggressive
behaviour among birds, according to Porter et al. [52], chicks that had been housed in pairs
in the dark showed no evidence that they discriminated between familiar and unfamiliar
test partners. Thus, the NAL side may also have provided a better recognition of individual
birds and, consequently, this may be potentially considered an additional factor explaining
bird choice. Collins et al. [53] reinforce the importance of vision in key behaviours such as
feeding and social behaviour in poultry, and suggest that the birds may experience lower
welfare as a result of their lack of sight. Therefore, when birds choose the NAL barn side,
they may be making choices to favour their natural social interaction behaviours.

The birds spent a considerable proportion of their time in the OAL barn side, and
this choice should also be considered. Although higher light intensity has been associated
with increases in activity levels and improvement in leg health of commercial broiler
chickens [11], birds should have access to different types of illuminance, so that they can
choose according to their preferences. As it is recognized that enrichment strategies should
be provided for chickens [16], illuminance may follow the same principle. An adequate
density associated with the availability of different types of light environments may reduce
bird crowding, preserving their safety and health. Thus, the illuminance distribution must
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be adequate, avoiding a contrast between the lightest and darkest points of more than
20% [54]. The provision of areas with reduced light intensity for resting and other activities
has been suggested before [40]. On farms where windows are provided, resting behaviour
occurs more often in areas with lower light intensities, whereas active behaviours occur
in areas with higher light intensities, but it is up to the birds to choose [55]. This pattern
of light intensity choices is expected for diurnal animal species. Vergneau-Grosset and
Peron [56] recommended that when exposing an animal to UV light, it is important to
provide a hiding place or shade; in our study, both the passage way between each barn
side and the OAL side may have fulfilled this function. Other negative effects of excess UV
radiation intensity may be observed in both natural and artificial light sources, and revolve
around the occurrence of burns in animals and behavioral changes, such as increased stress
or incidence of severe feather pecking [56,57]. During the experimental period, none of
these characteristics were observed in our birds, which agrees with the probably low UV
exposure through the glass window.

In our study, the birds showed preference for the NAL barn side only from 18 d
onwards. The association of this preference with bird age was also observed during other
preference test, when chicks spent most time in the brightest light (200 lx) at 2 weeks, and at
6 week the birds preferred the environment with dimmest light (6 lx) [37]. The age for birds
to begin expressing light preferences coherently coincides with the total removal of the
heating lamps. Although this type of lamp is not suitable for lighting, it was responsible
for adding up to 25 lx in each pen, which may have acted as an important confounding
effect for birds to detect the lighting differences between barn sides. In addition, according
to Gunnarsson et al. [29], early exposure to natural or artificial light might have an effect
on later preference for light type and on the behaviour of the birds, even after a house
transition. Therefore, the birds may have grown habituated with the illuminance from the
heating lamps and, after their removal, they may have been obliged to make new choices,
as their early life light experience became absent. In addition, the heating lamps may
have provided an early imprinted association between light intensity and heat, reinforcing
a positive perception of light by the birds. Even though it was not possible to identify
the exact reason for bird preference for the NAL barn side, most possible explanations
seem coherent with the more natural characteristic of the lighting on this side of the barn.
Our hypothesis is that the windows tend to be closer to meeting the birds’ basic needs
in relation to light and, thus, tend to increase animal welfare. Examples of such needs
include the establishment and maintenance of social hierarchies, social encounters, group
aggregation and peer recognition.

Results regarding chicken behaviours showed that the frequencies varied according to
barn sides (drinking, exploration and locomotion, and not visible), and bird age categories
(feeding and comfort). The behaviours of drinking and exploration and locomotion showed
higher frequencies in the NAL side, and the category of not visible birds was more frequent
in the OAL side. Davis et al. [37] observed that broiler chicks performed more feeding,
drinking, and locomotion behaviours in the brighter environments. However, for Deep
et al. [58] light intensity had no effect on expression of drinking behaviour. Adding further
evidence to this discussion, our results indicate that providing windows increases the
behaviour repertoire, a fact observed in previous studies. Sans et al. [13,14] observed
that broiler chickens reared in open-sided houses, with natural light provided by no-glass
windows, but with curtains during summer/autumn, showed higher relative frequencies
for exploration behaviour when compared with birds in closed-sided houses; during the
winter, there was a higher frequency for drinking and a lower inactivity. Thus, our results
suggest that, even with eventual changes in natural daylight characteristics due presence
of glass in the windows, it remains possible to observe a potential improve in bird welfare
as the increase of activities considered important for the birds, i.e., social activities in
the NAL barn side. Furthermore, windowed industry barns in Brazil do not fit glass
barriers, and this was an experimental resource to control for other in-barn environmental
conditions such as temperature and relative humidity, in order to study the specific effect of
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lighting. These results reinforce that, when given the opportunity, birds prefer to perform
their behaviours in an environment with natural daylight or, minimally, higher levels of
illuminance than those provided inside the barns with only artificial lighting.

The exploratory or locomotion behaviours, observed in higher frequency in NAL
side, tend to be viewed as positive behaviours, because may increase the birds’ activity
and improve the interactions between the birds and their environment [1]. However, if
the house is not stimulating, as birds age they may get bored and reduce exploratory
behaviour [1]. It seems important that broiler chickens are reared in stimulating poultry
houses, with adequate lighting characteristics that allow for the birds to perform activities
which are essential for their welfare.

Foraging was the only behaviour for which a significant interaction effect between
window and age categories was present, indicating that birds foraged more, when were
younger, in the NAL than the OAL barn side. One of the reasons for the interaction with bird
age may be the appearance of locomotor problems which tend to become more severe as
birds age, in addition to increasing body weights and non-stimulating environments [16,51].
Alvino et al. [4] also observed that foraging was affected by light intensity, and broiler
chickens in the 5 lx treatment spent significantly less time performing this behaviour
than when the light intensity was 50 and 200 lx. Foraging, exploration, or locomotion
are important behaviours, since they involve actions related to knowing the environment
and searching for feed [16]. According to Manser [7], newly hatched birds, both domestic
poultry and turkeys, may die of malnutrition if they have difficulty in seeing the feeders
due low light intensity, which may reduce overall activity, reducing the chances of foraging,
finding a feeder, and learning how to feed. Although this describes an extreme situation,
it demonstrates the importance of adequate lighting from the first days of birds’ life, so
that they can enjoy the opportunity to explore the environment, the other birds, and the
resources available.

Inactive behaviour was not different between barn sides or across different age cate-
gories. According to some studies, this behaviour may be associated with increased bird
age, walking ability deterioration, body weight, and fast growth rates [11,51,59]. Although
our study did not test the birds’ walking ability, the number of culls regarding leg problems
suggests that this problem was prevalent, causing suffering and pain to the birds, as well
as limiting their behavioural repertoire.

Although light is an important element for birds, when provided in isolation, it may
not be enough to reduce inactive behaviour. According to El-Deek and El-Sabrout [60], most
of intensive production systems that are currently used do not usually support the natural
behavioural needs of poultry. Therefore, farm animals may be reared in an environmental
with enrichment and light which more closely resembles their natural characteristics. These
options, acting together, may increase activity, improve leg health [11,61], and stimulate
behaviours such as foraging and exploration [43]. However, selection for fast growth
may lead to several welfare problems, such as metabolic disorders, decrease locomotor
activity, and extend time spent sitting or lying [51]. For European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA) [62], the risk assessment regarding poor welfare effects showed that fast growth
is one of the major risk scores, including unbalanced body conformation, high stocking
density, wet litter, and light intensity. Including slower-growing genetic strains may be a
way to decrease welfare restrictions [51,63], adding to important environmental changes to
indoor houses to meet the birds’ needs in the current poultry industry.

In general, animals engaged in pleasant activities, such as exploring, feeding, and
interacting with other animals in a social group, may experience positive feelings, and
without this engagement, the animal will not experience the full range of positive welfare
states that are potentially available [64]. Although in our study, a qualitative behavioral
assessment [30] was not used, it is likely that birds were more likely to experience positive
feelings while they were in the NAL barn side, due to higher opportunities to increase
behaviours that are more active, such as exploring, foraging, moving, and interacting with
other birds.
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Some behaviours were only also associated with age, such as comfort and feeding.
Comfort behaviours were associated with increases in bird age categories. In the literature,
this behaviour is associated to increases in chicken welfare, as the activities may related
to the maintenance of bird health [65]. Alvino et al. [4] observed that broiler chickens
reared in 5 lx spent less time in preening behaviour, as compared to those in 50 and 200
lx. The increase of comfort may be understood as positive results, indicating a possibility
to encourage higher expression of behaviours associated to increases in chicken welfare.
Although we only observed difference in feeding frequency regarding bird age categories,
some authors observed a clear preference of laying hens and broiler chickens to eat in
brighter lightings, from 20 to 200 lx [38,40], and that they ate more under 30 lx than 1 lx [66].
Birds may also find it aversive to eat in very dim light, because this behaviour is normally
guided visually, and they see better in brighter environments [20,38]. Although feeding
behaviour decreased with age in our study, no emaciated chicken was observed during
the experimental period and feeding showed the second highest frequency, only behind
inactive behaviour. It is also important to consider that, when the birds are foraging, they
may also searching for feed [16], which may explain the lower number of visits to the
feeder in the NAL side.

As for the “not visible” behavioural category, when the birds were younger, some
of them stayed together in the passage between the barn sides, which may have given
an enhanced sense of social interaction or protection. As birds aged, they may also have
been looking for a different lighting, according to specific momentaneous needs. Birds
observed in OAL spent less time in exploration, moving, and foraging, and when observed
in this barn side, stayed lying very close or in front of each other, which also prevented
appropriate behavioural identification. Thus, a potential reason for finding more birds in
the not visible behaviour category in the OAL side may be an association between seeking
an environment with lower light intensities and pen areas associated with a feeling of
protection, provided by staying either close to wall angles in the passageways or close to
another bird. Such potential reasons seem to indicate that the OAL side was chosen by the
birds when they were searching for a cozy place to either rest or sleep.

5. Conclusions

For our experimental conditions, the chickens preferred natural and artificial lighting
from 18 d of age onwards, when the confounding effect of the heating light was removed,
and their behavioural repertoire was also different according to each side of the barn and
to their ages. As the chickens also used the lower lit pen areas, barns with light gradient
options seem important for them. In summary, the birds indicated that windows make
a relevant difference in their indoor lives, as it is what they choose when the only other
option is the same in-barn environment with only artificial lighting. Further preference
studies are warranted to understand the potential effects of geographical, seasonal, climatic
and genetic variations, amongst others.
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Simple Summary: Broiler chickens in Europe are usually raised in littered barns without structuring
elements. Previous studies have found a positive influence on the health and welfare of broiler
chickens when they have access to elevated platforms. This study aimed to evaluate the effect of
an elevated perforated floor on the behavior of broiler chickens. Therefore, one of two barns was
equipped with a perforated floor under the food and water supply. The second barn was used as a
control. In total, three fattening periods were observed, with 500 broiler chickens kept in each barn.
To compare the behavior of the birds, cameras were installed in both barns. The videos were analyzed
by counting the number of birds in a defined area and observing focal animals continuously while
recording their behavior. More animals were observed on the perforated floor than in the littered
control area, but, in total, the focal animals spent less time on the perforated floor compared to the
observed littered area in the control barn. There were no differences in the length of the recorded
behaviors between the treatments. These findings suggest that, in general, the elevated perforated
floor is attractive for the animals. However, it does not promote one of the recorded behavior patterns.
Our results show that an elevated perforated floor could be an option for structuring broiler barns.

Abstract: Broiler chickens in Europe are usually raised in a barren environment. Elevated perforated
platforms address this problem and can positively influence animal health and welfare. To evaluate
the effect of an elevated perforated floor on the behavior of broiler chickens, one of two barns was
equipped with a perforated flooring system under the food and water supply. The second barn was
used as a control. In total, three fattening periods were observed, with 500 broiler chickens (Ross
308 breed) kept in each barn. To compare the behavior of the birds in these groups, cameras were
installed in the two barns. The videos were analyzed by counting the number of birds and observing
focal animals while recording their behavior. More animals were observed on the perforated floor
than in the littered control area (p < 0.001), but focal animals spent less time on the perforated floor
compared to the observed littered area in the control barn (p < 0.05). There were no differences in
the length of the recorded behaviors between the treatments. These findings suggest that, in general,
the elevated perforated floor is attractive for the animals. However, it does not promote one of the
recorded behavior patterns. Our results show that an elevated perforated floor could be an option for
structuring broiler barns.

Keywords: broiler; behavior; perforated floor; elevated platform; animal welfare
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1. Introduction

According to council directive 2007/43/EC, fast-growing broiler chickens in Europe
are usually kept on littered concrete floors. This results in barren environments on many
farms, providing no structural elements besides feeding and water lines. This lack of
environmental complexity is a concern of animal welfare [1], since broilers are not able
to perform highly motivated behavior patterns such as perching, which is presumed to
lead to frustration and a negative emotional state [2,3]. Further, a barren environment
provides no stimuli for activity, which can be one factor for health problems such as leg
abnormalities [4]. Providing elevated platforms can be an option to address this problem.
They can encourage higher activity [5] and positively impact leg health [6]. Moreover,
separating the animals from manure using elevated platforms with a perforated surface
has been reported to improve foot pad health [7–9]. A pioneer in this field is Switzerland,
providing access to elevated platforms to over 90% of broiler chickens by raising them
under the animal welfare label ‘BTS’ [10]. The Dutch ‘Better Life’ label also considers
elevated structures, for example, straw bales, as crucial [11].

Like their ancestor, the red jungle fowl, domestic chickens are highly motivated to
perch on elevated structures such as branches [12]. In husbandry systems for laying hens,
elevated structures are an integral part. It is known that the lack of perches leads to
frustration in laying hens and has been suggested to reduce animal welfare [2]. Previous
research has demonstrated that broilers are also motivated to perch when given the op-
portunity. However, they prefer elevated platforms to perches [13–15], which might be
due to their relatively greater body weight [14,15]. Laying hens always choose the highest
structure available for perching [16]. Interestingly, Malchow et al. [15] found that mixed-sex
fast-growing-broiler chickens at the end of the fattening period also preferred the highest
platform tested in their study, which was 50 cm high. However, in the following study,
Malchow et al. [5] reported that fast-growing male broilers were observed more often on
the lowest level of the platforms (10 cm), presumably because they were heavier than
the chickens in their earlier study. A higher body weight, lower leg health, and therefore
a decline in activity are suggested to cause a decrease in perching [5,13,14]. It has been
observed that installing ramps at an angle of about 15◦–35◦ is a possibility to adapt elevated
structures to the needs of broiler chickens [13–15,17]. Younger birds also benefit from ramps
that allow them to perch [14]. Broiler chickens are motivated to use elevated structures
from the first week on [14,15]. An increase in the use of elevated platforms by broiler
chickens over the fattening period was found by Bailie et al. [14], with a peak during week
five. Afterward, the use of platforms declines presumably because the broilers are larger
and need more space and due to their decreasing physical abilities [13,14].

An approach for implementing elevated perforated floors into broiler husbandry is
a partially perforated flooring system. The installation of a perforated floor beneath the
feeding and the water lines could be useful to control the drainage of water lines and
could, therefore, improve litter quality [18]. At the same time, the system allows the
animals to sit elevated and use the littered area for pecking, scratching, and dustbathing.
Previous studies evaluated the effect of a partially perforated flooring system on animal
welfare [8,9], production performance [8,9], litter quality [18,19], ammonia emission [20],
and antimicrobial resistance [21]. However, the behavior of broiler chickens in this system
has not yet been investigated [9,18].

This study aimed to evaluate the use of an elevated perforated floor equipped with
food and water supply by broiler chickens. We assessed the number of animals on the floor
and their time spent on it in the different phases of the fattening period. We predicted that
there would be a higher number of animals on the perforated floor and that they would
spend more time on it than in a littered control area. We evaluated whether the animals
used the elevated floor apart from using the resources. More specifically, we expected
that the birds would spend more time either with locomotion or sitting inactive on the
perforated floor than in a littered control area. Further, we assessed whether the animals
sat inactive for longer periods on the perforated floor. We predicted that the number of
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animals in both observed areas would decrease and that the duration of sitting inactive
would increase over the fattening period.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Birds and Housing

The study was conducted in two similarly constructed broiler barns at the research
farm of the University of Bonn (Königswinter, Germany). Five-hundred fast-growing broiler
chickens of the breed Ross 308 (BWE-Brüterei Weser-Ems GmbH & Co. KG, Rechterfeld,
Germany) were kept in each barn for 32 days over three non-consecutive trials (1000 animals
per trial). The barns had a floor space of 5.3 m × 4.7 m each, which led to a stocking density
of 39 kg/m2 at the end of the fattening period. This corresponds to 19.5 animals per square
meter at a final body weight of about 2 kg in both barns. In both barns, the concrete floor
was littered with wood shavings (600 g/m2) for one trial and straw granulate (1000 g/m2)
for two trials. Fresh wood shavings/straw granulate were distributed if necessary. In
addition, Miscanthus briquettes (Campus Klein-Altendorf, Universität Bonn, Rheinbach,
Germany) were added on both sides of the barns on days 14, 21, and 28 to accommodate
pecking behavior. Both barns were equipped with two water lines with drinking nipples,
which were shared by nine birds each and four round feeding troughs (1.07 cm space per
bird).

In one of the barns (experimental barn, Exp), about 50% of the floor space was
equipped with an elevated perforated floor (5.3 m × 2.1 m), which was installed in the
middle of the barn, under the water lines and feeding troughs at a height of 15 cm (see
Figure 1a). The perforated floor was constructed out of plastic elements (Golden Broiler
Floor, FIT Farm Innovation Team GmbH, Steinfurt, Germany), measuring 196 cm × 56 cm.
The mesh size of the grid was 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm, and the slats were 0.5 cm thick. The residual
floor space on the left and the right side of the perforated floor was littered. Adjusted
elements connected the littered floor space and the elevated perforated floor to be used as
ramps for accessing the floor. The angle between the barn floor and the ramps was about
30◦. In the control barn (Con), the animals were kept under approximately commercial
conditions on a littered concrete floor (see Figure 1b).

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Experimental barn with elevated perforated floor and littered areas. (b) Control barn
with the littered floor.
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The broiler chickens of both barns were fed standard broiler feed (Deuka, Deutsche
Tiernahrung Cremer GmbH & Co. KG, Düsseldorf, Germany) and water, both were
provided ad libitum. In both barns, a negative pressure ventilation system and a climate
computer (PL9400, Stienen Bedrijfselektronica B.V., Nederweert, the Netherlands) were
used to provide temperature and humidity within the commercial standard for broilers [22].
There was natural light through windows (the size of the windows corresponding to 3% of
the floor) and an artificial lighting program with a transition time of 1 h between light and
dark periods. The dark period was increased by 2 h per day, from 2 h on the first day of life
to 6 h on the third day. It was kept constant at 6 h per day from day 3 to day 29. After day
29, the dark period was decreased by 2 h per day until day 32. The mean light intensity
was about 100 Lux in both barns. The broiler chickens were vaccinated against Newcastle
disease (day 13), Gumboro (day 18), and infectious bronchitis (day 18).

2.2. Behavioral Observations

For behavioral observations, a camera (EQ900F eZ.Hd Series, EverFocus Electronics
Corporation, New Taipei City, Taiwan, China) was installed at the ceiling (height: two
meters) in the middle of each barn. It was used to film a certain area on the perforated
floor and the corresponding area in the control barn. A recorder (AXR-108, Monacor
International GmbH & Co. KG, Bremen, Germany) was programmed to record 2 days
per week for 24 h. Only daytime videos were analyzed due to the inadequate quality
of the videos in the nighttime. One observer conducted the video analysis. To ensure
consistent measurements, a subset of 60 scans and ten focal animals was analyzed by a
second observer, not involved in the main data analysis, to calculate the inter-observer
reliability. Furthermore, intra-observer reliability was calculated, scoring a sample of
60 scans and ten focal animals twice with an offset in time.

2.2.1. Use of the Perforated Floor

To quantify the use of the perforated floor and compare it to the corresponding area in
the control barn, the footage was analyzed on two observation days at the beginning (days
2 and 5), the middle (days 16 and 19), and the end (days 26 and 30) of the fattening period
of the three trials. Therefore, a screenshot of the videos was taken every 30 min between
6:00 am and 10:30 pm (in total, 1017 pictures for all trials) (scan sampling). A representative
area of the perforated floor was defined and marked on the pictures using a digital frame
produced with the program GoldenRatio (Markus Welz, Vs. 3.1.4, Krailling, Germany).
The width of the area (210 cm) resulted from the width of the perforated floor with ramps
in the experimental barn and the length (115 cm) from the distance of five nipples (23 cm
between two nipples) of the waterline (in total 2.42 m2). The distance between the nipples
was also used to adapt the frame to the corresponding area on the pictures of the control
barn. Both areas contained two water lines with five nipples each and one round feeding
trough with a diameter of 40 cm, so the usable space was 2.29 m2. Birds with more than
half of their bodies (including head and tail) within the frame were counted using ImageJ
(Wayne Rasband, Vs. 1.51q, National Institutes of Health, Maryland, USA), and the location
of each animal was categorized following the definitions in the ethogram in Table 1. All
categories were considered as mutually exclusive. The videos were consulted if it was
unclear in which direction an animal was holding its head.
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Table 1. Ethogram used in the scan sampling and in the focal animal observation.

Method Behavior/Location Description

Scan sampling
and

focal animals

Located near the
feeding trough

(NF)

The bird is located with more than a half of its body
within a radius of one animal’s length around the

feeding trough and is holding its head in the direction of
the feeding trough (regardless of whether upright

position or sitting)

Scan sampling
and

focal animals

Located near the
waterline

(NW)

The bird is located with more than a half of its body
within a radius of one animal’s length around the water
line and is holding its head in the direction of a nipple

(regardless of whether upright position or sitting)

Scan sampling Other
(Oth)

All animals not ‘located near the feeding trough’ or
‘located near the waterline’

Focal animals Locomotion 1

(Loc)

The bird is standing or walking (upright position) and is
not ‘located near the feeding trough’ or ‘located near the

waterline’

Focal animals Sitting inactive1

(Sit)

The bird is resting (sitting with head under the wing or
resting on the ground) or lying (the bird is lying on one

side with a leg and/or wing stretched out) and is not
‘located near the feeding trough’ or ‘located near the

waterline’
1 Adapted from Baxter et al. [23].

2.2.2. Focal Animal Observations

The duration of behavior patterns was evaluated by observing focal animals. Again, a
frame was added to the footage by using the distance between the nipples of the waterline.
The area within the frame measured about 210 cm × 210 cm (in total 4.41 m2, usable
space 4.28 m2). The experimental barn contained the perforated floor with ramps on both
sides, two water lines with ten nipples each and one feeding trough. The corresponding
littered area in the control barn included the same resources. On three observation days per
fattening period (beginning, day two; middle, day 16 or 19; and end, day 30), ten focal birds
per day and barn were selected pseudo-randomly (in total 180 animals for Exp and Con).
The first animal, which entered the frame from the left side after 2:00 pm, was observed
continuously for two hours or until it left the frame. Then, the video was rewound to
the moment the animal entered the frame, and the next animal, which entered the frame
from the right side, was chosen for observation. This was repeated until ten birds were
observed. To avoid observing an animal twice, the side for choosing the next animal was
alternated. The observation started at 2:00 pm because no external disturbances occurred
for at least 2 h at this time of the day. While observing the focal birds, their behavior
patterns were categorized using INTERACT (Mangold International GmbH, Vs. 17.1,
Arnstorf, Germany). The activities defined in the ethogram in Table 1 were differentiated.
All categories were considered as mutually exclusive. Based on Norring et al. (2016), the
activity was considered to have ended if the animal stopped the activity for 3 s.

2.3. Statistical Analyses

Statistical analysis was conducted using the SAS software (Statistical Analysis Institute,
Vs. 9.4, Cary, NC, USA). The observer reliability was calculated for each location separately
for the scan sampling and for each behavior in summary for the focal animal observation
using Krippendorff’s alpha [24]. The data type was set to metric for each parameter;
the number of bootstraps was set to 2000. The classifications suggested by Landis and
Koch [25] were used to evaluate reliability (<0.00 = poor, 0.00–0.20 = slight, 0.21–0.40 = fair,
0.41–0.60 = moderate, 0.61–0.8 = substantial, 0.81–1.00 = almost perfect). For descriptive
analysis, the mean values and standard deviations (±) were calculated for all parameters.

Residuals and data were checked for distribution based on normality plots created
with the univariate procedure in SAS. Generalized linear mixed models were calculated
using the GLIMMIX procedure, defining a normal distribution for the data of the usage of
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the perforated floor, while the distribution for the parameters of focal bird observations
was specified as lognormal. For the usage of the perforated floor, a total number of animals,
as well as the percentage of those located at ‘Oth’, ‘NF’, and ‘NW’ in relation to all animals
on the respective area, were analyzed. All parameters were analyzed separately, including
treatment (experimental group, control group), phase of the fattening period (beginning,
middle, end), and the interaction between both as fixed effects. The hierarchical structure
of the data was considered in the random statement by nesting each screenshot on the day
of observation, while the day of observation was nested in the respective trial.

Data analyzed for the focal bird observation were ‘Loc’, ‘Sit’, ‘NF’, and ‘NW’. Here,
again, all parameters were analyzed separately, including the fixed factors as described for
the usage of the perforated floor. Again, the hierarchical structure of data was accounted
for in the random statement, nesting the observed animal on the observation day; these, in
turn, were nested in the respective trial. Furthermore, the effects of the abovementioned
fixed factors on the duration of each behavioral event of the behavior ‘Sitting inactive’ was
analyzed, again including the hierarchical structure in the random statement. Moreover,
repeated measures in different animals were accounted for in the random statement. Pair-
wise comparisons were made using Tukey–Kramer tests. The level of significance was set
for p < 0.05. A level of p < 0.1 was regarded as a tendency.

3. Results

For the scan sampling, intra-observer reliability was found to be ‘almost perfect’ for
all locations. Inter-observer reliability was ‘moderate’ for the location Oth, ‘substantial’ for
the location NF, and ‘almost perfect’ for the location NW. For the focal animal observation,
the measurement resulted in ‘almost perfect’ for the intra-observer and ‘substantial’ for the
inter-observer reliability. The values of Krippendorff’s alpha coefficients for the different
behaviors/locations are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Observer reliabilities for scan sampling (n = 60 scans) and the focal animal observation
(n = 10 animals).

Parameter
Krippendorff’s

Alpha
Intra-Observer

Krippendorff’s
Alpha

Inter-Observer

Scan sampling: Oth 0.84 0.42
NF 0.83 0.75
NW 0.90 0.85

Focal animal observation: 0.99 0.75

3.1. Use of the Perforated Floor

The treatment had a significant effect on the total number of animals in the observed
area (F(1, 505) = 232.76, p < 0.001), with more birds per square meter in the Exp (12.83 ± 4.24)
than in the Con (9.67 ± 3.58). A tendency was found for the phase of the fattening period
to affect the total number of birds (F(2, 505) = 2.55, p < 0.1), with more animals counted at
the beginning of the fattening period than in the middle (t = |2.04|, p < 0.1) and the end
(t = |1.77|, p < 0.1). Further, the effect of the interaction between treatment and phase
was found not to be significant but revealed a tendency (F(2, 505) = 2.63, p < 0.1). As shown
in Figure 2, there were significantly more birds per square meter in the Exp than in the
Con at the beginning (Exp: 14.41 ± 4.69, Con: 10.91 ± 4.37(t = |10.89|, p < 0.001)), the
middle (Exp: 11.76 ± 2.70, Con: 8.28 ± 3.25 (t = |8.67|, p < 0.001)), and at the end (Exp:
11.77 ± 4.06, Con: 9.26 ± 1.96 (t = |7.17|, p < 0.001)). There were no significant differences
between the phases within the treatment groups. However, a tendency was found for the
Exp group, with a higher total number of animals per square meter at the beginning than
in the middle (t = |2.02|, p < 0.1) and at the end (t = |2.15|, p < 0.1). In the Con group, we
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detected a tendency for more animals per square meter at the beginning than in the middle
of the fattening period (t = |1.99|, p < 0.1).

 

Figure 2. The total number of animals per m2 in the observed area at the different phases of the
fattening period (n = three trials each). Results are presented as boxplots (data range, median, and
lower and upper quartile; outliers are included in the graph as dots and means as a cross). Results
of the experimental group (Exp) are presented in dark gray; the control group (Con) results are
presented in light gray. * Significant difference at p < 0.05, t tendency at p < 0.1.

The proportion of observed birds in the Exp and Con group located in the differ-
ent areas and the effects of treatment and phase of the fattening period are summarized
in Table 3. The percentage of animals located at Oth differed significantly between the
treatment groups (F(1, 505) = 463.99, p < 0.001). In general, a higher percentage of ani-
mals were located at Oth in the Exp group than in the Con group (43.54 ± 14.82% vs.
28.56 ± 15.53%). Further, the phase had a significant effect on the proportion of animals
being located at Oth (F(2, 505) = 3.81, p < 0.05), with animals being located at Oth more often
at the beginning (42.90 ± 16.05%) than at the end of the fattening period (28.94 ± 15.02%;
t = |2.73|, p < 0.05). The interaction between treatment and phase also had a significant
effect on the proportion of animals being located at Oth (F(2, 505) = 32.04, p < 0.001). In
the Exp group, we detected a higher percentage of animals being located at Oth than in
the Con group during all phases (beginning t = |7.59|, p < 0.001; middle t = |16.30|,
p < 0.001; end t = |12.62|, p < 0.001). Within the Exp group, there was a tendency for
a higher proportion of animals being located at Oth at the beginning than at the end of
the fattening period (t = |1.93|, p < 0.1). In the Con group, the proportion of animals
being located at Oth was significantly different between the beginning and middle of the
fattening period (t = |2.98|, p < 0.05) and beginning and end (t = |3.43|, p < 0.01). In both
cases, a higher percentage of broilers were located at Oth at the beginning.

Treatment had a significant effect on the proportion of animals located NF
(F(1, 505) = 105.01, p < 0.001). NF was found in a higher proportion of animals in the
Con group (32.77 ± 12.21%) than in the Exp group (26.63 ± 11.12%). A tendency was found
for the effect of phase (F(2, 505) = 2.82, p < 0.1), with a higher amount of animals located NF
at the beginning than at the end of the fattening period (t = |1.93|, p < 0.1).

NW was found to be affected by the treatment (F(1, 505) = 196.36, p < 0.001), the phase
(F(2, 505) = 4.09, p < 0.05), and the interaction between both (F(2, 505) = 25.36, p < 0.001). This
resulted in a lower percentage of animals located NW at the beginning of the fattening
period (31.10 ± 11.77%) than at the middle (35.53 ± 13.62%; t = |1.95|, p < 0.1) and the
end (37.00 ± 11.99%; t = |2.74|, p < 0.05). Further, a higher percentage of broilers was
observed NW in the Con group (38.67 ± 12.82%) than in the Exp group (29.83 ± 10.73%).
This pattern was found within every phase of the fattening period (beginning t = |3.74|,
p < 0.01; middle t = |12.14|, p < 0.001; end t = |7.56|, p < 0.001). In the Con group, the
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percentage of animals located NW was lower at the beginning of the fattening period than
in the middle (t = |4.35|, p < 0.001) and the end (t = |3.65|, p < 0.01). A tendency was
found within the Exp group, with a higher proportion of animals located NW at the end
than at the beginning (t = |1.93|, p < 0.1).

Table 3. Mean proportion (%) of animals categorized as located at ‘other’ (Oth), ‘located near the
feeding trough’ (NF), and ‘located near the water line’ (NW) at the different phases of the fattening
period on the perforated floor (Exp) and in the control area (Con) (n = three trials each). Standard
deviations are presented in parentheses, n.s. = result is not significant at p < 0.05.

Location Treatment
Phase of the Fattening Period Treatment

p
Phase

p

Treatment
× Phase

Beginning Middle End p

Oth Exp 47.29 (16.66) 46.52 (12.24) 36.86 (11.77)
<0.001 <0.05 <0.001Con 38.51 (14.16) 23.06 (10.89) 21.01 (13.69)

NF Exp 23.62 (12.71) 26.12 (7.06) 30.57 (10.46)
<0.001 <0.1 n.s.

Con 28.37 (11.27) 33.29 (10.20) 37.56 (12.83)
NW Exp 29.08 (11.63) 27.36 (10.09) 32.57 (9.47)

<0.001 <0.05 <0.001Con 33.11 (11.59) 43.65 (11.70) 41.42 (12.62)

3.2. Focal Animal Observations

Since the observation area did not cover the entire perforated floor, focal birds could
leave the frame while not leaving the perforated floor. Therefore, these birds were named
‘runaways’ based on Norring et al. (2016) and were excluded from further analysis in
both treatment groups (Exp n = 56, Con n = 44). This resulted in 34 completely observed
focal birds on the perforated floor and 46 in the littered control area. The duration of the
runaways observed in the defined area compared to the completely observed animals is
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Total time completely observed focal animals (n = 80) spent in the observed area compared
to runaways (n = 100) at the different phases of the fattening period. Results are presented as boxplots
(data range, median, and lower and upper quartile; outliers are included in the graph as dots and
means as a cross). Completely observed animals are presented in dark gray; runaways in light gray.
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The treatment had a significant effect on the time the focal animals spent in total
in the observed area (F(1, 15) = 6.85, p < 0.05). More specifically, in the Con group, the
animals stayed longer in the observed area than in the Exp group (Exp: 03:09 ± 03:27, Con:
08:39 ± 11:41 (mm:ss)) (see Figure 4a). The total time animals spent in the observed area
was found to be affected by the phase of the fattening period (F(2, 15) = 11.47, p < 0.001). The
duration increased during the fattening period, with a higher total time at the end than in
the middle (t = |3.06|, p < 0.05) and at the beginning (t = |4.64|, p < 0.001) and a higher
total in the middle than at the beginning (t = |1.94|, p < 0.1) (Figure 4b).

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Total time focal animals spent in the observed area: (a) in the experimental group (Exp) and
the control group (Con); (b) in the different phases of the fattening period. Results are presented as
boxplots (data range, median, and lower and upper quartile; outliers are included in the graph as
dots and means as a cross). * Significant difference at p < 0.05, t tendency at p < 0.1.

While 16.3% of the observed animals never showed the behavior Loc, 32.5% never
showed Sit. Further, 63.8% of the focal animals had never been located NF, and 26.3% were
never observed NW. The treatment had no significant effect on the mean durations of Loc,
Sit, NF, and NW (all F > 0.00, all p > 0.05) (see Figure 5). While Loc, NF, and NW were
not affected by the phase (all F > 0.81, all p > 0.05), an effect of phase was found on the
behavior Sit (F(2, 7) = 2.28, p < 0.05). Pairwise comparisons revealed a longer duration of the
behavior Sit at the end (07:25 ± 09:56 (mm:ss)) of the fattening period than at the beginning
(00:06 ± 00:10 (mm:ss); t = |4.09|, p < 0.05) and in the middle (01:25 ± 02:23, (mm:ss);
t = |2.26|, p < 0.1) and a longer duration in the middle than at the beginning (t = |2.47|,
p < 0.05). There was no significant interaction between treatment and phase for the behav-
iors Loc, Sit, NF, and NW (all F > 0.13, all p > 0.05).
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Duration of the different behaviors at the different phases of the fattening period:
(a) locomotion (Loc); (b) sitting inactive (Sit); (c) located near the feeding trough (NF); and
(d) located near the waterline (NW). Results are presented as boxplots (data range, median, and lower
and upper quartile; outliers are included in the graph as dots and means as a cross). Results of the
experimental group (Exp) are presented in dark gray; the control group (Con) results are presented in
light gray.

The mean proportions of the different behaviors of the total time spent in the observed
area at the different phases of the fattening period in Exp and Con are shown in Figure 6.
Generally, the proportion of the behavior Loc decreased over the fattening period, while
the proportion of Sit increased in both treatment groups.

Further, the duration of each behavioral event of the behavior ‘Sitting inactive’ (Sitting
inactive bout, n = 184) of 53 different focal animals was analyzed. While the treatment
had no significant effect on the duration of the single sitting inactive bouts (F(1, 137) = 0.34,
p > 0.05), the phase had a significant effect (F(2, 137) = 5.10, p < 0.01). This resulted in longer
sitting inactive bouts in the middle (01:15 ± 01:43 (mm:ss); t = |2.81|, p < 0.05) and at
the end of the fattening period (01:38 ± 02:16 (mm:ss); t = |3.15|, p < 0.01) than at the
beginning (00:11 ± 00:10 (mm:ss)).
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Figure 6. Mean proportions (%) of the behaviors Loc (locomotion), Sit (sitting inactive), NF (located
near the feeding trough), and NW (located near the waterline) of the total time focal animals spent in
the observed area at the different phases of the fattening period on the perforated floor (Exp) and in
the control area (Con).

4. Discussion

The aim of the study was to evaluate the use of an elevated perforated floor equipped
with food and water supply by broiler chickens. More animals were observed on the
perforated floor than in the littered control area, but focal animals spent less time on the
perforated floor compared to the observed littered control area. The animals on the elevated
perforated floor were located to a higher proportion at Oth than in the Con. However, there
were no differences in the duration of the recorded behaviors. The number of animals in
both observed areas decreased, and the duration of the behavior sitting inactive increased
over the fattening period. These results show that the broilers’ behavior was not negatively
affected by the perforated floor to a high degree.

As expected, there were more animals on the perforated floor than in the littered
control area. The 15 cm high floor might be attractive for the animals to perch. Prior
studies found that fast-growing broiler chickens are motivated to perch if they are given
the opportunity [13–15,17]. They prefer elevated platforms to perches, probably due to an
increasing body weight, which leads to difficulties finding balance on a perch [14,15]. In
accordance with the present results, previous studies have demonstrated that broilers had
no difficulties using the elevated floor at the height of 10–50 cm and ramps at an angle of
15◦–35◦ [13–15,17].

The mean number of animals on the elevated floor was 12.8 birds/m2, which is in
accordance with Norring et al. [13] and Bailie et al. [14]. In contrast to these prior studies, in
this study, the food and water supply was located on the perforated floor, which forced the
animals to use the floor. The fact that the animals in the Exp barn did not have the choice
of using the perforated floor should always be taken into account when interpreting the
results of this study. In the scan sampling, a higher proportion of animals was categorized
as located at ‘other’ on the perforated floor than in the control area. In addition, a higher
percentage of broilers was ‘located near the feeding trough’ and ‘located near the water
line’ in the littered control area. These findings indicate a usage of the elevated platform
apart from using the resources.

Contrary to expectations, the focal birds in the Con stayed longer in the observed
area than the animals on the perforated floor. A possible explanation could be that the
climate on the perforated floor was uncomfortable for the animals. The manure under the
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perforated floor led to a higher amount of ammonia in the Exp barn, evaluated in the same
experimental setting by Adler et al. [20]. This may have resulted in shorter times spent on
the perforated floor. To avoid the problem of high ammonia concentration in barns with
perforated floors, installing a manure belt under the elevated perforated floor could be an
option and should be further investigated [20].

Prior studies found increased activity when elevated structures were added to experi-
mental pens [4,5]. In addition, we suggested the perforated floor would also be attractive
for resting [26]. Therefore, we expected longer durations of either Loc or Sit in the Exp than
in the Con. However, we found no differences in the duration of the recorded behavior
patterns of the focal animals in both treatment groups.

In the duration of the single sitting inactive bouts, no differences occurred between
Exp and Con. This is contrary to studies by Yngvesson et al. [27] and Forslind et al. [26].
Both studies found that elevated structures increased the duration of resting bouts during
the daytime because there was less disturbance by other animals. The results in the current
study may be explained by the location of the resources in the observed area. Broilers
searching for food and water may have disturbed sitting inactive animals in our study.

In general, the results of the focal animal observations need to be interpreted with
caution due to the small sample size after excluding the ‘runaways’. Further, the observation
always began at 2 pm and ended at 4 pm at the latest. The behavior of broiler chickens is
highly related to the light intensity and differs depending on the time of day [28,29]. In
addition, the use of elevated structures may also vary depending on the time of day [5,15].
The results of the focal animal observation only represent the behavior in a narrow time
slot. Another limitation of the focal animal observation is that animals categorized as
‘located near the feeding trough’ or ‘located near the waterline’ could also merely walk or
sit near the feeding trough or waterline; accordingly, such animals would not be recorded
as ‘locomotion’ or ‘sitting inactive’. These variables are not completely independent.
Nevertheless, the measured proportions of the different behavior patterns at the total time
the animals spent in the observed area were, in general, consistent with prior studies [29,30].

Regarding the phase of the fattening period, the results of the focal animal observations
showed that the animals spent in total more time in the observed area, spent more time
‘sitting inactive’, and showed longer sitting inactive bouts at the end of the fattening period
than at the beginning. This is consistent with other studies and is suggested to be due to
a decrease in the activity of broiler chickens with age [29–31]. This is presumably due to
higher body weight and an increasing rate of lameness [32] and, therefore, discomfort or
pain [33].

As expected, we found slightly more animals per square meter at the beginning of the
fattening period than at the end in both treatment groups. In case of the observed area on
the elevated perforated floor, this effect could be due to broiler chickens’ decreased walking
ability with age and, therefore, difficulties walking up the ramp [5,14]. Another explanation
for finding the effect in both treatment groups is an increase in body size with age [34].

5. Conclusions

To conclude, this study has identified differences in the behavior of broilers when
comparing an elevated perforated floor equipped with food and water supply to a control
area. There were more animals per square meter on the elevated floor, with a higher
proportion of animals located at ‘other’, which implies that the birds used the perforated
floor beyond simply using the resources. However, the study did not find differences
between the durations of behaviors when comparing the treatment groups. These findings
suggest that, in general, the elevated perforated floor is attractive for the animals. However,
it does not promote one of the recorded behavior patterns. Further research is necessary
to find the optimum design for elevated platforms for fast-growing broiler chickens. A
study design with perforated elevated platforms away from feed and water supply would
allow a true choice for the animals of opting to be on a certain substrate. It would describe
more accurately the physical effort animals invest to require access. Nevertheless, our
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results show that a partially perforated flooring system could be an option for structuring
broiler barns.
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Simple Summary: The design of housing systems and genetic selection of laying hens have in the
past focused mainly on productivity, excluding issues around the animals’ behavioural needs and
welfare. Because of inadequate housing conditions and especially a barren environment, behavioural
disorders such as feather and body pecking, as well as cannibalism, occur in the modern layer industry.
Since conventional cages for egg production were banned in the European Union in January 2012,
alternative systems such as floor, aviary, free-range, and organic systems have become increasingly
common and now concern over 50% of hens housed in Europe. Despite the many advantages that
come with non-cage systems, the shift to a housing system where laying hens are kept in larger
groups and more complex environments has given rise to new challenges related to management,
health, and welfare. We have carried out a review showing the close relationships between damaging
behaviours and health in modern husbandry systems for laying hens.

Abstract: Since the ban in January 2012 of conventional cages for egg production in the European
Union (Council Directive 1999/74/EC), alternative systems such as floor, aviary, free-range, and
organic systems have become increasingly common, reaching 50% of housing for hens in 2019. Despite
the many advantages associated with non-cage systems, the shift to a housing system where laying
hens are kept in larger groups and more complex environments has given rise to new challenges
related to management, health, and welfare. This review examines the close relationships between
damaging behaviours and health in modern husbandry systems for laying hens. These new housing
conditions increase social interactions between animals. In cases of suboptimal rearing and/or
housing and management conditions, damaging behaviour or infectious diseases are likely to spread
to the whole flock. Additionally, health issues, and therefore stimulation of the immune system,
may lead to the development of damaging behaviours, which in turn may result in impaired body
conditions, leading to health and welfare issues. This raises the need to monitor both behaviour and
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health of laying hens in order to intervene as quickly as possible to preserve both the welfare and
health of the animals.

Keywords: hen health; damaging behaviour; laying hens; housing system

1. From “Productivism” Systems to More “Welfare-Friendly” Approaches:
New Challenges to Face

After the Second World War, animal production systems were automatised and ratio-
nalised in order to reach higher productivity to be able to feed Europe with cheap animal
protein. The spectacular development of poultry husbandry systems until the 1990s led to
systems that were optimal in terms of working conditions, productivity, and food safety
and animal health, for example, with the separation of animals and eggs from manure, such
as in cages systems. Housing system design and the genetic selection of animals focused on
productivity, excluding considerations around animal behavioural needs and welfare [1,2].
Due to inadequate housing conditions, and especially the barren environment, behavioural
disorders such as feather pecking, toe pecking, vent/cloacal pecking, and cannibalism can
occur [3].

Since the ban in January 2012 of battery cages for egg production in the European
Union (Council Directive 1999/74/EC), alternative systems such as floor, aviary, free-
range, and organic systems have become increasingly common, reaching 50% of hen
housing in Europe in 2019 [4]. Non-cage (alternative) systems provide the birds much more
behavioural freedom as well as ample access to litter, nests, and perches, which improves
their welfare. Additionally, free-range and aviary systems allow higher bird activity, which
may result in increased bone density and strength [5]. For instance, free-ranging laying
hens have been shown to have better plumage conditions and higher final body weights,
which leads to higher egg weight than hens in indoor systems [5–7].

Despite the many advantages associated with non-cage systems, the shift to a housing
system where laying hens are kept in larger groups and more complex environments has
given rise to new challenges related to management, health, and welfare. Considerable
research has been performed to study environmental conditions and management practices
in non-cage systems in different climatic conditions [7–10]. For instance, several studies
have found that aviaries can have a negative impact on indoor air quality, with higher
concentrations of suspended dust than in cage systems, resulting from the presence of floor
litter (higher ammonia levels) and hens’ activities (higher particulate matter levels) in it [11].
Dust is composed of inorganic and organic compounds from the birds themselves as well
as from feed, litter, and building materials [12]. Dust may be a vector of microorganisms
and toxins. High dust levels may compromise the health and welfare of both birds and
their caretakers [13,14]. Bird health can also be negatively affected in non-cage systems by
a higher risk of bacterial and fungal infections spreading among the birds [15,16].

Finally, welfare challenges persist, even after the switch to non-cage systems, including
keel bone damage (reviewed by Riber et al. [17]), feather pecking, toe pecking, vent/cloacal
pecking, and cannibalism [16,18]. Damaging pecking may occur during rearing periods
of pullets as well as during the laying period [19–21], even though it is more prevalent in
the laying period. Severe feather pecking, leading to feather loss, can result in economic
losses as a result of increased food consumption in defeathered birds [22,23] and increased
mortality [24,25], as well as in reduced animal welfare since feather pecking is painful for
the birds being pecked [26]. Additionally, hens with feather damage are more susceptible
to cannibalistic pecking [27]. Free-range systems are also associated with a higher risk of
exposure to parasites, pathogens, and predation [28].
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2. Description and Definition of the Different Concepts Linked to Health and
Damaging Behaviours

2.1. Health of Laying Hen Flocks

There are many ways to define the health of productive animals. Considering the
World Health Organisation definitions of 1946 and 2006, health is “a state of complete
physical, mental and social well-being and not just the absence of disease or infirmity”.
Animal health can be defined as “a lack of disease or normal functioning of the animal body
and normal behaviour” [28]. Here, we see that the development of abnormal behaviour
is considered an impairment of animal health. In the production sector, Gunnarson [29]
defines health as “the state of the animal organism that allows highest productivity based
on a balance between animals and their environment, as well as the animal’s physical
well-being”. More recently, animal health has been considered one of the pillars of the
“One Health” concept, developed with the aim of protecting public health [30]. The vision
of One Health is that human health can be better protected through policies that ensure the
health of animals and of ecosystems since human, animal, and environmental health are all
interconnected [30]. Within the One Health framework, animal welfare offers opportunities
to define the conditions for animals to grow healthily and to be able to cope with pathogens
while reducing the need for the use of antibiotics. Such conditions are defined by the
animals´ behavioural needs that have been shaped by their own evolutionary history
and are deeply imbedded in their genetic makeup. Understanding the factors that affect
the social behaviour of laying hens [31–33], or their responses to the features of their
surrounding environment [6,34,35], provides the scientific information needed to manage
flocks according to these biological needs, to avoid sources of potential stressors, and to
reduce the risk of damaging behaviour. This type of holistic approach will help to preserve
animal health and welfare while allowing optimal animal performance in modern animal
production systems. From the definitions of health cited above, we can see that they include
the mental state of an animal and that both physical and mental health can be captured in
the term “welfare”. The French Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health
& Safety (ANSES) [36] defines the welfare of an animal as “its positive mental and physical
state as related to the fulfilment of its physiological and behavioural needs, in addition to
its expectations”. Importantly, when the behavioural needs or expectations of animals are
not fulfilled, damaging behaviours may develop or increase. The next chapter discusses the
most common damaging behaviours that can be encountered in current intensive housing
systems for layers and that may compromise animal welfare.

2.2. Damaging Behaviours in Laying Hens
2.2.1. Pecking Behaviours in Chickens

Pecking is a natural behaviour in chickens during foraging and exploration of the
environment. When a chicken pecks a conspecific, a distinction is made between pecking
arising from aggressive or non-aggressive motivations, as the body parts targeted and
risk factors for the behaviour differ. Non-aggressive injurious pecking is considered a
redirected form of foraging behaviour, as both pecking during feeding and injurious
pecking show similar fixed motor patterns [37]. An association has been found between
the high occurrence of litter-directed pecks by individuals when they are young and a high
level of severe feather pecking and litter-directed pecks when they are adults [37]. This
suggests that severe feather pecking is not a direct substitute for foraging but that some
individuals have high pecking motivation overall and are, thereby, more prone to develop
injurious pecking in addition to foraging.

In cage-free systems, hens have greater behavioural opportunities and freedom of
movement, but these systems may also be associated with a greater risk of damaging
behaviours as compared to cages [20,38]. Even though these behaviours can still happen in
cages, they are limited to the cage where they develop.
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2.2.2. From Pecking Behaviour to Damaging Behaviour

Damaging behaviours represent a collection of unwanted behaviours that develop
under certain circumstances at high frequency and intensity in laying hens, other poultry
species, and avian species [39] and can cause harm to other group members. They include
feather pecking [40–42], aggressive pecking [43] (outside of the frame of hierarchy establish-
ment), different forms of cannibalism [44–46], which include vent/cloacal pecking [42,47],
and toe pecking [48,49].

Gentle feather pecking is a frequent behaviour in young birds and is also important in
social recognition. In adult birds, stereotyped gentle feather pecking can be observed, where
birds, for instance, spend a long time pecking at the tips of the tail feathers of another bird.
Although this behaviour indicates a welfare problem for the pecker, it usually does not lead
to much feather damage [45,50]. The main problematic behaviour is severe feather pecking,
directly affecting the health of the hens—several feathers are lost, or whole stripping of
certain areas of the body is observed. This is associated with pain in the affected hen [26]
and can cause skin eruption or bleeding. Severe cases of feather pecking can escalate into
cannibalism and death of the bird victim, cannibalistic tissue pecking, and vent/cloacal
pecking, potentially leading to severely wounded or dead birds [45,46,50].

Cannibalistic behaviour involves beak-inflicted damage followed by the consumption
of blood and tissues of conspecifics while they are still alive or after death [51]. Canni-
balistic behaviour is learned by individual birds and can spread to others through social
learning [51], even through adjacent cages [52]. Severe feather pecking can lead to increased
risks of cannibalism [53]. Cannibalism in the cloacal area, also known as “vent pecking”,
is considered a distinct form of cannibalistic pecking [42] and may negatively affect the
welfare and health of the bird by causing considerable pain and even leading to mortal-
ity [54]. Serious inflammatory and even infectious processes can follow skin breakage. Toe
pecking is another behaviour that is harmful to victims and that negatively affects hen
health. It occurs when a bird starts to peck the toes of another bird [48,49]. In severe forms,
toe swelling can be attributed to cannibalism, and complications may be lethal [55].

2.2.3. Main Causes of Damaging Behaviour and Control Strategies

Regarding the causal factors leading to feather pecking, a classical hypothesis suggests
that it is a redirected form of foraging that develops in the absence of foraging mate-
rial [56–59]. The hypothesis is that under commercial conditions where chicks are reared in
the absence of their mother’s guidance, the direction of foraging pecks toward flock mates
could result from a chick’s failure to learn to direct these pecks toward appropriate sub-
strates and food items. In addition, the absence of suitable manipulable foraging material
can lead to injurious pecking in chicks [37]. In a review, De Haas et al. [37] explored how
behavioural programming via prenatal conditions (role of maternal stress, egg conditions,
incubation settings) and early postnatal conditions (chick brooding conditions) could in-
fluence the development of injurious pecking in laying hens. This review argues that it
may be possible to prevent injurious pecking in commercial laying hen flocks by adapting
the environmental conditions of previous generations, optimising incubation conditions,
reducing stress around hatching, and guiding the early learning of chicks.

Damaging behaviour can emerge at different ages in most breeds, although with
varying intensity depending on the genetic line [34], and can affect a large number of birds
in the flock. Reported percentages of affected flocks at the end of lay can reach values as
high as 60% of the flocks, with more than 10% of hens having moderate or severe feather
damage in one body region [21], or 86% of the flocks in which severe feather pecking was
observed [60].

Although no strategy can guarantee the complete absence of pecking behaviours,
optimised management practices, especially concerning feeding, lighting, and climatic
conditions [35] and environmental enrichment in pullets and adult birds [61–63], can
help to reduce the risk. Access to outdoor free-range areas is associated with plumage
preservation [6,7,64] and a reduced risk of injurious pecking [65]. Genetic selection at
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the commercial scale will help in the control of feather pecking [41,44,66]. For instance,
Rodenburg et al. [67] offer various genetic means to limit feather pecking, cannibalism,
and vent/cloacal pecking based on the systematic selection of birds with less-pronounced
damaging behaviours than other birds.

Another hypothesis suggests that mild feather pecking could be a redirected form of
social grooming and may have a social recognition function [68]. Kjaer et al. [69,70] suggest
that severe feather pecking is related to neurological changes that cause hyperactivity,
although Krause et al. showed that selection for high locomotor activity did not result in
an increase in feather pecking [71]. Recent studies found that genes involved in cholinergic
signalling, channel activity, synaptic transmission, and immune response are involved in
feather-pecking mechanisms [66].

Although Borda-Molina et al. did not find any relations between microbiota and
feather pecking [72], there is growing evidence that gut microbiota influence hens behaviour
and physiology [73,74]. However, whether microbiota can influence the development
of feather pecking is not fully demonstrated [74,75]. This shows the complexity of the
situation, involving the modulation by the gut microbes of the immune system, or maybe
brain function not modulated through the immune system.

The way neurophysiology, gut physiology, and health in a broader sense impact
the development of damaging behaviours in layers is described in the chapter below,
immediately followed by the description of how, in return, the consequences of damaging
behaviours will impact the health and welfare of animals.

3. Inter-Relationships between Damaging Behaviours and Health Problems in Current
Housing Systems for Layers

Some damaging behavioural patterns may be associated with certain diseases in hens.

3.1. Recent Knowledge about the Impact of the Health Condition, Including Immune Status of
Animals, on the Occurrence of Damaging Behaviours
3.1.1. Immune System

The immune system plays a critical role in brain development. In particular, microglia
(macrophage-like immune cells in the brain) have been shown to be involved in many
aspects of brain development, such as synapse formation and neuronal survival [76].
Cytokines, chemokines, major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules, and toll-like
receptors (TLRs) have been shown to play a critical role in neural development [76–78].
Cytokines can target neurocircuits that are involved in regulating mood, motor activity,
motivation, and anxiety [79]. As a result, the immune system could influence behaviours
through its role in brain development.

The immune system is also more directly involved in regulating behaviour. Cytokines
and chemokines can alter behaviour, for example, in sickness behaviour, where sick animals
show reduced feed and water intake, lower activity levels, decreased exploration and social
interactions, and increased sleep [80,81]. Cytokines could influence behaviour via their
effects on the synthesis, re-uptake, and release of neurotransmitters, such as serotonin,
dopamine, and glutamate [79,82,83]. As an example, cytokines can influence the functioning
of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA axis). They can activate corticotropin-
releasing hormone (CRH) and thereby stimulate the release of adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTH) or can stimulate ACTH release, directly resulting in glucocorticoid release [79,84].
Cytokines can, in fact, influence behaviour via multiple routes.

In humans, there are similarities between sickness behaviour and behaviour expressed
by individuals with certain neuropsychiatric disorders, such as depression [85]. Further-
more, many psychiatric disorders have been linked to immune dysregulation, including
schizophrenia, anxiety and stress disorders, autism, and major depressive disorder [77].

Several studies have found relationships between the immune system and feather
pecking. Most show genetic associations between feather damage (as an indicator of feather
pecking) and the immune system. As mentioned previously, cytokines can influence the
serotonergic and dopaminergic systems, and, in turn, these systems seem to be involved in
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the development of damaging behaviours such as feather pecking (for a review, see de Haas
and van der Eijk [86]). In addition, through their effects on HPA axis functioning, cytokines
could further influence how animals respond to or cope with stress. Feather pecking
has been linked to coping styles and increased stress sensitivity [50,87]. Furthermore,
feather pecking has been linked to motor activity [70], motivation, and fearfulness [88], and
cytokines target brain areas that are involved in the regulation of these behaviours. The
serotonergic and dopaminergic systems also appear to be dysregulated in many of these
brain areas when feather pecking occurs [86]. The immune system may, therefore, play a
role in the development of feather pecking.

Genetic associations have been found between immune-related genes, such as in-
terleukin (IL4, IL9), nuclear factor NF-kappa-B (NFKB), chemokine (CCL4) genes, and
feather damage score, providing evidence of a relationship between feather pecking and
immunity at the genetic level [89]. Genetic mutations in the IL4 and IL9 genes were also
associated with levels of natural antibodies (NAb) IgM and IgG [90]. NAb are antibodies
that can bind antigens without prior exposure to the antigen [91]. These associations
were mostly associative genetic effects on feather damage scores and not direct genetic
effects, suggesting that NAb levels may be related to the propensity to perform feather
pecking. This is further supported by the finding that when cage mates had higher NAb
IgG levels, the individual had more feather damage [90]. Genetic associations were further
found between severe feather pecking and specific antibody responses [92], indicating that
there are genes simultaneously involved in both feather pecking and specific antibody
response. Interestingly, several genes involved in immune responses, for example, TNF
ligand and mitogen-activated protein kinase, were either upregulated or downregulated
in the hypothalamus of feather-pecking birds compared to neutrals and victim birds [40].
Furthermore, a chicken line performing more feather damage showed upregulation of
genes related to immune system processes in the brain compared to a chicken line showing
less feather damage [93,94]. These findings provide additional arguments supporting a
relationship between the immune system and feather pecking (see also Brunberg et al. [95]).

Further evidence for a relationship between the immune system and feather pecking
comes from lines that were divergently selected on feather pecking and that differ in several
immune parameters. High-feather-pecking (HFP) birds showed a higher antibody response
to infectious bursal disease virus vaccination, while low-feather-pecking (LFP) birds had
a higher number of white blood cells and higher expression of MHC class I molecules
on T (CD4, CD8) and B cells [96]. Recently, the FP selection lines were shown to differ
in both innate and adaptive immune characteristics, with HFP birds having lower IgM
NAb but higher IgG NAb levels, specific antibody levels, and nitric oxide production by
monocytes compared to LFP birds [97]. These findings suggest that HFP and LFP birds
differ in immune responsiveness and provide further support to a relationship between the
immune system and feather pecking. Yet, these relationships could be the result of genes
that are simultaneously involved in the immune system and in feather pecking, as also
indicated by previous studies [89,98].

It remains to be elucidated whether these relationships between the immune system
and feather pecking are causal. Preliminary findings show that the immune system may
play a role in feather pecking. Birds that received an immune challenge at a young age
showed more feather damage at an adult age [99], suggesting that activation of the specific
immune response at a young age may stimulate birds to feather peck. Following this
rationale, it can be considered that a health issue in a flock, such as infection implying
immune system activation, may increase the risk of feather pecking in the future. More
research is needed on this topic.

3.1.2. Other Impacts of Health on Damaging Behaviour

The health and integument status of laying hens are closely related. Plumage pres-
ence, persistence, and distribution on the body can be indicative of the nutritional status,
health, and behaviour of the birds [25,100]. Close inspection of growing feathers can also
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provide information about physiological and systemic infectious issues while the feathers
are formed.

Other dimensions of health, such as parasitic infestation, may affect the development
of damaging behaviour in laying hens. Parasitic infestation, for example, with Ascaridia galli,
can decrease health, performance production, and plumage coverage in layer flocks [101].
In this study, parasitic infestation was significantly associated with plumage damage,
while treated animals showed better plumage conditions. The authors claim that lower
worm burdens were associated with improved plumage condition, possibly through re-
duced parasite-induced stress, without providing a precise explanation of the mechanism.
These results are consistent with the previous hypothesis of this review, where immune
stimulation might trigger feather pecking.

Concerning external parasites, red mite (Dermanyssus gallinae) infestation can cause
anaemia, while the presence of red mites can also lead to itching, disturbing the flock,
and possibly acting as a trigger for injurious pecking [100]. The poultry red mite is the
most common ectoparasite on laying hen farms worldwide, causing considerable economic
losses and reduced hen health and welfare. Even in moderate numbers, they can cause
considerable stress, agitation, and severe feather pecking in hens. As an example, it
was shown in a study undertaken in 47 Belgian aviaries that the plumage condition
of the flock is better on farms with no red mite infestations [25]. Temple et al. [102],
in an experiment where infested layers were treated with fluralaner (Exzolt®), showed
improvements in behavioural variables (less preening, head scratching, head checking,
severe feather pecking, and aggressive behaviour), physiological biomarkers, and health
parameters following the elimination of red mites on a commercial farm. These results
indicate that infestations can reduce hen welfare. The severity of feather pecking associated
with red mite infestation may increase in non-beak-trimmed flocks.

Other mites, such as the northern fowl mite (Ornithonyssus sylviarum), are also key
pest species for caged laying hens. Jacobs et al. [103] showed that mite-infested hens had
increased nocturnal activity, including preening, as well as fragmentation of behavioural
activities together with decreased dozing, indicating disturbed resting behaviour and
suggesting a reduction in the welfare of hens infested by these mites.

Plumage and integument damage can also result from clinical diseases, such as di-
arrhoea or nutrient deficiency. Hens perform more feather pecking when diets contain
mineral, protein, or amino acid (methionine, arginine) levels below recommended lev-
els [104]. Systemic bacterial infections such as Erysipelas can be associated with poor feather
coverage and skin damage [100].

These findings indicate that health issues may stimulate damaging behaviour, but
more research is needed to explain the mechanisms involved and to identify prevention
strategies. The following chapter explores the consequences of damaging behaviour on
laying hen health outcomes.

3.2. Impact of Damaging Behaviours on Health

When discussing the effects of damaging behaviour on the physical and mental health
of laying hens, we are primarily referring to the “victim”, i.e., “the recipient”. First of all, the
feather-pecking activity may degrade feather cover in recipients, which may interfere with
the bird’s body heat regulation, and hens that have lost parts of their plumage are extremely
susceptible to the cold [105]. Chickens are sensitive to touch; their skin contains numerous
receptors for temperature, pressure, and pain [106]. In crowded systems, feather loss may
give rise to skin damage caused by abrasion from the environment and flock mates [57].
Additionally, skin damage can trigger cannibalism [107], often resulting in the mortality
of recipients. It has been shown that the victims of cannibalism have lower body weight
than feather peckers [108,109]. Furthermore, feather damage may impact the structural
cohesiveness of the feathers and lower the aerodynamic capacity of the wings [110,111],
making them less efficient in helping to maintain balance [112], which can be problematic
when using perches and navigating through a complex 3D aviary environment.
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Even feather removal is a strong stressor for a bird; during feather pecking, the bird
being pecked often shows crouching immobility with no outward sign of pain. Gentle [113]
explained this immobility as learned helplessness, which develops when an animal expe-
riences traumatic events that are aversive and that continue to happen independently of
any attempts by the animal to reduce or eliminate them. Studies have shown that during
initial feather removal, the birds become agitated, with wing flapping and/or vocalisation
and increased heart rate, blood pressure, and EEG arousal as clear signs of pain. Over time,
the continued removal of feathers does not produce an exaggerated escape response but
an immobile “helplessness” state. During this period of immobility, the EEG of the victim
shows activity similar to that seen in sleep or catatonic states, such as tonic immobility.
Basically, this is an anti-predator strategy following capture to prevent further damage
produced by struggling and to allow escape should the occasion arise. This strategy is,
however, counterproductive in production systems where hens have no possibility to
escape and are, in effect, making themselves available to be pecked [113]. This type of
learned helplessness or anticipation of the negative event may lead to the appearance of
negative emotions in hens related to fear and anxiety [106].

Tahamtani et al. [109] suggest that feather peckers and victims experienced similar
levels of negative experiences during rearing, causing stress and developmental instability,
leading to either pecker or victim status. For example, it is considered that fearfulness,
proactive coping, or hyperactivity may predispose chickens to develop severe feather
pecking. In the study by Kops et al. [114], the severe feather-pecking problem was discussed
because of the lack of monoamines (serotonin and dopamine) in certain brain areas, which
affects both emotional perception and behavioural output. Due to neurochemical deficits
early in life, high-feather-pecking-line chickens are prone to increased general behavioural
activity. In turn, this hyperactivity seems to be a clear risk factor for the development of
feather pecking.

To conclude, damaging behaviour leads to denuded overall plumage, with an in-
creased risk of poor thermoregulation, skin damage, and possibly wounds with an in-
creased risk of infection (infection of the skin and tissues and peritonitis). These effects act
negatively on hen health and welfare and possibly lead to increased mortality [18,27,50,60].

Consequently, there is a clear need to monitor laying hen health and welfare in order
to ensure early detection of damaging behaviour and/or health issues and to use corrective
measures. Most modern poultry husbandry systems house thousands of animals in a
single barn, leading to challenges in the assessment of individual animals. The next chapter
will summarise current knowledge on monitoring systems allowing early detection of
damaging behaviour and health issues in order to prevent their spread.

4. Systems for Early Monitoring of Animals in Modern Housing Facilities in Order to
Limit Occurrence and Spread of Both Health Disorders and Damaging Behaviour

Monitoring of damaging behaviours and health of laying hens can be performed
through monitoring of the animals themselves, e.g., behaviour or body condition, or
through monitoring of resources, including feed or water consumption and egg production.

4.1. Monitoring Tools Based on Direct Observation

In order to identify the risk of compromised health and damaging behaviours at an
early stage, it is essential to develop effective and efficient quantitative assessment methods
that can easily be applied on commercial farms. Several methods have been developed in
order to assess animal welfare in animal husbandry, consisting of the collection of different
animal health or welfare parameters from a sample of birds.

The Welfare Quality® [115] method proposes an overall assessment of laying hen
welfare on the farm and at the slaughterhouse. Although the evaluation is extensive, the
application of the protocol in the livestock requires several hours and needs to be performed
by trained assessors. In addition, part of the assessment is conducted at the slaughterhouse
and consists of collecting data on indicators that are known to be related to the health
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and living conditions encountered by the animal on the farm, during transport, or at the
slaughterhouse before being killed [116]. The disadvantage is that these are post-mortem
observations, which do not allow for corrective actions to be taken on the animals or on the
management of the farm, if necessary.

To assess feather damage, numeric rating scales for scoring schemes have been de-
veloped and employed in past studies. Current scoring methods [115,117–119] differ in
the details they record, the type of feathers assessed, the number of body areas assessed,
and whether or not birds are captured and handled during the assessment. For instance,
Decina et al. [120] compared two feather scoring systems [112,119] based on user-friendliness
and reliability [120]. The AssureWel scoring system is the easiest to use and achieves the
most consistent outcomes among scorers for the back area of the body. The LayWel system
does not provide descriptive definitions of the scores but rather provides photographs as a
reference (1–4 scoring scale), while the AssureWel [121] system provides both definitions
of scores (0–2 scoring scale) and photographs. AssureWel proposes an overall method of
assessment based, for instance, on feather loss, bird cleanliness, observation of antagonistic
behaviours, and flightiness.

Animals can be stressed by protocols that require them to be handled for close ex-
amination of their physical condition, which may affect some results [122]. To avoid this
source of stress, a monitoring approach can be used based on line transects [122–128]. The
transect method assesses the frequency at which animals show clear signs of impaired
welfare by noting their incidence while walking along predefined paths or transects that
are established among the corridors delimited by drinkers and feeder lines. A new method
adapted to aviary has been developed by Vasdal et al. [128], where all the birds observed
with feather loss are noted, including those on the littered floor, in the width of the space
under the aviary structure, and on each tier of the structure. The scores are standardised
by the estimated number of birds in the surveyed area, thus enabling comparisons of
the prevalence of various welfare issues between flocks under different husbandry con-
ditions. Several tools have recently been proposed on this principle, sometimes with the
development of a smartphone app for easy collection of data and poultry welfare self-
assessment by farmers, such as EBENE® for broilers and hens [129], or i-Watchturkey and
i-Watchbroiler for turkeys and broilers [130]. These methods allow for shorter durations of
welfare assessments. They offer producers multiple possibilities to conduct quantitative
flock assessment and apply the necessary corrective actions, and multiple possibilities for
the industry in the area of digitalisation and to make informed data-based decisions along
the production chain.

In general, the simplicity and time efficiency of the methods are critical aspects to
encourage the adoption of the protocol by farmers. The Hennovation or Featherwel projects
propose recommendations to improve health and welfare and, to some extent, the conse-
quences of damaging behaviours. For instance, Featherwel enables farmers to regularly
monitor the flock via frequent inspections, observing bird behaviour and performing
feather scoring to identify injurious pecking early on and to help in the implementation of
strategies before the problem becomes more serious.

These methods have the advantage of relying on bird observation and reinforcing
the relationships between the farmer and the layers. However, they are time-consuming
and, therefore, cannot be run in a continuous manner, allowing only episodic assessment.
Other automatic methods allowing continuous assessment of bird health and welfare are
detailed below.

4.2. Monitoring Tools Based on Precision Livestock Farming

A wide range of sensor technologies can be used to monitor and control damaging be-
haviour while also minimising consequences on animal health and welfare [131]. Precision
livestock farming (PLF) enables real-time and continuous monitoring and management of
livestock using modern sensor technologies [132]. In this way, a problem can be identified
and diagnosed during the lifetime of the animal so that appropriate corrective measures
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can be taken immediately if alert criteria are exceeded and before the problem worsens. PLF
covers the field of sensors that carry out measurements on animals or in their environment
and information and communication technologies that are used to store and transfer data.

4.2.1. Group Monitoring

According to Rowe et al. [133], most PLF strategies use image analysis to measure
welfare in poultry farming (42% out of 264 publications). This is because surveillance
camera systems combined with image processing techniques are inexpensive ways of
providing objective measures of poultry behaviour without having to enter the barn, which
involves behavioural changes in the animals. The most common video analysis method
is based on counting and identifying small squares (pixels) that turn on and off for a
given period of time. Specifically, these methods analyse the variation in brightness or
intensity of pixels (on or off) per area of an image, both in time and space. The general
idea of these methods is based on the relationship between the number of pixels that
turn on and off and the activity of animals in a given unit of area. This method uses
cameras to take pictures and analyse the flow. The algorithm then automatically and
continuously generates four aggregated statistical values over 15 min sequences (mean,
variance, skewness, and flattening) [134]. This method can quantitatively assess variations
in the activity of the poultry flock (at the group level) but does not directly account for the
welfare of the animals. To do this, individualised monitoring is necessary. For instance,
Lee et al. [135] have used optical flow measures as indicators of bird movement, thanks
to measures of disturbance using hidden Markov models. Based on these disturbance
measures and age-related variables, the authors were able to predict the levels of severe
feather damage in flocks in future weeks.

The use of microphones appears to be less widespread in poultry farming (14% of pub-
lications [133]). However, sound signals play an important role in animal communication,
and some signals may reflect the welfare and health status of the animals. They are used to
warn other animals or to communicate with each other, for example, to maintain contact or
attract other animals [136]. The Gallus gallus species expresses at least 24 different calls to
communicate. Chicks between 2 and 3 days old have a repertoire of different vocalisations,
from distress calls to pleasure trills and fear trills [137,138]. Certain vocalisations can
easily be seen as indicators of animal welfare status [139]. The finer characterisation of
vocalisations enables the measurement of welfare indicators reflecting the emotional state
of the birds (e.g., warning calls, coughing). The study of these acoustic indicators has made
it possible to highlight in recent work an inverse relationship between the live weight of
the animals and the peak frequency of their vocalisations. This could enable farmers to
identify deterioration in poultry performance early or to predict the weight of animals at
slaughter [140,141]. More specifically, acoustic studies are interesting for detecting stress or
panic states or abnormal noise on the farm. For example, teams of researchers have focused
on identifying rales, characteristic symptoms of respiratory infections in poultry [142,143].
A recent study has developed, under experimental conditions, an algorithm for detecting
sneezing in groups of 15 to 36 broilers, with an accuracy of 88% and sensitivity of 67% [144].
Today, the digital processing of sound signals allows various digital descriptions and statis-
tical examinations of the animals’ vocalisations [136]. However, the extraction of sufficient,
high-quality signals from animals remains a problem, and well-adapted procedures are
required, including noise suppression to remove parasitic noises, such as ventilation noise.
Like in research in imaging, artificial intelligence (AI) techniques are being developed for
sound signal processing.

4.2.2. Individual Monitoring

In recent years, it has become increasingly possible to monitor individual animals,
even within large groups, such as in non-cage systems [145]. A very successful example is
that of the dairy cow sector, where it has become standard on many farms for every cow
in the herd to be equipped with a sensor and for performance and health to be tracked
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continuously and fully automatically, with clear positive effects on health, welfare, and
production. In the poultry industry, a range of PLF applications has been explored to
track individual animals and their health. Tracking allows the recording of information
at the individual level, such as the location of the animal, the distance travelled, or the
speed of movement. Some solutions require the animals to be individually tagged in
order to be tracked. For instance, Banerjee et al. [146] attached wireless sensors to laying
hens to monitor their individual activity [146]. Zaninelli et al. [147] used radio-frequency
identification (RFID) transponders that were injected into the hen’s feet to collect data
on individual behaviour and laying performance (the transponder was injected into the
interdigital portion of each hen’s right foot). Injecting the sensor technology into the
animal reduces the impact of wearing a sensor, although studies have shown that this
impact is minimal and that hens habituate quickly to wearing them [148,149]. Active,
ultra-wideband RFID systems have proven to be promising to monitor the location and
activity of individual birds, especially when combined with accelerometers, which can
provide information on very specific behaviour such as feather pecking [150].

Different tagging technologies can be used, but in some cases, tagging is not suitable
for young chicks [151]. So far, these individual monitoring systems are only suitable for
experimental studies, and those for laying hens have been tested on rather small samples
of birds in a research setting. They are not yet commercially available. Reasons for this
are mainly technical, including interference of sensors with the environment, overlap of
detection zones in the layer house, and short battery life of the sensors [145]. Another
reason could be the cost of equipping every single bird with a sensor. However, the price of
this type of technology has been dropping significantly in the last few decades as more and
more researchers and producers are exploring the use of sensor technology for livestock
production [152]. In the specific context of the poultry sector, individual tagging technolo-
gies can be used in a more explorative way, for instance, to assess the different housing
systems and their impact on production, health, and welfare. However, it is challenging to
develop this system in the field due to the very high number of animals to equip (dura-
tion for attaching and removing devices from each individual before slaughtering, data
treatment, etc.).

Tagless tracking solutions are also being developed with the use of video. Several
steps are required. The first stage of tracking is the detection of individuals in each frame
of the video. For the detection of individuals, segmentation is a classic solution that works
with low animal density but is sensitive to illumination because they are based on the
intensity (brightness) of the pixels. Moreover, even though one can determine with these
methods whether a pixel belongs to a chicken or to the ground, it is still complicated to
determine which chicken it belongs to when two animals are close to each other.

Faced with the limitations of classic segmentation methods, for example, in the case
of higher animal densities, researchers now use AI. Supervised AI allows learning by the
machine by showing it thousands of labelled and categorised examples. In this way, the
machine becomes capable of correctly classifying most of the images it is shown [153]. A
database of characterised images is needed for learning the model, but it is most useful
when the model is deemed functional. AI-based detection is much more robust and faster
than conventional methods. The major limitation of AI is that more powerful and high-
performance machines are needed to allow for great numbers and sometimes more complex
calculations. The next step after detection is the tracking of individuals. This does not
specifically require the use of AI; classic methods can be used. Recently, a team has started
to carry out tracking without marking a small number of laying hens (5) in controlled
conditions [154].

In summary, the recent shift to more non-cage production systems in the European
Union has created the need for new ways of monitoring and managing the health and
welfare of individual laying hens. At the current rate at which technology is evolving
and sensor prices are dropping, a sensor for each individual laying hen is not some far-off
frontier. Individual monitoring of laying hens will enable farmers to keep track of the health
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status and behaviour of their birds and to anticipate the spread of damaging behaviour or
infections, for example, by removing birds from the flock that are showing pecking damage
or symptoms of an infection, indicated by reduced activity or feeding behaviour. Finally,
the data from sensors can be used to optimise breeding programmes and to breed out traits
such as feather pecking in the long term.

5. Conclusions

This review shows the close relationships between damaging behaviours and health
in modern husbandry systems for laying hens, which increasingly house the animals in
cage-free groups of thousands of birds. These new housing conditions will offer birds more
freedom to fulfil their behavioural priorities and, consequently, will reinforce interactions
between animals. In case of suboptimal rearing and/or housing and management condi-
tions, damaging behaviour or infectious diseases will be likely to spread to the whole flock.
Additionally, health issues and, therefore, stimulation of the immune system may, in certain
situations, lead to the development of damaging behaviours, which in turn may result in
impaired body condition, leading to further health and welfare issues. This highlights the
need to monitor both behaviour and health of laying hens in order to intervene as quickly
as possible to preserve the health and welfare of animals, as well as farmer income and
work satisfaction.
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Simple Summary: Fast-growing broiler chickens commonly experience welfare issues, such as foot
and hock lesions or walking difficulties due to their genetics or the barren environment. This study
assessed the impacts of elevated platforms and straw bales on the welfare of fast-growing broilers
reared at two different stocking densities. The higher stocking density had negative impacts on foot
and hock lesions and walking ability, whereas these welfare issues were partly positively affected by
enrichments at both stocking densities.

Abstract: In conventional rearing systems, fast-growing broiler chickens commonly experience
welfare issues, such as contact dermatitis, walking difficulties or a lack of expression of species-
specific behaviours. Enriching their environment may be a way to improve their welfare. The
objective of this study was to evaluate the benefits of elevated platforms and straw bales on the
welfare of fast-growing broiler chickens reared at two different stocking densities. A total of 14,994
Ross 308 broilers were housed in 12 pens according to 4 treatments: 31 kg/m2 with or without
enrichments and 41 kg/m2 with or without enrichments. The broilers’ walking ability, footpad
dermatitis (FPD), hock burns (HB), weight, mortality and litter quality were assessed. Stocking
density had a negative effect on FPD and HB, whereas enrichments reduced the occurrence of FPD
and HB at both densities. There was a positive enrichment effect and a negative density effect on
body weight at 25 days and on walking ability, but no effect on the litter quality or mortality rate.
These results confirm that an enriched environment improves animal welfare in confined chickens,
regardless of the stocking density. Reducing stocking density clearly appears to be an important
means of increasing animal welfare.

Keywords: broiler; enrichment; footpad dermatitis; hock burn; litter quality; stocking density;
walking ability

1. Introduction

Rearing fast-growing broiler chickens in conventional systems is commonly associated
with welfare issues, such as lameness, footpad dermatitis or a lack of expression of species-
specific behaviour [1]. The impairment of welfare is generally linked to fast-growing
genetics and to different elements of housing systems and management, such as a high
stocking density, poor litter quality or the general barren environment. Enriching the envi-
ronment could improve rearing conditions and broiler welfare. According to Newberry [2],
environmental enrichment is a modification of the environment of captive animals that
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increases the animal’s behavioural possibilities and improves biological function. There
are several kinds of enrichment that can be used for broilers, e.g., elevated resting places
(such as perches or platforms), panels, barriers and materials to stimulate foraging, explo-
rative and comfort behaviours [3]. The effects of elevated platforms or perches on broiler
behaviour and welfare have been the subject of recent studies that compared platforms
and perches [4] or different types of platforms and configurations (number, surface, height,
materials) [5–7] at different stocking densities [8] and studied their use on commercial
farms [9] or under experimental conditions (with a small number of birds) [10–12]. Elevated
platforms seem to be more suitable than perches for fast-growing broiler chickens due to
the broilers’ weight, leg weakness and difficulties in finding their balance on “traditional”
perches like bars [3]. These studies assessed several parameters, such as economics [13],
health [14] and animal welfare [8,15–17]. The outcomes of these studies are sometimes
contradictory [3], but for the studies where only a limited improvement was found in ani-
mal welfare, it may be explained by an insufficient platform surface area [5], late provision
(after 7 days old) [5] or lack of access ramps [5,6].

Similarly, straw bales may be used as elevated resting places, with the additional bene-
fit of providing the broilers with an opportunity to express normal foraging behaviour [18].
Broilers also use them to lie against when resting [19]. Riber and colleagues [3] reviewed
research on the effects of these enrichments and concluded that existing studies show
either no or contradictory effects on slaughter weight, mortality and locomotion. Baxter
and colleagues [20] showed no effect of adding straw bales on litter quality and ammonia
levels in commercially reared fast-growing chickens and found mixed results on behaviour
(decrease in locomotion and increase in sitting behaviours). For Kells and colleagues, [21]
straw bales had a positive effect on resting/activity, locomotion and preening behaviours
in commercial farming. Bailie and O’Connell [22] studied the difference in behaviour
according to two quantities of straw bales distributed (one bale per 44 m2 or 29 m2) among
Ross and Cobb chickens at 30 kg/m2 but did not observe any differences in behaviour or
leg health. Thus, the effect of straw bales on broiler behaviour and welfare appears to vary
between studies.

The present study was designed to increase knowledge on the impact of environmental
enrichment on the welfare of fast-growing broilers, especially in relation to leg health and
walking ability. To this end, straw bales and elevated platforms with ramps to facilitate
access for fast-growing broilers were provided in the rearing environment from the first
day that the day-old chicks were placed there. Stocking densities usually varied between
the reviewed studies and only one compared the impacts of enrichment (barrier perches
with small groups of animals) according to stocking density [8]. The aim of this experiment
was, therefore, to compare two different stocking densities to analyse the influence of space
allowance in an enriched environment on the welfare of Ross 308 broilers reared in large
groups: (a) at 41 kg/m2 or 31 kg/m2 and (b) with or without enrichment, i.e., elevated
platforms with access ramps and straw bales.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Housing and Experimental Design

The study was conducted with 14,994 Ross 308 broiler chickens reared until 33 days
of age in 6 identical rooms, each having 2 separate floor pens. The experimental design
consisted of 2 × 2 modalities with 3 repetitions (3 pens) per treatment: stocking density at
slaughter age of 41 kg/m2 or 31 kg/m2, with or without enrichments.

All the pens covered 72 m2 (6 × 12 m) but the usable areas were considered to be 70 m2

in non-enriched pens, and 66 m2 in enriched pens as space under the feeders (i.e., 2 m2) and
platforms (4 m2) were not considered as usable all the time. Indeed, we hypothesised that
birds could not access the surface under the platforms during the last part of the rearing
stage due to an increase in body size (the platforms being placed 30 cm off the ground).
Secondly, no litter was spread on the platform surfaces, so they were not counted as usable
space (in accordance with European regulations [23]). In contrast, the surface on the top
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of the straw bales was counted as usable since birds could access it and the straw can be
considered as litter. Only the usable area was included in the calculation of the number of
chicks to be placed in each pen (Table 1) in order to reach the final stocking densities (31 or
41 kg/m2) at 33 days of age. The different treatments in the six rooms were distributed to
fit with another project on the impact of enrichments on air quality.

Table 1. Distribution of broilers per treatment in the 12 pens of the 6 rooms.

Density 41 kg/m2 31 kg/m2

Room Room 1 Room 2 Room 3 Room 4 Room 5 Room 6
Enrichment Yes No Yes No Yes No No Yes

Pen 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Number

of broilers 1385 1385 1471 1471 1385 1471 1040 1103 1103 1103 1040 1040

The bedding material used in all the pens was 1 kg/m2 of wood shavings with the
addition of clean litter and the removal of dirty litter when necessary to maintain an
acceptable condition. During the rearing period, dirty litter was removed from the most
soiled areas of the pens (mainly under the drinkers) and clean litter was added 4 times in
each pen from day 12. Each pen contained 3 lines of 29 nipple drinkers and 16 circular
feeders. Artificial light was provided in addition to natural light, which birds had access
to from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. During the first week of age, chicks were exposed to a lighting
programme of 23L:1D. From one week of age, artificial light was on from 5 a.m. to 11 p.m.
The level of artificial lighting was managed by lux sensors (Tuffigo Rapidex®, Tuffigo
Rapidex, Saint-Evarzec, France) per room depending on the level of natural light so as to
ensure around 100 lux on the placement day and 30 lux from 6 days on.

2.2. Enrichments

An elevated perforated platform equipped with two access ramps was placed in the
middle of each enriched pen. The platform, made of plastic slatted flooring, was 30 cm high,
2 m long and 1 m wide. The access ramps on either side of the platform had a 16◦ slope
and measured 1 m × 1 m. The total surface area of the platform plus ramps was therefore
4 m2. We considered that 3 m2 was potentially accessible underneath, at least during the
first week of age. These platforms were available for broilers in the enriched pens from
their first to their last day of life.

One straw bale was placed on each side of the barn. These straw bales were available
for broilers in the enriched pens from their first day of life. The two bales were 80 cm long,
40 cm wide and 19 cm high (2 × 0.32 m2 per pen). They weighed around 10 kg and were
removed from their plastic packaging beforehand and tied up to ensure they stayed in
position. They were not renewed if they disintegrated during the rearing period.

2.3. Measurements
2.3.1. Litter Quality

Litter was sampled five times throughout the rearing period (once a week) in order
to assess the humidity level. A handful of litter (around 10 cm diameter on the ground)
was collected from four areas (between feeders) in every pen. For each pen, the samples of
bedding from the four areas were manually mixed to ensure a representative sample. A
subsample of approximately 20 cL was then weighed, dried for 24 h at 70 ◦C and reweighed
to measure the dry matter [24].

2.3.2. Walking Ability

Walking ability was assessed at 26 and 32 days of age on 20 randomly chosen birds in
each pen. The observer walked towards one bird at a time. Birds either moved of their own
volition or were stimulated vocally or by a gentle touch with the foot or hand to encourage
them to walk. Scores were assigned using a 0–3 scale adapted from Meyer et al. [25] where
0 = ability to walk with no signs of lameness, 1 = unevenness in steps or stopped and sat
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down but able to walk 1.5 m, 2 = severe disability, birds can walk a few steps but not 1.5 m
and 3 = birds unable to walk.

2.3.3. Body Weight, Mortality and Contact Dermatitis

Every day during the rearing period, the number of birds that had to be culled or were
found dead was recorded.

At 25 days of age, 50 sexed birds per pen (25 males and 25 females) were randomly
selected for weighing (Signum 3 from Minebea®, Minebea Intec, Hamburg, Germany) and an
evaluation of footpad dermatitis and hock burns. Contact dermatitis was assessed quite early,
at 25 days, because we started to observe a high prevalence of lesions on the birds’ feet during
regular inspections. To assess footpad dermatitis/hock burns, both the feet and hocks were
inspected, and the worst was scored. When feet/hocks were dirty, they were gently brushed
with a toothbrush and soapy water. The scoring systems were adapted from the Welfare Quality
Protocol® [26]: a = no evidence of footpad dermatitis/hock burns, b = minimal evidence of
footpad dermatitis/hock burns (mild lesions), c = evidence of footpad dermatitis/hock burn
(severe lesions). The distinction between mild and severe lesions depended on the size and
depth of the lesions, according to a photographic reference [26].

2.3.4. Welfare Indicators Obtained Post-Mortem

At the slaughterhouse, footpad dermatitis was evaluated on the whole batch for each
treatment with an automatic camera system (Meyn® footpad inspection system, Meyn,
Oostzaan, Amsterdam) providing three scores, depending on the size and colour of lesions:
no lesions (score a), medium/minor lesions (score b) and severe footpad dermatitis (score c).
Due to the incorrect positioning of feet and other errors, only 75–95% of the pads in each
batch were examined. In addition, for each treatment, carcasses were visually observed
for 15 min on the slaughter line after bleeding to score hock burns with the same scoring
system as used at 25 days (a = no evidence of hock burn, b = minimal evidence of hock burn,
c = evidence of hock burn). A total of 1850 carcasses, i.e., hocks (both hocks were inspected,
and the worst was scored), were observed per treatment, corresponding to 42–63% of the
total carcasses per treatment (speed of the line: 7400 chickens per hour).

2.4. Statistical Analysis

The results were analysed using R (version 4.0.3) [27] and RStudio. For each of the five
ages, litter humidity values were analysed using an ANOVA, with the main effects being
enrichment and stocking density as well as the interaction between the two. Body weights
(at 25 days and from automatic weighing scales) were analysed with the geeglm function.
Pen repetition was taken into account in the analysis of manual weighing data, as was
time repetition for the automatic weighing scale data. The daily cumulative mortality was
analysed with a survival analysis and a Cox mixed-effects model on the number of broilers
found dead during the rearing period. The walking ability scores were analysed with a
generalised linear model (GLM) distinguishing birds free of lameness (score 0) from all
others. To go further in the analysis, a pairwise comparison was made using the estimated
marginal means model. The footpad dermatitis scores assessed on the farm were analysed
with two GLMs: one distinguished score c from scores a + b to evaluate the severity of
footpad dermatitis, and the other distinguished score a from scores b + c to evaluate the
prevalence of lesions, whatever their severity. The hock burn scores assessed on the farm
were analysed with a GLM that distinguished score a from score b (there being no or very
few c scores observed). As only one data point was available per treatment (pens were not
distinguished at slaughter), footpad dermatitis and hock burn at the slaughterhouse were
analysed with a chi-square test for each severity score between treatments.
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3. Results

3.1. Litter Quality

In the lower density, the mean levels of litter humidity varied from 25.1 ± 5.1% to
48.1 ± 7.7% in the enriched pens and from 19.4 ± 3.4% to 45.1 ± 9.9% in the unenriched
pens. In the higher density, they varied from 26.8 ± 9.8% to 51.1 ± 5.2% in the enriched
pens and from 22.1 ± 2.7 to 53.1 ± 8.8% in the unenriched pens. There was no effect of
density (p = 0.55) or enrichment (p = 0.12) on litter humidity at any age.

3.2. Weight and Mortality

There was an effect of enrichment (p = 0.01) and of density (p = 0.05) on the body
weight assessed at 25 days of age. Broilers from the enriched pens were heavier than
those from unenriched pens, and broilers from the lower density pens were heavier than
those from the higher density pens (mean body weight: 31 kg/m2-1376 ± 149 g with
enrichment and 1357 ± 142 g without enrichment; 41 kg/m2-1350 ± 146 g with enrichment
and 1314 ± 136 g without enrichment). No effect was found for the interaction of density
and enrichment (p = 0.86).

The cumulative mortality rates (found dead and culled) never exceeded 5.8%. Mor-
tality was neither affected by stocking density (p = 0.58), enrichment (p = 0.91), nor the
interaction of both (p = 0.70).

3.3. Walking Ability

Broilers reared at the lower stocking density of 31 kg/m2 were able to walk better
than those from the pens with a stocking density of 41 kg/m2 at 26 days (p = 0.001) and at
32 days of age (p = 0.0002) (Figure 1). Pairwise comparisons showed a significant effect of
density in unenriched groups (p < 0.0001 and 0.004 at 26 and 32 days of age, respectively),
whereas differences were not significant in enriched groups (p = 0.98 and 0.17 at 26 and
32 days of age, respectively).

Enrichment had an effect on walking ability at 26 days of age but only in the higher
density groups. In groups of broilers reared at 41 kg/m2, there were more birds walking
normally in the enriched group (83%) than in the unenriched group (63%) (p = 0.03) at
26 days of age. This effect disappeared at 32 days, however, though a statistical tendency
remained (p = 0.08). This enrichment effect was not present in the lower density groups at
either 26 (p = 0.79) or 32 days of age (p = 1).

3.4. Welfare Indicators Assessed on the Farm
3.4.1. Footpad Dermatitis (FPD) at 25 Days of Age

An effect of stocking density on footpad dermatitis was found (Figure 2). Broil-
ers reared at the lower density of 31 kg/m2 had less severe footpad dermatitis (score c)
(p = 0.0001) and the prevalence of birds with signs of lesions (score b + c) (p = 0.008) was
lower than those raised at the higher density of 41 kg/m2. There was no effect of enrich-
ment on the percentages of severe footpad dermatitis (p = 0.56) or on the prevalence of
lesions (p = 0.16).

No effect of sex was found on the level of footpad dermatitis (scores b + c: 93.5% of
females and 93.8% of males) (p = 0.92).

3.4.2. Hock Burns at 25 Days of Age

Birds raised at the lower stocking density had fewer hock burns (scores b + c) than
those raised at the higher density (p = 0.0009) (Figure 3). No impact of enrichment was
found on the occurrence of hock burns (p = 0.62). There were so few c scores (one bird at
41 kg/m2 with and one bird at 41 kg/m2 without enrichment) that we could not compare
the lesions’ severity between groups.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1. Percentage of broilers walking normally (score 0) per treatment at 26 days (a) and 32 days
of age (b) (n = 60 per treatment). *** p ≤ 0.001. Different letters (a or b) above the columns indicate a
significant difference between the groups (p < 0.05).
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Figure 2. Distribution of broilers following the same treatment according to the level of footpad
dermatitis (n = 150 per treatment) at 25 days of age.

Figure 3. Distribution of broilers following the same treatment according to the level of hock burns
(n = 150 per treatment) at 25 days of age.

Males had more hock burns (scores b + c) than females at 25 days (males: 31.6%;
females: 20%; p = 0.0009).

3.5. Welfare Indicators Assessed Post-Mortem
3.5.1. Footpad Dermatitis

As observed at 25 days of age, stocking density negatively impacted the levels of
footpad dermatitis assessed post-mortem (Figure 4). Broiler chickens raised in pens with
the higher stocking density of 41 kg/m2 had more severe foot lesions (score c) (p < 0.0001)
than those at 31 kg/m2. There was also a lower prevalence of broilers with signs of lesions
(score b + c) (p < 0.0001) when raised at a stocking density of 31 kg/m2. Minor footpad
dermatitis (score b) was more common in birds raised at 31 kg/m2 than at 41 kg/m2

(p < 0.0001).
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Figure 4. Distribution of broilers following the same treatment according to the level of footpad
dermatitis observed during a post-mortem examination by an automatic camera system at the
slaughterhouse.

There was an effect of enrichments in broilers housed at 31 kg/m2 but not in birds
reared at 41 kg/m2. At 31 kg/m2 without enrichments, more birds had severe footpad
lesions (score c) (p < 0.0001) and fewer had minor footpad dermatitis (score b) (p < 0.0001)
than birds raised at the same density (31 kg/m2) but with enrichments. There was no effect
of enrichment at 31 kg/m2 on the absence of footpad dermatitis (score a) (p = 0.23). No
effect of enrichment on FPD scores was observed in birds raised at 41 kg/m2 (score a: p = 1;
score b: p = 0.58; score c: p = 0.43).

3.5.2. Hock Burns

Stocking density and enrichment impacted the occurrence of hock burns scored on the
slaughter line (Figure 5). Broiler chickens raised at the higher stocking density had more
severe (score c) (p < 0.0001) and minor hock burns (score b) (p < 0.0001) than those raised
at a lower density, whereas more birds raised at 31 kg/m2 had absolutely no sign of hock
burns (score a) than those reared at 41 kg/m2 (p < 0.0001).

Figure 5. Hock burns of broilers following each treatment at post-mortem.

There was also an effect of enrichment at both 31 kg/m2 and 41 kg/m2 densities.
Birds housed at 31 kg/m2 with enrichments had fewer minor lesions (score b) (p = 0.02)
than those raised at the same stocking density without any enrichments. They also had no
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sign of hock burns (score a) (p = 0.02) more often than those at the same stocking density
without enrichments. At 31 kg/m2, no severe hock burns (score c) were observed. At
41 kg/m2, there were more severe hock burns (score c) (p < 0.0001) and minor lesions
(score b) (p < 0.0001) without enrichments than with. The opposite was observed with score
a, i.e., there were more birds with no hock burns in enriched pens at 41 kg/m2 than in
unenriched pens (p < 0.0001).

4. Discussions

The present study found that stocking density negatively impacted every measured
indicator of broiler welfare except mortality, whereas enrichments had a positive effect on
some of the welfare indicators, whether in one stocking density or both.

4.1. Contact Dermatitis and Litter Humidity

Stocking density had a negative effect on FPD and hock burns at 25 days of age. This
effect was also visible in the post-mortem examination. Stocking density is often linked to
welfare issues like dermatitis (e.g., [1,8]), so this result was expected. The present study
shows a positive enrichment effect on FPD only in the 31 kg/m2 group, visible at the
post-mortem examination. Nevertheless, the high level of FPD in the 41 kg/m2 group
could have masked a potential effect of the enriched environment. Indeed, in the present
study, FPD levels were high, probably due to litter management issues. Our litter was
quite damp in all the pens, with moisture levels between 41.7% and 53.1% during the last
week, despite the regular additions of litter. Other studies that analysed litter humidity
in enriched environments measured a maximum humidity of 33% [5,12,20] (though with
different experimental designs). Nevertheless, no effect of enrichment or stocking density
was found on litter humidity, so the differences in FPD and hock burns between the groups
could not be explained by this humidity. In the majority of previous studies, enrichments
(e.g., straw bales, perches, elevated platforms and dustbathing areas) were found not to
impact FPD levels [5,6,8,12,20,22,28,29]. However, in most of these studies (e.g., [6,12,29]),
the great majority of birds had no signs or very low levels of FPD (i.e., between 3.88%
to 7.89% of broilers observed had FPD in the study by Baxter et al. [6]). Two previous
studies showed an effect of enrichment on FPD [16,18]. In the first one, Tahamtani et al. [16]
demonstrated a positive effect of platforms on FPD in comparison with straw bales (groups
having access to platforms 30 cm or 5 cm off the ground had better FPD scores than groups
having access to straw bales only). In the second study, Ohara et al. [18] also found a
positive effect of enrichments, i.e., straw bales and perches, but only on the foot lesions
of females. This difference in FPD between males and females was not observed in the
present study but the assessment was conducted earlier (25 days) and on another strain
(Ross 308) than in Ohara’s study [18] (Japanese broilers, assessment of FPD at 60 days old,
at slaughter). However, we found more hock burns in males at 25 days old. The cause
of hock burns is multifactorial, i.e., hock burns may be related to inactivity [30], growth
rate [31], litter moisture [32], genetics [33] or body weight [1,34,35]. The difference between
the levels of hock burns in males and females could be explained by the body weight,
males being heavier than females. Beyond the sex effect, a positive enrichment impact was
noted on hock burns observed at slaughter. In contrast to FPD, where the enrichment only
affected the broilers from the lower density of 31 kg/m2, there was a positive enrichment
effect on hock burns at both densities, with broilers from the enriched groups having
fewer hock burns than those from the unenriched groups. To the authors’ knowledge, no
previous study has shown an effect of enrichment (i.e., barrier perches, elevated platforms,
ramps, straw bales, dustbathing area) on levels of hock burns in broiler chickens (with [8]
or without comparing stocking densities [5,6,22,28,29]). Thus, the present study shows that
enrichment, such as elevated platforms and straw bales, may improve hock health as well
as footpad health. Future research could be carried out to see whether elevated platforms
and straw bales have the same positive impact on leg health or whether differences are also
observed between straw bales and perches [18].
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4.2. Walking Ability

Our finding that stocking density negatively impacts walking ability at 26 and 32 days
of age is consistent with the literature showing evidence of a decrease in walking ability
when density is increased (e.g., [1]). However, in pairwise comparisons, this negative effect
of stocking density was found only in the groups of broilers without access to enrichments.
Thus, the presence of enrichments seems to mitigate the negative consequences of stocking
density on walking ability. As there was no general significant effect of enrichments, this
result nonetheless needs to be further examined with more repetitions and more or different
enrichment materials. Generally, in previous studies on platforms and straw bales, no effect
of these enrichment materials was found on walking ability [5,6,9,12,20,22]. However, in
these studies, walking difficulties were rarely observed, unlike in the present study where
the number of broilers with walking difficulties (scores 1, 2 and 3) was quite high, which
may explain why an effect of enrichment was observed. The exception is the study by
Kaukonen et al. [9], whose results are in agreement with ours in that they show a positive
effect of elevated platforms on the mean gait score of broilers. Finally, it is possible that
the poor litter quality observed in our study gave us the opportunity to demonstrate both
enrichment and density impacts on contact dermatitis and walking ability, whereas other
studies rarely observed such welfare issues.

4.3. Mortality and Weight

Our results showing no effect of either enrichment or stocking density on mortality
are consistent with the literature. In previous studies on the same genotype (Ross 308) with
different types of enrichment (straw bales, various shapes and the height of perches and
platforms), whether on commercial farms or in experimental facilities, enrichments did not
impact mortality rates [5–7,20]. No effect of stocking density on mortality is commonly
found in the literature (e.g., [8,36,37]).

In contrast, body weights were slightly impacted by both enrichment and stocking
density at 25 days of age. Broilers reared at a density of 31 kg/m2 were heavier than
those from the higher density of 41 kg/m2. This result is consistent with previous studies
showing a negative impact of stocking density on body weight (e.g., [36,37]). Furthermore,
broilers from enriched pens were heavier than those from unenriched ones at 25 days.
We can hypothesise that increased activity due to the use of enrichments leads to more
muscle mass and to heavier birds. To compare this finding with the literature, the effect
of enrichment is in agreement with Ohara et al. [18], who found a greater final body
weight among Tatsuno slow-growing broilers in enriched pens (straw bales and perches)
than among controls. In contrast, De Jong et al. [29] found that broilers (males from two
strains: Ross 308 slaughtered at 38 days and JA757 slaughtered at 53 days) reared without
any enrichment were heavier from day 17 onwards than birds reared with enrichments
(barrier perches, ramps, platforms and a dustbathing area). De Jong et al. [29] concluded
that enrichments increased the activity of birds, which then had an adverse effect on
performance (average body weight and other parameters). This conclusion differs from
that of Ohara et al. [18], who also observed increased activity in an enriched environment
but deduced that enhancing broilers’ activity with enrichments may not have adverse
effects on productivity.

4.4. Platform Use and Impact on Stocking Density

In the present study, the surfaces below and above the platforms were, for different
reasons, not counted as usable areas in the enriched pens. However, broilers perched on the
platform throughout the rearing period, at times covering the entire surface of platforms
and ramps (personal observations). Moreover, the area underneath the platforms was
fully occupied by the broilers throughout the rearing period, mostly for the purpose of
resting. Thus, the effective stocking density, if including the platform surfaces (below and
above), was around 27–28 kg/m2 as compared to the 31 kg/m2 in lower density pens
and 37–38 kg/m2 as compared to the 41 kg/m2 in higher density pens. Thus, the positive
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enrichments effects observed (on weights, walking ability, FPD, and hock burns) cannot
be completely differentiated from the lower stocking density impact. The addition of
enrichments in the rearing environment can then be considered as positive, intrinsically
due to the increased possibilities for the expression of natural behaviours like perching and
foraging, but also due to the increase in space allowance that it comes with.

5. Conclusions

Our results suggest that providing elevated platforms and straw bales helps to improve
broiler welfare by reducing footpad dermatitis, hock burns and walking difficulties even at
a high stocking density. However, reducing stocking density remains the key to improving
broiler welfare. Further investigations are needed to deepen the knowledge of the effect of
enrichments on birds’ walking ability and to distinguish between the effects of different
types of enrichments, examined separately, using a variety of stocking densities.
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Simple Summary: In recent years, there has been increasing interest in providing an enriched
environment to broiler chickens. Indeed, many welfare certification companies encourage or require
enrichment to be provided. Most of these companies suggest the use of scatter feeding as enrichment
material, though there is little scientific evidence to support the implementation of a scatter feeding
program. One of the potential benefits of scatter feeding programs may be an observed increase
in foraging behavior, and hence overall activity of the birds. This study aimed to understand the
impact of scatter feeding on the foraging behavior of broilers. Six groups of broilers were provided
with either dried mealworms, whole wheat, shredded cabbage, alfalfa pellets, wood shavings, or
no scatter feeding. To maintain the birds’ interest in the enrichment, feed items were only scattered
on the first three days of each week. Foraging and feeding behavior were observed via video for
one-hour periods immediately after scattering, 2 h later, and 6 h later. Immediately following the
scattering of feed items, broilers in all groups showed an increase in foraging, though this was most
pronounced in the dried mealworm group. Foraging behavior decreased with age for all groups. The
mealworm group also fed less during hour one compared to the later hours. These results did not
provide evidence that scatter feeding encourages foraging behavior, except for a short-term effect
of a high value food item. Therefore, future studies should examine the feed item and delivery in
more detail.

Abstract: In recent years, welfare certification companies have encouraged the use of scatter feeding
as enrichment material, though there is little scientific evidence to support a scatter feeding program.
This study aimed to understand the impact of scatter feeding on the foraging behavior of broilers. One
hundred eighty Ross 308 chicks were allocated into six treatment groups (six replicates/treatment).
Broilers were scatter fed dried mealworms, whole wheat, shredded cabbage, alfalfa pellets, wood
shavings, or no scatter feeding, respectively. Enrichment was provided on the first three days of each
week. Total foraging, active foraging, and feeding were observed for one-hour periods immediately
after scattering, 2 h later, and 6 h later. In all groups, broilers increased both total (p = 0.001) and
active (p = 0.001) foraging, though this was most pronounced in the dried mealworm group. Across
all groups, active foraging decreased with age (p = 0.001). The mealworm group also showed a
corresponding decrease in feeding during hour one compared to the later hours (p = 0.001). These
results did not provide evidence that scatter feeding encourages foraging behavior, except for a
short-term effect of a high value feed item. This finding suggests that the item scattered and the
delivery method should be studied further.

Keywords: broiler; environmental enrichment; scatter feed; foraging; engagements

1. Introduction

Environmental enrichments are modifications of the environment that aim to promote
the performance of normal behaviors and/or animal health. In broiler chicken production,
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environmental enrichment is often provided with the goal of increasing overall activity,
and preventing the development of lameness, hock burns, and breast blisters [1]. In the US,
third-party animal welfare certification programs typically require that broiler chickens
are housed with enrichment materials ex. [2,3]. Scatter feeding is often listed among the
recommended forms of enrichment. Its application is based on the hypothesis that this
practice will promote foraging behavior and overall activity. However, studies investigating
foraging in broilers have failed to find a definitive relationship between scattering of feed
stuff and broiler activity levels. The scattering of whole wheat, for example, did not
increase broiler activity as reported in several recent studies [4–6]. Other feed items, such
as mealworms, have resulted in only short-term increases in foraging activity [6]. The
current study aims to add to the existing body of literature by evaluating how feeding and
foraging behavior change immediately following the scattering of feed and on days and at
times when feed stuff is not scattered, as well as assessing which feed items have the most
pronounced impact on broiler behavior.

The idea that the scattering of whole grains or other feed items can be used as a form
of environmental enrichment for broilers is grounded in the assumption that foraging
behavior is an important part of the normal behavioral repertoire of broilers. For example,
a welfare certification organization [2] states that “if chickens are provided with edible
material contained in their litter, they will be actively engaged in foraging behavior for
extended periods,” while another one [3] lists foraging as an example of a natural behavior
that should be encouraged. However, what constitutes a normal behavior (i.e., behavior
that is important to the animal in a particular environmental context) can be modified by
selective breeding and environmental conditions. It has been suggested that, along with
selection for fast growth, the broiler behavioral repertoire has shifted towards the perfor-
mance of behaviors that allow the birds to conserve their energy [7]. For example, while
red junglefowl allocate a large proportion of their day to foraging-related activities such
as pecking the ground or scratching the litter [8], modern-day broilers have been shown
to spend over 60% of the day inactive and less than 4% of daylight hours foraging [9,10].
Moreover, while red junglefowl will search for feed even when they are provided with a
“free” feed option [11], broilers do not show this tendency [7]. If scattering of feed is to be
recommended as a form of environmental enrichment for broilers, further investigation
into whether scattering of feed effectively promotes foraging behavior is warranted. The
overall goal of this study is to evaluate whether scatter feeding is a viable form of enrich-
ment for broiler chickens. Specifically, we assessed whether broiler chickens would forage
for scattered feed items when provided, and whether increased activity would be observed
on days when scattered feed was not offered. We further investigated whether broilers
would engage with some feed items compared to others.

2. Materials and Methods

The study was conducted over six weeks between June and July 2018 at the Hopkins
Avian Facility, University of California, Davis, with approval from the UC Davis Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol #20212, approved November 2017).

2.1. Animals and Housing

One hundred ninety-five mixed-sex day-old Ross 308 chicks were reared on wood
shavings. The chicks were acquired from a commercial hatchery, and individually marked
with food coloring on day one of age. Chicks were colored with 5 colors, grouped into
5 pens by color and brooded for five days under ceramic heating bulbs in six identical pens
(3.05 m × 1.52 m). A sixth group of 15 extra chicks were not colored. During brooding,
chicks had ad libitum access to water and commercially supplied starter feed delivered
in a standard 3.5-gal (13.25 L) waterer and 30 lb (13.61 kg) round feeder, respectively.
For the first three days, chicks received 23 L:1 D hours light: dark. Daylight hours were
subsequently reduced to 20 L:4 D. On day six of age, chicks were placed into 36 pens
(3.05 m × 1.52 m; in groups of 5–6. The groups were composed of one chick from each of
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the colored brooding pens. Unmarked (extra) chicks were distributed as evenly as possible
across the pens. An opaque tarp was hung across pen partitions to prevent chicks in one
group from seeing those in adjacent pens. Ad libitum access to water and commercially
supplied starter (1 week), grower (2 weeks), and finisher (2 weeks) diets continued to
be provided. Researchers and staff entered the barn only to conduct daily wellness and
equipment checks, and to clean and refill feeders/waterers.

2.2. Research Treatments

Each of the thirty-six pens was assigned to one of six treatments (six replicates/treatment):
(1) dried mealworms (MW), (2) whole wheat (WW), (3) cabbage (CA), (4) alfalfa pellets
(AP), (5) wood shavings (SH), and (6) feed-only/no-scattering control (Control). Treatments
were assigned in blocks to ensure that they were uniformly distributed across the barn.
Enrichments were scattered evenly across the pen floor on the first three days of each week
between 10:00 and 11:00 h. Birds in the MW, CA, AP, and SH treatment pens received a
half cup (118.3 mL) of enrichment. Due to the difference in grain size (grain units), only
1
4 cup (59.15 mL) of WW was used. The Control group served as a non-scatter-feeding
control. Specifically, we tested how the scattering of whole wheat, cabbage, alfalfa, dried
mealworms, broiler feed, and shavings impacted the feeding and foraging activity of broiler
chickens. Due to the fact that the proposed benefits of scatter feeding are linked to increased
activity and load placed on the legs, we further differentiated between active and inactive
foraging, where active foraging was performed while the bird was standing up or walking.
The whole wheat and cabbage treatment were selected for evaluation as they are currently
listed as effective forms of enrichment by one or more broiler welfare assurance programs
ex. [2,3]. Alfalfa pellets were included because they are easily accessible to producers;
therefore, they were selected due to their potential to serve as a practical enrichment. Wood
shavings were used to test the impact of the act of scattering (a non-nutritive resource)
on broiler behavior. The dried mealworm treatment was included as a positive control.
Mealworms are considered a high-value feed item, are commonly used as a feed reward
in research [12–14], and have been shown to have some impact on foraging behavior in
previous studies [6]. The feed-only treatment served as the negative control.

2.3. Behavioral Observations

A DVR furnished with GeoVision-1480 video surveillance system software and con-
nected to 36 video cameras (Clinton, Model CE-VF540, Clinton Electronics, Loves Park, IL,
USA; 1 video camera per pen) recording chick behavior within the entire floor area of each
pen. Video recorded on the first and fourth day of weeks 2 and 4, and the first day of week 6,
was subsequently analyzed. The first day of each week (ON day) represented the first day
of enrichment delivery, while day four (OFF day) represented the first day within the week
when enrichment was not scattered. Three one-hour observation periods were monitored
on each focal day. The exact start time for the observation was established independently
for each pen each week. Scattering occurred between 10:00 and 11:00. During ON days,
behavioral observations commenced immediately after enrichment was scattered and the
researcher moved completely out of the video frame (H1). The same observation start
time was used for the OFF day observations within a given pen each week. Control was
not provided with enrichment. The observations for those 5 pens began 30 min after the
adjacent pens received enrichment. The remaining daily observation periods took place
two hours after the last set of H1 observations, at approximately 13:00–14:00 (H2) and
17:00–18:00 (H3).

Behavioral data were collected using the 1-0 scan sampling strategy. Observers
reviewed the first of every five minutes of video and recorded whether each of the color-
marked birds participated in feeding from the feeder or in foraging behavior during that
minute. Chicks were assumed to be feeding from the feeder if they were observed pecking
within the feeder trough. Chicks observed pecking at the ground or raking their beaks
across or scratching the wood shavings were assumed to be foraging. We considered chicks
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to be “foraging active” if they were standing or walking while foraging, and “foraging
inactive” if they were sitting or lying down. In total, 12 observations were recorded per
hour, per chick, and per pen.

Five observers assisted with data collection. Before engaging in data collection, the
observers were trained on the data collection protocol, and their inter-rater reliability was
evaluated against that of the lead researcher (B.W.; at least 90% agreement was required).
Inter-rater reliability was assessed based on a review of two hours of video footage (one
hour recorded in the morning and one in the evening). Additional two-hour video clips
taken from a variety of cameras and representing a variety of chick ages were assigned
to all of the observers over the course of the study to ensure that reliability remained
consistently high.

2.4. Data Processing

For each focal hour of behavioral observations, we calculated the percentage of ob-
servations (out of 12 possible) during which each individual broiler chicken engaged in
“foraging active”, “foraging inactive”, and “feeding”. The proportion of observations dur-
ing which each individual engaged in any type of foraging (“foraging active” + “foraging
inactive”) was also calculated (“foraging total”). An initial visual comparison of means
revealed that means were similar across the observations when no scattering was provided,
i.e., during H2 and H3 on ON days, and all observations on OFF days. Therefore, the
analysis included data from ON days only. Observations during H2 and H3 were combined
to allow for comparison between observations immediately after scattering (H1) vs. later in
the day (H2 and H3). Based on the visual comparison of means, we combined treatments
to Control, Other (WW, CA, AP, SH; all treatments where scattering was provided except
for MW), and Mealworms (MW).

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was completed in R 3.4.2 (R Core Team, 2017) using linear mixed-
effect models (LMER) with package ‘lme4’ [15]. A graphical analysis was used to confirm
homoscedasticity of explanatory variables and normality of residuals. Outcome variables
were transformed as needed. The final model was obtained with a stepwise backward
reduction and a p-value > 0.05 as a criterion of exclusion using parametric bootstrap tests
(package ‘pbkrtest’ [16]). The ‘effects’ package [17] was used to calculate model estimates.

Outcome variables were the percent of observations spent foraging total, the percent
of observations spent foraging actively (square root transformed), and the percent of
observations spent feeding. Fixed effects were age (factor with 3 levels: 2, 4, 6 weeks
of age), treatment (factor with 3 levels: Control, Other, Mealworms), hour (factor with 2
levels: H1, H2 and H3), and the interaction of hour and treatment. To account for repeated
measures and pseudo-replication, as well as pen-to-pen and individual-to-pen variation,
hour nested in week nested in individual nested in pen was included as a random effect.

3. Results

3.1. Foraging Total

The percentage of observations spent foraging was higher immediately after the
scattering was provided (H1) than later in the day (H2 and H3) in all treatments, but this
pattern was most pronounced in the MW treatment (Figure 1, p = 0.001). More specifically,
the estimated means [95% confidence interval] were similar during H2 and H3 irrespective
of treatments (Control: 22.7 [17.2, 28.2] %, Other: 21.8 [19.1, 24.6] %, MW: 20.8 [15.3, 26.3] %).
Whereas the percent of observations spent foraging during H1 was increased by only few
percent in Control and Other birds (Control: 28.9 [23.0, 34.7] %, Other: 29.0 [26.1, 32.0] %),
MW birds were foraging during 52.8 [47.0, 58.7] % of the observations in H1.
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Figure 1. The percentage of observations spent foraging (including foraging active and foraging
inactive) immediately after scattering was provided (H1) and later in the day (H2 and H3) for Control
(no scattering), Other (scattering of shavings, whole wheat, alfalfa, or cabbage), and Mealworms
(p = 0.001). Boxplots show medians, lower, and upper interquartile range of raw data. Whiskers
indicate 1.5 times the interquartile range. Solid lines represent estimated means and dashed lines
represent 95 % confidence intervals.

The percent of observations spent foraging was further affected by age (Figure 2,
p = 0.001), though the effect was small (2 weeks of age: 25.2 [22.7, 27.7] %, 4 weeks of age:
28.8 [26.3, 31.3] %, 6 weeks of age: 22.6 [20.1, 25.1] %).

Figure 2. The percent of observations spent foraging (including foraging active and foraging inactive)
at 2, 4, and 6 weeks of age (p = 0.001). Boxplots show medians, lower, and upper interquartile range
of raw data. Whiskers indicate 1.5 times the interquartile range. Solid lines represent estimated
means and dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals.

3.2. Foraging Active

Similar to the percentage of observations spent foraging in total, the percentage of
observations spent foraging actively was higher immediately after the scattering was
provided (H1) than later in the day (H2 and H3) in all treatments. Again, this pattern
was most pronounced in the MW treatment (Figure 3, p = 0.001). Whereas birds were
foraging actively to a low percent irrespective of treatment during H2 and H3 (Control: 4.6
[2.6, 7.1] %, Other: 3.5 [2.6, 4.6] %, MW: 3.2 [1.6, 5.4] %), the percent of observations spent
foraging actively was increased by a few percent during H1 in Control (10.2 [6.9, 14.2] %)
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and Other (10.8 [9.0, 12.8] %). MW birds, on the other hand, spent 36.6 [30.0, 43.9] % of the
observations during H1 foraging actively.

Figure 3. The percentage of observations spent foraging actively immediately after scattering was
provided (H1) and later in the day (H2 and H3) for Control (no scattering), Other (scattering of
shavings, whole wheat, alfalfa, or cabbage), and Mealworms (p = 0.001). Boxplots show medians,
lower, and upper interquartile range of raw data. Whiskers indicate 1.5 times the interquartile range.
Solid lines represent estimated means and dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals.

In addition, the percentage of observations spent foraging actively decreased with
increasing age (Figure 4, p = 0.001). Birds were foraging actively in 11.5 [9.9, 13.2] % of the
observations at 2 weeks of age, in 6.6 [5.4, 8.0] % of the observations at 4 weeks of age, and
in 2.5 [1.8, 3.4] %) of the observations at 6 weeks of age.

Figure 4. The percentage of observations spent foraging actively at 2, 4, and 6 weeks of age (p = 0.001).
Boxplots show medians, lower, and upper interquartile range of raw data. Whiskers indicate 1.5 times
the interquartile range. Solid lines represent estimated means and dashed lines represent 95%
confidence intervals.

3.3. Feeding

The percentage of observations spent feeding at the feeder was similar across all
observations, but birds in the Mealworms treatment were observed feeding less during H1
(Figure 5, p = 0.001). More specifically, Mealworm birds were feeding in 8 [4.7, 11.3] % of the
observations during H1, which was lower compared to all other observations (H1 Control:
16.7 [13.4, 20.0] %, H1 Other: 19.2 [17.5, 20.8], H2 and H3 control: 16.9 [13.8, 19.8] %, H2
and H3 Other: 15.7 [14.2, 17.3], H2 and H3 Mealworms: 13.1 [10.0, 16.1] %).
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Figure 5. The percentage of observations spent feeding at the feeder immediately after scattering
was provided (H1) and later in the day (H2 and H3) for Control (no scattering), Other (scattering of
shavings, whole wheat, alfalfa, or cabbage), and Mealworms (p = 0.001). Boxplots show medians,
lower, and upper interquartile range of raw data. Whiskers indicate 1.5 times the interquartile range.
Solid lines represent estimated means and dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals.

The percentage of observations spent feeding at the feeder was further affected by
age (Figure 6, p = 0.001), though the effect was small (2 weeks of age: 18.4 [17.0, 19.8] %,
4 weeks of age: 16.8 [15.4, 18.3] %, 6 weeks of age: 12.6 [11.2, 14.0] %).

Figure 6. The percentage of observations spent feeding at the feeder at 2, 4, and 6 weeks of age
(p = 0.001). Boxplots show medians, lower, and upper interquartile range of raw data. Whiskers
indicate 1.5 times the interquartile range. Solid lines represent estimated means and dashed lines
represent 95% confidence intervals.

4. Discussion

Scattering of feed with the goal of promoting foraging behavior and overall activity
is a recommended form of broiler enrichment. Several previous studies have, however,
failed to find a relationship between the scattering of feed and foraging and/or overall
activity [4–6]. When noted, impacts of scatter feeding on broiler behavior have been
associated with the scattering of high-value feed items, such as mealworms, but have had
short-term impacts on broiler behavior [6].

Across all treatments, foraging activity was higher during H1 than subsequently in
the day. In line with previous work, different feed items had different impacts on broiler
behavior [4–6]. Along with type, the presence of the feed item also contributes to observed
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increases in foraging activity, as indicated by the fact that foraging activity increased only
during H1 and only on days when scatter feed was delivered. However, as is consistent
with other studies [4,9,10], broiler activity (in the current study, foraging) still suffered
a reduction as age increased, even in treatments that initially stimulated foraging. This
is a reoccurring issue with birds selected for fast growth, as it is difficult to bypass the
confounding effect of age (and size) on overall locomotive activity levels.

In the current study, mealworms stimulated the most total and active foraging activity.
However, the increase in foraging activity in the mealworm treatment only increased during
H1 of the observations. Pichova et al. [6] investigated the effects of whole wheat, wood
shavings, and mealworms on activity levels in broilers. They also found that scattering
mealworms on the litter once per day encouraged activity such as litter pecking and
scratching, and that the change in behavior only occurred immediately after mealworm
delivery. In both studies, enrichment items were only scattered once per day, and this may
have had an impact on the amount of foraging behavior observed. It could be that the
significance of the items scattered decreased over time, as the items were consumed, and
their presence in the environment decreased. Pichova et al. [6] also observed motivational
differences in litter directed behavior for scattered feed items on litter. This may be
attributable to the fact that, as the visual stimulation of the items decreased, the motivation
of the birds to forage also decreased.

The increase in foraging among mealworm-fed birds during H1 was associated with a
reduction in the percentage of observations of birds feeding. This is not surprising, as these
behaviors are mutually exclusive. Overall, the percentage of observations that the broilers
spent feeding was similar across treatments, suggesting that the amount of scattered feed
items did not interfere with feed intake. Although there was a very small effect, observed
feeding behavior decreased with age, as also shown by Alvino et al. [10]. The small change
in feeding behavior observed may be due to sampling time. In the current study, behavior
was observed over three one-hour periods. Feeding behavior has been shown to have a
strong circadian rhythm [9,18,19], and it could be stated that the chosen observation times
were not optimal for measuring feeding behavior.

The results from the current study suggest that there is little effect of scatter feeding
enrichments on stimulating broilers to perform foraging activity. However, Pichova et al. [6]
suggested future research should focus on developing feed items that are highly attractive
and distributed in ways that would increase broiler activity. For instance, the current
study used whole wheat, which is a frequently recommended scatter enrichment item, and
showed no effect on activity, which is in line with several studies. However, there is often
little consideration given to the environments in which studies are conducted. It may be
that experimental scale studies, small numbers of animals, small spaces, etc., may have
an effect on the behavior of the broilers, which may differ under large scale commercial
conditions. In the current study, scattering of items was carried out in close proximity to
the feeders, where feed was available ad libitum. Therefore, the broilers may have been
less motivated to seek out scattered items through foraging. Jordan et al. [5] found that
when feeders were removed, broilers were more likely to be active when pelleted feed was
scattered. Although they reported no increased activity when whole wheat was scattered,
they did not remove feeders for this treatment. Therefore, future scatter feeding studies
should test items under commercial conditions where broilers are likely to have times that
they are not near feeder lines [20], and this may increase the likelihood of foraging even
for items shown experimentally not to be as effective. Recently, Ferreira et al. [14] also
found individual differences in the display of foraging behavior by broiler chickens, which
may have implications on measuring this behavior when comparing treatments across the
group level. Future studies should consider investigating and comparing results between
individuals and groups.
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5. Conclusions

As indicated, this study did not provide evidence that scatter feeding, as currently
recommended in welfare certification guidelines, promotes long term foraging. In this
study, foraging behavior was only encouraged in broilers scatter fed with mealworms,
a well-known, high-value feed item. These results coincide with previous studies using
mealworms as a source of environmental enrichment. Although broilers were stimulated
to forage, this occurred only on the days when enrichment was provided (ON days) and
only directly after distribution. Despite not being able to modify foraging behavior in the
long term, there is a chance that, with the appropriate enrichment, delivery method, and
schedule, broiler activity can be increased. It may also be of interest to look at the entire
behavioral repertoire, instead of only foraging, as scatter feeding may have effects outside
of the measures in the current study.

It is recommended that broilers are provided with high-value feed items that will
motivate foraging behavior and general activity. Suggested environmental enrichment
that promotes locomotor activity, such as mealworms, bales of straw, feed pellets, and
various light intensities, may be used in order to increase activity. Enrichment has been
found to effectively induce broiler activity when used in combinations. For example, straw
bales and light intensity show promising results in promoting activity, which can lead to a
reduction in lameness [21]. As enrichment stimulated foraging primarily within the first
hour, in the future, broilers should probably receive enrichment more frequently and at
various times of the day to initiate and prolong foraging activity. The use of various or a
combination of enrichments throughout the development period may be worth exploring
to keep enrichment novel and engaging, encourage locomotion, increase foraging behavior,
and possibly contribute to improved leg health.
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Simple Summary: Broiler chickens should be able to express highly motivated behaviors, such as
foraging and dustbathing. Health status and housing conditions impact the expression of these
behaviors. This study compared the impact of novel flooring treatments on broiler chicken behavioral
repertoire. We found that broilers’ behavior was impacted by novel flooring treatments at 5 and
6 weeks of age. Differences were found in prevalences of drinking, foraging, preening, locomoting,
and in generally being active. Generally, broilers with access to clean friable litter spent more time
drinking, foraging, locomoting, preening and being active compared to when housed with a partially
slatted floor and/or a disinfectant mat. Thus, access to clean, regularly replaced litter is beneficial for
broiler chicken welfare, especially for their ability to perform normal behaviors.

Abstract: The objective was to determine broiler chicken behavioral differences in response to novel
flooring treatments. Broilers (n = 182) were housed in 14 pens (a random subset from a larger-scale
study including 42 pens), with 13 birds/pen. One of seven flooring treatments were randomly
allocated to 14 pens (2 pens per treatment). The flooring treatments (provided from day 1 {1} or
day 29 {29}) included regularly replaced shavings (POS), a mat with 1% povidone-iodine solution
(MAT), and the iodine mat placed on a partially slatted floor (SLAT). In addition, a negative control
treatment was included with birds kept on used litter from day 1 (NEG). Behavior was recorded
in weeks 1, 2, 5, and 6. In week 5, treatments affected the behavioral repertoire (p ≤ 0.035). Birds
in POS-1 showed more locomoting, preening and activity overall compared to MAT and/or SLAT
treatments. Birds in POS-29 showed more drinking, foraging, preening and overall activity than
birds in MAT and/or SLAT treatments. In week 6, birds in the POS-1 treatment spent more time
foraging compared to birds in all MAT and SLAT treatments (p ≤ 0.030). In addition, birds in the
POS-1 treatment spent more time preening than birds in the MAT-1 treatment (p = 0.046). Our results
indicate that access to partially slatted flooring and/or disinfectant mats does not benefit broiler
chicken welfare in terms of their ability to express highly motivated behaviors. Access to clean,
regularly replaced litter is beneficial for broiler chicken welfare in terms of their ability to express
their normal behavioral repertoire.

Keywords: animal welfare; animal behavior; normal behavior; flooring; meat birds; ethology

1. Introduction

To ensure good animal welfare it is important to allow animals the ability to express
highly motivated behaviors [1,2]. For broiler chickens, species-specific, highly motivated
behaviors include foraging (or scratching) and dustbathing [2–4]. Broiler chickens were
observed spending approximately 1–10% of their time foraging [5,6] and between 0.2 and
3.7% of their time dustbathing when housed on a range of litter types [6]. These behaviors
and behaviors such as preening, stretching and play are generally considered to be positive
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indicators for animal welfare as they are deemed to be indicative of positive affective
states [7–9]. Inducing positive affective states is considered a key component to ensure
good animal welfare [10].

Previous work has shown that accessible resources such as a substrate can impact
the expression of these behaviors. For instance, access to sand resulted in more frequent
dustbathing compared to pine wood shavings, rice hulls, or a paper bedding product [3].
Broilers showed more foraging when housed with access to maize roughage compared to
the control group, yet access to straw bales did not impact foraging behavior [11]. More
play, ground scratching and ground pecking was observed when broilers had access to
enrichments (peat, hay bales and elevated platforms) compared to a control [12]. Broilers
housed on partially or fully slatted floors grew faster than broilers housed on litter, and
this was attributed to birds on slatted floors directing their foraging behavior to the feeder,
rather than the litter [13]. However, direct observations of behavior were not performed,
thus the impact of slatted flooring on broilers’ behavioral repertoire was not investigated.
Other studies did not find an impact of accessible resources on foraging [14] or play [15,16].

Flooring substrate can also impact broilers’ physical condition. Contact dermatitis
on feet, hocks, or breast due to prolonged contact with moisture and irritants in litter is
a prevalent health and welfare concern in broiler chickens [17–22]. In turn, these skin
conditions can affect the birds’ behavioral repertoire due to discomfort and pain [23,24].
Birds with contact dermatitis in a commercial setting are generally not treated to allow
healing, thus lesions will likely worsen over time. We propose to investigate topical
application of an antiseptic whether or not combined with a slatted floor to reduce time
spent in contact with litter as potential flock-level approaches to prevent or remedy contact
dermatitis. Early (day 1) or late (day 29) flock-level treatment approaches may prove
beneficial to reduce dermatitis prevalence and severity, yet these treatments could affect
the birds’ ability to perform highly motivated behaviors. We previously determined the
impact of novel pen-level preventative and remedial approaches on contact dermatitis
(including footpad dermatitis), cleanliness, gait and body weight [25]. Those results
demonstrated that flooring treatments and timing of treatments affected contact dermatitis
severity, with access to regularly replaced clean litter showing the lowest prevalence and
severity of the welfare issues [25]. With our previous work indicating worsened footpad
dermatitis when birds had access to partially slatted floors and/or mats [25], it is likely
the behavioral repertoire would be impacted. Therefore, the objective of this study was
to assess behavioral differences in response to novel flooring treatments at the flock level,
provided at different ages (starting on day 1 or day 29 of age). We hypothesized that
flooring treatments would affect the behavioral repertoire, with more highly motivated
behaviors (foraging and dustbathing) shown when birds had access to clean, regularly
replaced pine shavings, and a potential detrimental effect of slatted flooring and mats on
the birds’ ability to show highly motivated behaviors.

2. Materials and Methods

This experiment was carried out between March and May 2019 and was approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Virginia Tech (protocol
18-246). For the behavioral data reported in this manuscript, a random selection of birds
(182 out of 546) and pens (14 out of 42) were used from those reported in [25].

For this study, 182 commercial strain (Ross × Hubbard) male broiler chicks were
housed at the poultry facility of Virginia Tech from day 1 until day 49 of age, with 13 birds
per pen (1.25 m2). Upon arrival at the facility, birds were randomly allocated to 1 of
7 treatment groups (3 × 2 factorial + 1 industry control group). Pens contained pine
shavings, a drinker line with three nipples, a feeder, and in the first week, a heat lamp
and a feed flat with feed. After the first week lighting was provided for 18 h, followed
by 6 h of uninterrupted darkness. Feed was provided ad libitum following commercial
standards with a starter, grower and finisher phase. More details on housing conditions
were reported in [25].
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The experiment consisted of an incomplete factorial design, with four flooring treat-
ments and two timing treatments. The flooring treatments included a negative control
(NEG), a positive control (POS), and two novel flooring treatments with disinfectant mats
containing a povidone-iodine solution (MAT and SLAT). The two timing treatments con-
sisted of access to the flooring treatments from day 1 of age or day 29 of age onwards.
Pens that received the flooring treatments from day 29 of age were kept under identical
conditions as the negative control up until day 29. Treatments were randomly allocated
over blocks, resulting in 14 pens and 7 treatment groups (2 replicates per treatment).

Flooring treatments (see [25] for more details) consisted of the following:

1. The NEG flooring treatment consisted of pens with used litter (19.1% moisture content
as measured prior to bird placement) that was collected from a previous broiler flock,
to model an industry standard in the United States and other countries [26,27]. Litter
was collected from experimental pens in the same facility and piled in the center
hallway. The used litter was mixed manually and returned to the pens the next day
to ensure an equal distribution of litter at a depth of approximately 6 cm. The NEG
treatment was solely provided from day 1, no timing treatment at day 29 was included
(as that would mean NEG until day 29 followed by NEG until day 49).

2. The MAT flooring treatment (Figure 1a) consisted of a disinfectant mat (60 × 70 cm
mat; product 802010, Agri-Pro Enterprises of Iowa Inc., Iowa Falls, IA, USA) placed
in the back middle of the pen under the drinker line. The mats covered 34% of the
pen floor surface, and were filled with 3 L of a 1% povidone-iodine solution (diluted
with tap water; 050AB Povidone Iodine Solution 10%, Vi-Jon Inc., Breckenridge Hills,
MO, USA). Mats were provided on day 1 (MAT-1) or day 29 (MAT-29). Prior to
day 29, conditions were identical to the NEG treatment. Every four days, the mats
were removed from the pen, rinsed, and refilled with the disinfectant solution. The
remainder of the pen contained used litter (66% of floor surface) as in the NEG
treatment.

3. The SLAT treatment (Figure 1b) consisted of the mat with the disinfectant solution,
placed on top of a black plastic slatted floor (60 × 120 cm, DURA-SLAT® Black Poultry
and Kennel Flooring, Southwest Agri-Plastics Inc., Addison, TX, USA). The slatted
floor covered 58% of floor surface, but only 24% was accessible to birds as the mat
was placed on top of the slatted flooring. The slat and mat were placed on top of the
litter but not elevated from the ground. The mat was placed on top of the slatted floor,
and both were placed in the back of the pen under the drinker, provided on day 1
(SLAT-1) or day 29 (SLAT-29). The remainder of the pen contained used litter (42% of
floor surface) as in the NEG treatment. Prior to day 29, conditions were identical to
the NEG treatment. The slatted flooring was removed as needed to eliminate excess
litter and fecal content, but was not rinsed. The mat was rinsed and refilled every
four days.

4. The POS flooring treatment was provided from day 1 (POS-1) or day 29 (POS-29),
with new pine shavings (10.7% moisture content prior to bird placement) at a depth of
6 cm, and shavings completely replaced every four days. Prior to day 29, conditions
were identical to the NEG treatment.

Fourteen video cameras (IP Bullet camera FLPB133F, FLIR Systems Inc., Wilsonville,
OR, USA) were installed to record behavior in each pen (total of 14 pens). Videos were
recorded on Sundays to limit human disturbance during recording. For 2 pens (MAT-1 and
MAT-29 treatments) in week 5, the recording from Saturday (no human disturbance during
recording) was used instead of the Sunday recording, which was missing.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Top view photos of pen-based flooring treatments, with (a) a mat filled with 1% povidone-
iodine solution (MAT) and (b) the iodine mat placed on a slatted floor (SLAT). The pens contained a
hanging drinker line, a metal feeder, used litter, a disinfection mat, and for the SLAT treatment, a
plastic slatted floor. In the first week, a feed flat with feed was provided.

Behavior was recorded at individual bird-level using scan sampling with a 1 min
inter-sampling interval during two 15 min time periods (starting at 10 AM and 6 PM) for
all birds in a pen (13 birds per pen), for 4 weeks (week 1, 2, 5, and 6 of age). Birds were not
marked for identification, yet the observer was able to ensure all birds were observed based
on the bird location at the start of the scan. This resulted in 15 scans per time period (n = 195
observations per time period per pen), and a targeted total of 21,840 behavioral entries
(13 birds × 15 scans × 4 weeks × 14 pens × 2 time points). These individual behavioral
observations were used to calculate pen-level percentages of time spent on each behavior.
Due to normal mortality, fewer birds were observed resulting in a total of 21,350 behavioral
entries available for analysis. A single observer used Solomon coder version 17.03.22
(Andras Peter, https://solomon.andraspeter.com/ (accessed on 17 May 2019)) to quantify
broiler chicken behaviors (Table 1).

Table 1. Ethogram of recorded broiler chicken behaviors.

Behavior Description

Eat Beak inside or above feeder, may include extension of the neck

Drink Beak near or in contact with the drinker, may include extension of the neck

Forage 1 Pecking/scratching at the flooring substrate

Stretch Extension of the wing or leg, may include fluffing of the feathers

Preen 2 Feathers are raised, cleaned and realigned with the beak

Locomotion 3 Moving using legs in a continuous forward motion (walking or running)

Dustbathe 1 Vertical wing shakes, interacting with flooring substrate, performing side-rubs, and
intermittent ground pecking with beak

Play 4
Spontaneous motor behavior that occurs without apparent purpose. Includes frolicking
(sudden running with no apparent stimulus, flapping wings) and food running (object in

beak and locomotion at high speed)

Passive 1,3
Bird sits resting its abdomen on the flooring substrate or stands with feet in contact with
any flooring. Bird may have head tucked under the wing or have head at or below body

level. Bird may stand without showing other behaviors.

Other Other behaviors or behavior cannot be identified

Out of View Bird is out of camera view

Active Sum of all active behaviors, including eat, drink, forage, stretch, preen, locomotion,
dustbathe, and play

1 Adapted from [28]. 2 [29]. 3 Adapted from [30]. 4 Adapted from [16].
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Behavioral entries for all birds of the group were converted to percentage (%) of
total observations (n = 150–195) at pen level within a 15 min time period. Thus, we
calculated the percentage of time spent on a specific behavior per pen, per time point,
per week. Frequencies were analyzed in JMP® Pro 15.1 (SAS institute Inc., Cary NC,
USA). In addition to the analysis of individual behaviors, we grouped behaviors into
an “Active” category (Table 1), including all behaviors besides “Passive” (Table 1). The
behavioral categories “Out of View” and “Other” (Table 1) were not analyzed, but were
included in the total n of observations within a specific time period. Visual inspection
of data residuals using normal quantile plots showed normal distribution for all but the
residuals of “Dustbathing” and “Play”. Normally distributed data were analyzed by age
(1, 2, 5, 6 weeks) to account for the decrease in activity (more sitting) as birds age [31].
Analyses with week as fixed factor did show an age effect for all behavioral categories
at p < 0.05. For these behaviors, mixed models were used for each age category, with
treatment (flooring × timing treatment combination; n = 7), time (10 AM and 6 PM; n = 2)
as fixed factors, with pen nested in block as random factors. Dustbathing and play were
analyzed with non-parametric Wilcoxon chi-square test, assessing the effect of treatment
(flooring × timing treatment combination; n = 7) for each sampling week. Post hoc analyses
were performed using a nonparametric comparison for all pairs using the Dunn method
for joint ranking, which includes a Bonferroni correction.

3. Results

Effect of flooring treatments on individual behaviors varied during different weeks
(Figure 2). In week 1, the percentage of observations spent eating, drinking, foraging,
locomoting, preening, stretching, playing and being passive did not differ between the
7 treatment groups (all p ≥ 0.13). In week 2, treatments affected the percentage of time
spent playing (p = 0.047), but pairwise comparisons were non-significant (p > 0.45).

In week 5, treatments affected the percentage of time spent drinking, foraging, lo-
comoting, preening, and being active (p ≤ 0.035; Figure 2). Percentage of time spent
drinking was greater for birds in the POS-29 treatment, compared to the MAT-29 treatment
(p = 0.025), and the SLAT-1 treatment (p = 0.032; Figure 2). Percentage of time spent forag-
ing was greater for broilers in the POS-29 treatment than broilers in the SLAT-29 treatment
(p = 0.027; Figure 2). Birds in the POS-1 treatment spent more time locomoting than birds in
the SLAT-29 treatment (p = 0.035; Figure 2). Birds in the POS-1 and POS-29 treatments spent
more time preening than birds in the SLAT-1 or MAT-29 treatments (all p ≤ 0.042). The sum
of all active behaviors in week 5 was greater in the POS-1 treatment than in the SLAT-29
(p = 0.005) and MAT-1 treatments (p = 0.025). Similarly, the time spent on active behaviors
in the POS-29 treatment was greater compared to the SLAT-1 and SLAT-29 treatments, and
the MAT-1 treatment (all p ≤ 0.01; Figure 2). In week 5, birds in the NEG treatment were
more active than birds in the SLAT-29 treatment (p = 0.018).

In week 6, treatments affected percentage of time spent foraging (p = 0.009) and
preening (p = 0.022), while other behavior was unaffected (p > 0.172). Birds in the POS-1
treatment spent more time foraging compared to birds in all MAT and SLAT treatments
(all p ≤ 0.030; Figure 2). In week 6, birds in the POS-1 treatment spent more time preening
than birds in the MAT-1 treatment (p = 0.046; Figure 2).

The behavioral repertoire of broiler chickens changed as they aged (all p < 0.05;
Table 2), with more time spent passive (p < 0.001), and less time spent active (p < 0.001;
Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Percentage of observations (mean % ± SEM) spent on eating, drinking, foraging, stretching,
preening, locomotion, dustbathing, play, passive, and active behaviors by bird age (in weeks) and
by treatments group, with negative control (NEG), iodine mat (MAT), iodine mat with slatted floor
(SLAT), and clean litter (POS) provided either from day 1 of age or 29 of age. Within week means
without a common superscript (a–d) differed at p < 0.05.

Table 2. Behaviors as percentage of observations at pen-level (mean % ± SE) during week 1, 2, 5 and
6 of life.

Behavior
Week Age Effect

(p-Value)1 2 5 6

Eat 12.80 ± 1.07 a 12.61 ± 0.69 a 6.88 ± 0.63 b 7.29 ± 0.73 b <0.001
Drink 4.47 ± 0.29 b 4.87 ± 0.34 ab 4.97 ± 0.43 ab 6.05 ± 0.47 a 0.034
Forage 9.14 ± 0.78 a 8.85 ± 0.81 a 7.17 ± 1.00 a 4.56 ± 0.77 b <0.001
Stretch 1.12 ± 0.18 b 1.64 ± 0.26 b 3.15 ± 0.30 a 1.86 ± 0.45 b <0.001
Preen 2.22 ± 0.28 c 3.26 ± 0.34 bc 5.47 ± 0.47 a 3.57 ± 0.49 b <0.001

Locomotion 15.26 ± 0.89 a 14.49 ± 0.87 a 9.06 ± 0.81 b 6.57 ± 0.56 c <0.001
Dustbathe 1 1.67 ± 0.36 a 1.42 ± 0.35 a 1.13 ± 0.39 ab 0.04 ± 0.03 b <0.001

Play 1 0.50 ± 0.11 a 0.24 ± 0.07 ab 0.00 ± 0.00 c 0.00 ± 0.00 c <0.001
Passive 38.92 ± 1.68 c 41.93 ± 1.96 c 51.28 ± 2.20 b 60.43 ± 1.86 a <0.001
Active 47.16 ± 1.70 47.37 ± 1.97 37.81 ± 2.13 29.92 ± 1.65 <0.001
Other 4.56 ± 0.35 4.06 ± 0.28 2.96 ± 0.24 2.64 ± 0.37 -

Out of view 9.36 ± 0.78 6.63 ± 0.73 7.95 ± 0.70 7.01 ± 0.69 -

Means within a row without a common superscript (a–c) differed at p < 0.05; 1 Non-parametric analysis; - Not
assessed.
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Figure 3. Percentage (means ± SEM) of observations that birds were active (sum of all active
behaviors; in blue) or passive (in black) in week 1, 2, 5 and 6. Percentages of active and passive
behaviors do not sum to 100% as “out of view” and “other” were excluded from the calculations.
Means within a behavioral category without common superscripts differed at p < 0.05.

4. Discussion

This study evaluated the impact of pen-level flooring treatments on the behavioral
repertoire of broiler chickens. In our study this impact was found when birds were 5 and
6 weeks old. Birds housed in the MAT and SLAT treatments generally showed less frequent
foraging, preening, locomotion and overall active behaviors than in the POS treatment in
week 5 of age, as well as less frequent foraging and preening than in the POS treatment
in week 6 of age. Some of these differences in behavioral repertoire could be due to more
severe (and possibly painful [23,24]) footpad dermatitis in all MAT and SLAT treatments
compared to the NEG and POS treatments. In week 5 and 6, mean footpad dermatitis
scores (0–4 categorical scale [32]) were between 1.2 and 2.3 for both MAT treatments and
between 1.1 and 2.6 for both SLAT treatments, compared to between 0 and 0.6 for birds in
the NEG and POS treatments [25].

Foraging and dustbathing are part of a chicken’s natural behavioral repertoire [2,33].
Birds housed with access to clean, regularly replaced pine wood shavings foraged more
than birds housed in some of the MAT and SLAT treatment groups, but similarly to the
used litter (NEG) treatment in those weeks. Birds in MAT and SLAT treatment groups
may have redirected their foraging behavior towards the feeder because of the limited
litter access, as was theorized for broilers housed on a slatted or partially slatted floor [13].
However, time spent eating did not differ between treatments [25]. Access to clean litter
promoted foraging at 5 and 6 weeks of age. This result is comparable to findings by [5],
who found that clean wood shavings were an attractive foraging substrate. They assessed
substrate preferences of commercially housed broilers by providing five different substrates
within metal rings. Birds preferred to forage in clean wood shavings compared to straw
pellets and the control litter (new shavings from day 1 but not replaced or replenished [5]).
However, their birds also preferred to sit inactive in clean shavings compared to some of
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the other substrates, whilst in our study birds tended to be equally or more active on clean
litter. Although not formally analyzed, birds in our MAT and SLAT treatments seemed
to prefer spending time in litter rather than on the mat or the slatted flooring, with least
behaviors observed on the mat (34% of floor surface; 21% of observations in MAT and 23%
in SLAT) or slatted flooring (24% of floor surface; 17% of observations in SLAT) compared
to on litter (79% of observations in MAT (66% of floor surface), 60% in SLAT (42% of floor
surface); results not presented). This possible aversion to the novel flooring treatments and
possible overcrowding in litter could have contributed to the detrimental effect of those
treatments on behavior.

As foraging frequency decreased with age in our study and in previous research [5],
it is an especially important finding that foraging behavior can be stimulated in older
broilers by providing an appropriate substrate. Flooring treatments did not impact the
observed prevalence of eating, stretching, dustbathing, play, or general passivity in this
study. Prevalences of eating and passivity were comparable as reported for conventionally
raised Ross 308 broilers (eat: 10–16% of observations; lie/rest: 52–77% of observations [34]),
while dustbathing was observed more frequently in the current study (less than 1% in [34]).
Somewhat comparable to our study, enrichments in a commercial setting or in a pilot study
also did not impact play behavior in broilers [15,16].

Most active behaviors were observed less frequently with increasing age, including
eating, foraging, locomotion, dustbathing, and play. Dustbathing is performed in short
periods of time, with peak frequency around midday in laying hens and broilers [31,34].
With observations in our study performed during morning and evening hours, our findings
align with expectations and previous research, in that the proportion of time spent dust-
bathing is small [31,35]. Dustbathing was reduced in week 6 compared to week 1 and 2, but
was not significantly impacted by treatments. This suggests that age rather than available
substrate affected the ability or motivation to perform dustbathing. As expected, passivity
was observed more frequently with increasing age, which is in line with previous research
on broilers [5,30,34,35], with 50–60% of observations of fast-growing broilers spent sitting
on the floor or resting [31,36]. Drinking increased as birds aged (in line with [35]), whilst
stretching and preening peaked at week 5. Early work showed that preening was more
frequent and showed different patterns in feed-deprived and thwarted hens compared to
hens under normal conditions, suggesting preening as a redirected behavior indicative of
frustration [37]. Bokkers and Koene [31] observed broiler behaviors until 12 weeks of age,
and found an increase in preening with age. The authors theorized that increased preening
may be due to frustration related to poor mobility while birds had an equal motivation to
walk compared to at an earlier age. Our results somewhat support the theory that poor
mobility at a later age affected the birds’ behavior. Foraging, dustbathing, stretching and
locomotion require energetic movements and exercise of the legs [38], and these behaviors
were decreased in week 6 compared to week 5 of age. Preening, the behavior potentially
indicative of frustration at a later age, was more frequent in week 6 than week 1, but similar
to week 2, and less frequent than in week 5. This suggests that as birds age their ability
to express certain behaviors is inhibited, likely by their body weight [36,39]. A further
investigation of broilers’ ability to perform active behaviors at a later age could focus
on the use of analgesia to reduce the pain experience and the hypothesized increase in
active behaviors thereafter. In addition, to determine the impact of this inhibited ability, an
assessment of affective states could be valuable, for instance using a cognitive bias test [40].

Although treatments did not impact passivity, they did impact active behaviors in
week 5, with birds spending most time on active behaviors in the POS-29 treatment. Thus,
the novelty of clean litter after 4 weeks of access to used litter stimulated broilers’ activity,
although only in week 5 and no longer in week 6. This implies that providing commercially
housed broilers with fresh litter later in life could boost their activity even at relatively high
body weights, but only for a short period of time.

With two replicates per treatment this study had limited statistical power. Therefore,
further research on broiler chickens’ behavioral repertoire and the impact of flooring
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treatments is recommended. Especially for behaviors that were not impacted by treatments
in the current study as low statistical power could lead to type II error (not identifying a
significant difference between treatment groups, thus a false negative).

5. Conclusions

Our results indicate that access to partially slatted flooring and/or disinfectant mats
does not benefit broiler chicken welfare in terms of their ability to express highly motivated
behaviors. We identified a detrimental effect of these novel flooring types (slats and/or
mats) on the expression of foraging, preening, locomotion and overall active behaviors in
week 5 of age, as well on foraging and preening in week 6 of age. Thus, our results suggest
that access to clean, regularly replaced litter, is beneficial for broiler chicken welfare in
terms of their ability to express their normal behavioral repertoire.
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